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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Scope 

This document describes the DECchip 21164-AA chip, a microprocessor that implements the 
Alpha architecture. This specification describes the external interface and programming infor
mation specific to the actual implementation. It does not describe the detailed implementation 
of the chip nor the Alpha architecture. The reader is referred to the Alpha System Reference 
Manual for the architectural specification. 

1.2 Chip Features 

The DECchip 21164-AA microprocessor is a CMOS-5 (.5 micron) super-scalar super-pipelined 
implementation of the Alpha architecture. It will be the basis of a family of Alpha products. 
The DECchip 21164-AA chip is designed to meet the requirements of a wide variety of systems, 
ranging from uni-processor workstations to multiprocessors. DECchip 21164-AA is intended to 
integrate well into a certain style of system environment, one with a particular kind of cache 
coherence protocol and a pipelined or lock-step style of bus and memory subsystem operation. 
A number of configuration options allow its use in a range of system designs ranging from ex
tremely simple systems with minimum component count to high-performance systems with very 
high cache and memory bandwidth. DECchip 21164-AA design compromises are made with 
the intention of achieving maximum performance in high-performance systems while offering 
competitive performance and reasonable implementation constraints in lower cost systems. 

DECchip 21164-AA features: 

• Alpha instructions to support byte, word, longword, quadword, DEC F _floating, G_floating 
and IEEE S_floating and T_floating data types. Limited support is provided for DEC D_ 
floating operations. Partial implementation of the architecturally optional instructions: 
FETCH and FETCH_M. 

• Demand paged memory management unit which in conjunction with properly written PALcode 
fully implements the Alpha memory management architecture appropriate to the operating 
system running on the processor. The translation buffer can be used with alternative PALcode 
to implement a variety of page table structures and translation algorithms. 

• On-chip 48-entry I-stream TB and 64-entry D-stream TB in which each entry maps one 8Kbyte 
page or a group of 8, 64, or 512 8Kbyte pages, with the size of each TB entry's group specified 
by hint bits stored in the entry. 
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• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

• 
• 
• 

• 
• 

• 

World class p~rfor~ance . 
Low average cycles per instructions (CPI). The DECchip 21164-AA chip can issue four Alpha 
instructions in a single cycle, thereby minimizing the average CPI. A number of low-latency 
and/or high-throughput features in the instruction issue unit and the on-chip components of 
the memory subsystem further reduce the average CPI. 
On-chip high-throughput floating point units, capable of executing both DEC and IEEE float
ing point data types. 
On-chip 8Kbyte virtual instruction cache with seven-bit ASN s (MAX_ASN = 127) . 
On-chip dual-read-ported 8Kbyte data cache (implemented as two 8Kbyte data caches con
taining identical data). 
On-chip write buffer with six 32-byte entries . 
On-chip 96Kbyte 3-way set associative writeback second level cache . 
Bus interface unit, which contains logic to directly access an optional external third-level 
cache without CPU module action. The size and access time of the external third-level cache 
is programmable. 
On-chip performance counters to measure and analyze CPU and system performance . 
An instruction cache diagnostic interface to support chip and module level testing . 
An internal clock generator which generates both a high-speed clock needed by the chip itself, 
and a pair of system clocks for use by the CPU module. 
The DECchip 21164-AA chip is packaged in 503 pin IPGA packages. The heat sinks are 
separable and application specific. 

1.3 Terminology and Conventions 

1.3.1 Numbering 

All numbers are decimal unless otherwise indicated. Where there is ambiguity, numbers other 
than decimal are indicated with the name of the base following the number in parentheses, e.g., 
FF(hex). 

1.3.2 UNPREDICTABLE And UNDEFINED 

Throughout this specification, the terms UNPREDICTABLE and UNDEFINED are used. Their 
meanings are quite different and must be carefully distinguished. One key difference is that 
only privileged software (that is, software running in kernel mode) may trigger UNDEFINED 
operations, whereas either privileged or unprivileged software may trigger UNPREDICTABLE 
results or oceu.rrences. A second key difference is that UNPREDICTABLE results and occurrences 
do not disrupt the basic operation of the processor; the processor continues to execute instructions 
in its normal manner. In contrast, UNDEFINED operation may halt the processor or cause it to 
lose information. 

A result specified as UNPREDICTABLE may acquire an arbitrary value subject to a few con
straints. Such a result may be an arbitrary function of the input operands or of any state 
information that is accessible to the process in its current access mode. UNPREDICTABLE re
sults may be unchanged from their previous values. UNPREDICTABLE results must not be 
security holes. Specifically, UNPREDICTABLE results must not do any of the following: 
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• Depend on or. be a function of the contents of memory locations or registers which are inac
cessible to the current process in the current access mode. 

• Write or modify the contents of memory locations or registers to which the current process in 
the current access mode does not have access. 

• Halt or hang the system or any of its components. 

For example, a security hole would exist if some UNPREDICTABLE result depended on the value 
of a register in another process, on the contents of processor temporary registers left behind by 
some previously running process, or on a sequence of actions of different processes. 

An occurrence specified as UNPREDICTABLE may happen or not based on an arbitrary choice 
function. The choice function is subject to the same constraints as are UNPREDICTABLE results 
and, in particular, must not constitute a security hole. 

Results or occurrences specified as UNPREDICTABLE may vary from moment to moment, imple
mentation to implementation, and instruction to instruction within implementations. Software 
can never depend on results specified as UNPREDICTABLE. 

Operations specified as UNDEFINED may vary from moment to moment, implementation to 
implementation, and instruction to instruction within implementations. The operation may vary 
in effect from nothing to stopping system operation. UNDEFINED operations must not cause the 
processor to hang, i.e., reach an unhalted state from which there is no transition to a normal state 
in which the machine executes instructions. Only privileged software (that is, software running 
in kernel mode) may trigger UNDEFINED operations. 

1.3.3 Data Field Size 

The term INTnn, where nn is one of 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, or 64, refers to a data field of nn contiguous 
naturally aligned bytes. INT4 refers to a naturally aligned longword, for example. 

1.3.4 Ranges And Extents 

Ranges are specified by a pair of numbers separated by a" .. " and are inclusive, e.g., a range of 
integers 0 . .4 includes the integers 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4. 

Extents are specified by a pair ofnumbers in angle brackets separated by a colon and are inclusive, 
e.g., bits <7 :3> specify an extent of bits including bits 7, 6, 5, 4, and 3. 

1.3.5 Register Format Notation 

This specification contains a number of figures that show the format of various registers, followed 
by a description of each field. In general, the fields on the register are labeled with either a name 
or a mnemonic. The description of each field includes the name or mnemonic, the bit extent, and 
the type. 

The "Type" column in the field description includes both the actual type of the field, and an 
optional initialized value, separated from the type by a comma. The type denotes the functional 
operation of the field, and may be one of the values shown in Table 1-1. If present, the initialized 
value indicates that the field is initialized by hardware to the specified value at powerup. If the 
initialized value is not present, the field is not initialized at powerup. 
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Table 1-1: Register Field iype Notation 

Notation 

RW 

RO 

WO 

wz 

WlC 

woe 

WA 

RC 

Description 

. A read-write bit or field. The value may be read and written by software. 

A read-only bit or field. The value may be read by software. It is written by hardware; 
software writes are ignored. 

A write-only bit or field. The value may be written by software. It is used by hardware 
and reads by software return an UNPREDICTABLE result. 

A write bit or field. The value may be written by software. It is used by hardware and 
reads by software return a 0. 

A write-one-to-clear bit. If reads are allowed to the register then the value may be 
read by software. If it is a write-only register then a read by software returns an 
UNPREDICTABLE result. Software writes of a 1 cause the bit to be cleared by hard
ware. Software writes of a 0 do not modify the state of the bit. 

A write-zero-to-clear bit. If reads are allowed to the register then the value may 
be read by software. If it is a write-only register then a read by software returns 
an UNPREDICTABLE result. Software writes of a 0 cause the bit to be cleared by 
hardware. Software writes of a 1 do not modify the state of the bit. 

A write-anything-to-the-register-to-clear bit. If reads are allowed t.o the register then 
the value may be read by software. If it is a write-only register then a read by software 
returns an UNPREDICTABLE result. Software write of any value t.o the register cause 
the bit to be cleared by hardware. 

A read-to-clear field. The value is written by hardware and remains unchanged until 
read. The value may be read by software at which point, hardware may write a new 
value into the field. 

In addition to named fields in registers, other bits of the register may be labeled with one of the 
four symbols listed in Table 1-2. These symbols denote the type of the unnamed fields in the 
register. 

Table 1-2: Register Fleld Notation 

Notation 

RAZ 

RAO 

IGN 

MBZ 

SBZ 

1-4 Introduction 

Description 

Fields specified as Read As Zero (RAZ) return a zero when read. 

Fields specified as Read As One (RAO) return a one when read. 

Fields specified as Ignore (IGN) are ignored when written and UNPREDICTABLE when 
read if not otherwise specified. 

Fields specified as Must Be Zero (MBZ) must never be filled by software with a non
zero value. If the processor encounters a non-zero value in a field specified as MBZ, a 
Reserved Operand exception occurs. 

Fields specified as Should Be Zero (SBZ) should be filled by software with a zero value. 
These fields may be used at some future time. Non-zero values in SBZ fields produce 
UNPREDICTABLE results. 
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1.4 Chip Summary 

Table 1-3: DECchlp 21164-AA Chip Summary and Micro-architecture 

Feature 

Estimated Cycle Time Range 

Product Speed Bin Points 

Process Technology 

Transist.or count 

Die Size 

Package 

No. Chip Pads 

No. Signal Pins 

Typ Maximum Power Dissipation 

Clocking input 

Virtual address size 

Physical address size 

Page size 

Issue rate 

Integer Pipeline 

Floating Pipeline 

On-chip Dcache 

On-chip Icache 

On-chip Scache 

On-chip OTB 

On-chip ITB 

FPU 

Bus 

Serial ROM Interface 

Description 

4.4ns t.o 3.2nst 

To Be Determined 

CMOS5 (0.5 micron CMOS) and CMOS5S (TBD micron CMOS) 

503 pin IPGA (interstitial pin grid array) 

581 

289 

approx. GOW@ 3.5ns cycles, Vdd=3.45V* 

two times the internal clock speed. E.g., 571.4 Mhz at a 3.5ns cycle time. 

43 bits 

40 bits 

8Kbytes 

4 instructions per cycle 

7 stage 

9 stage 

8Kbyte, physical, direct-mapped, write-thru, 32-byte block, 32-byte fill 

8Kbyte, virtual, direct-mapped, 32-byte block, 32-byte fill, 128 ASN s 
(MAX_ASN=127) 

96Kbyte, physical, 3-way set associative, writeback, 32 or 64-byte block, 
32 or 64-byte fill 

64-entry, fully-associative, NLU replacement, SK pages, 128 ASNs (MAX_ 
ASN=127), full granularity hint support 

48-entry, fully-associative, NLU replacement, 128 ASNs (MAX_ASN =127), 
full granularity hint support 

On-chip FPU supports both IEEE and DEC floating point 

Separate data and address bus. 128-bit 

Allows the chip to access a serial ROM 

tThis range should not be interpreted as implying any particular production speed bin point. Speed bin ranges will not be 
known until characterization of production CMOS5 parts has been completed. The highest performance system designs should 
be designed to accept 3.2ns DECchip 21164-AA parts, though it is not known if or when production parts that fast will be 
available. 

:j:Power consumption scales linearly wih frequency over the frequency range 225Mhz to 312Mhz. 
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1.5 Revision History -

Table 1-4: Revision History 

Who 

JHE 

JHE 

JHE 

1-6 Introduction 

When Description of change 

9-Feb-1992 Initial version. 

1-March-1992 Add chip summary. Initial release. 

29-November- Updates for new revision. 
1992 
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Chapter 2 

DECchip 21164-AA Micro-Architecture 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter gives a programmer and system designer a view of the DECchip 21164-AA micro
architecture. It is intended to be sufficient for almost all purposes. More detailed hardware 
descriptions of the chip exist in the internal specification and the behavioral model. 

DECchip 21164-AA can issue four instructions in a single cycle. Scheduling and issue rules are 
given at the end of the chapter. DECchip 21164-AA is a pipelined CPU with 4 lbox1 stages, 3 
integer operate stages and 4 floating point operate stages. The pipeline is presented later in this 
chapter. 

The combination of DECchip 21164-AA and its PALcode implements the Alpha architecture. 
Parts of the hardware design assume specific PAL functionality. This functionality is described 
in the next chapter. If a certain piece of hardware is "architecturally incomplete", the missing 
functionality must be implemented in PAI.code. 

2.2 Overview 

The DECchip 21164-AA microprocessor consists of five functional units: 

• The lbox fetches, decodes, and issues instructions. It manages the pipelines (data bypassing), 
the PC, instruction caching (lcache), prefetching, and instruction stream memory manage
ment. It also contains interrupt and trap handling hardware. 

• The Ebox contains the two integer execution units which execute all integer instructions. It 
also partially executes all memory instructions by calculating the effective address, if there 
is one. 

• The Mbox processes all load and store operations after the Ebox produces the address. It 
implements· data stream memory management, executes loads, stores, the memory barrier 
instruction, and some other instructions. It manages outstanding load misses, the write 
buffer, and the data cache (Dcache). It enforces any reference ordering required for correct 
operation or by the Alpha shared memory model. It also buffers physical instruction stream 
requests sent by the lbox. 

1 The lbox is the unit which fetches, decodes and issues instructions. 
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• The Cbox pr~esses ~11 accesses sent by the Mbox and implements all memory related external 
interface functions, particularly the coherence protocol functions for writeback caching. It 
controls the Scache, a 96 Kbyte, 3 way set-associative, writeback, data and instruction cache. 
The Cbox also manages the optional external direct mapped Bcache. It handles all instruction 
and data primary cache read misses, performs the function of writing data from the write 
buffer into the shared coherent memory subsystem, and has a major role in executing the 
memory barrier instruction. 

• The Fbox contains the two floating point execution units, one which basically executes float
ing multiply instructions and another which executes all other floating point instructions, 
particularly floating point add and subtract. Both units execute the CPYS instruction. 

The Ebox and Fbox can each accept one or two instructions per cycle. If code is properly scheduled, 
DECchip 21164-AA can issue up to four instructions per cycle. 

Figure 2-1 is a block diagram of DECchip 21164-AA showing the major functional elements and 
their positions in the pipeline. 
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2.3 lbox 

The primary function of the lbox is to issue instructions to the Ebox, Mbox and Fbox. In order to 
provide those instructions, the lbox also contains the prefetcher, PC pipeline, 48-entry ITB, abort 
logic, register conflict or dirty logic, and interrupt and exception logic. The lbox decodes four 
instructions in parallel and checks that the required resources are available for each instruction. 
If resources are available and multiple issue is possible, then up to four instructions may be 
issued. Section 2.10 give the detailed rules governing multiple instruction issue. The Ibox issues 
only the instructions for which all required resources are available. The lbox does NOT issue 
instructions out of order, even if the resources are available for a later instruction and not for an 
earlier one. 

The lbox controls the primary instruction cache, the Icache. See Section 2.8.2 for more detail. 

The lbox does not advance to a new group of four instructions until all instructions in the current 
group have been issued. The lbox only handles naturally aligned groups of four instructions 
(INT16). If a branch to the middle of such a group occurs, the Ibox attempts issuing the instruc
tions from the branch target to the end of the INT16, proceeding to the next INT16 of instructions 
only when all the instructions in the target INT16 have been issued. This implies that achieving 
maximum issue rate requires that code be be scheduled properly and NOPs (floating or integer) 
be used to fill empty slots in the schedule. 

2.3.1 Instruction Prefetch 

The lbox contains an aggressive instruction prefetcher and a four entry prefetch buffer (called 
the refill buffer). Each !cache miss is checked in the refill buffer. If the refill buffer contains the 
instruction data, it fills the !cache and instruction buffer simultaneously. If the refill buffer does 
not contain the necessary data, a fetch and a number of prefetches are sent to the Mbox. If these 
requests are all Scache hits, it is possible for instruction data to stream into the Ibox at the rate 
of one INT16, four instructions, per cycle. The lbox can sustain up to quad-instruction issue from 
this Scache fill stream, filling the !cache simultaneously. The refill buffer holds all returned fill 
data until the data is required by the lbox pipeline. 

Each fill occurs when the instruction buffer stage in the lbox pipeline requires a new INT16. 
The INT16 is written into the Icache and the instruction buffer simultaneously. This can occur 
at a maximum rate of one Icache fill per cycle. The actual rate depends on how frequently the 
instruction buffer stage requires a new INT16 and on availability of data in the refill buffer. 

Once an Icache miss occurs, the !cache enters fill mode. When it is both in fill mode and awaiting 
a fill, the Icache is checked for hit. If the instruction data is found in the Icache, the Icache returns 
to access mode and the prefetcher stops sending fetches to the Mbox. When a new PC is loaded 
(e.g., taken branches) the !cache returns to access mode until the first miss. The refill buffer 
receives and holds instruction data from prefetches initiated before before the !cache returned to 
access mode. 
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2.3.2 Branch Ex,cuti~n 

When a branch or jump instruction is fetched from the Icache, the Ibox takes one cycle to calculate 
the target PC before it is ready to fetch the target instruction stream. In the second cycle after 
the fetch, the Icache is accessed at the target address. Branch and PC prediction are necessary 
to predict and begin fetching the target instruction stream before the branch or jump instruction 
is issued. 

The Icache records the outcome of branch instructions in a two-bit history state provided for each 
instruction location in the cache. This information is used as the prediction for the next execution 
of the branch instruction. The history status is not initialized on Icache fill, so it may "remember" 
a branch which is evicted from the !cache and subsequently reloaded. 

DEC chip 21164-AA does not limit the number of branch predictions outstanding to one; it predicts 
branches even while waiting to confirm the prediction of previously predicted branches. There 
can be one branch prediction pending for each of stages 3 and 4 plus up to four in stage 2. 

When a predicted branch is issued, the Ebox or Fbox checks the prediction. The branch history 
table is updated accordingly. On branch mispredict, a mispredict trap occurs and the lbox restarts 
execution from the correct PC. 

DECchip 21164-AA provides a twelve-entry subroutine return stack which is controlled by de
coding the opcode (BSR, HW _REI and JMP/JSR/RET/JSR_COROUTINE), and disp<15:14> in 
JMP/JSR/RET/JSR_COROUTINE. The stack stores an Icache index in each entry. (Note that 
the stack is implemented as a circular queue which wraps around in the overflow and underflow 
cases.) 

DECchip 21164-AA uses the Icache index hint in the JMP and JSR instructions to predict the 
target PC. The Icache index hint in the instruction's displacement field is used to access the direct 
mapped Icache. The upper bits of the PC are formed from the data in the Icache tag store at 
that index. Later in the pipeline, the PC prediction is checked against the actual PC generated 
by the Ebox. A mismatch causes a PC mispredict trap and restart from the correct PC. This is 
similar to branch prediction. 

The RET, JSR_ COROUTINE, and HW _REI instructions predict the next PC using the index from 
the subroutine return stack. The upper bits of the PC are formed from the data in the !cache tag 
at that index. These predictions are checked against the actual PC in exactly the same way that 
JMP and JSR predictions are checked. 

Note that changes from PAL mode to native mode and vice versa are predicted on all PC predic
tions that use the subroutine return stack. If the opcode isn't HW _REI, this might not seem to 
make sense, but if the PC prediction is correct, the mode prediction will be as well. 

As noted above, Istream prefetching is disabled when a PC prediction is outstanding. 

2.3.3 ITB 

The lbox contains a 48-entryfully associative translation buffer to cache recently used instruction
stream address translations and protection information for pages ranging from 8 Kbytes to 512 
Kbytes in size. The ITB uses a not-last-used replacement algorithm. The ITB is filled and main
tained by PALcode. Each entry supports all four granularity hint bit combinations permitting 
translation for up to 512 contiguously mapped 8 Kbyte pages using a single ITB entry. 
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The operating system, via PALcode, must ensure that virtual addresses can only be mapped 
through a single iTB entry or super page mapping at one time. Multiple simultaneous mapping 
can cause UNDEFINED results. 

While not executing in PAL mode, the 43-bit virtual program counter (PC) is presented each cycle 
to the ITB. If the PI'E associated with the PC is cached in the ITB, the protection bits for the 
page which contains the PC are used by the Ibox to do the necessary access checks. If there is 
an Icache miss and the PC is cached in the ITB, the PFN and protection bits for the page which 
contains the PC are used by the Ibox to do the address translation and access cheeks. 

The DECchip 21164-AA ITB supports 128 ASNs (MAX_ASN=127) via a seven-bit ASN field in 
each ITB entry. PALcode which supports writes to the architecturally-defined TBIAP register 
does so by using the hardware-specific HW _MTPR instruction to write to a specific hardware 
register. This has the effect of invalidating ITB entries which do not have their ASM bit set. 

DECchip 21164-AA provides two optional translation extensions referred to as super pages. They 
are enabled via ICSR<SPE>. One super page mapping maps virtual address bits <39:13> one-to
one to physical address bits <39:13> when virtual address bits <42:41> = 2. This maps the entire 
physical address space four times over to the quadrant of the virtual address space with virtual 
address bits <42:41> = 2. The second super page mapping maps virtual address bits <29:13> 
one-to-one to physical address bits <29: 13> with physical address bits <39:30> set to 0. This 

'ii mapping occurs for virtual addresses with bits <42:30> = lFFE(Hex), mapping a 30-bit region of 
physical address space to a single region of the virtual address space defined by virtual address 

4.\ 
bits <42:30> = lFFE(Hex). Access to either super page mapping is only allowed while executing 
in kernel mode. 

2.3.4 Interrupt Logic 

The DECchip 21164-AA chip supports three sources of interrupts: hardware, software and asyn
chronous system trap (AST). There are seven level-sensitive hardware interrupts sourced by 
pins, 15 software interrupts sourced by an on-chip IPR (SIRR), and 4 AST interrupts sourced by 
a second on-chip IPR (ASTRR). Interrupts are masked by the hardware interrupt priority level 
register (IPL). In addition, AST interrupts are qualified by the current processor mode and the 
performance counter interrupts, the serial line interrupt, and the internally-detected correctable 
error interrupt are all maskable by bits in the IPR, ICSR (see Chapter 3). All interrupts are 
disabled when the processor is executing PALcode. 

Table 2--1 shows which interrupts are enabled for a given IPL. An interrupt is enabled if the 
current IPL is less than the target IPL of the interrupt. 

Table 2-1 : Interrupt Priority Level Effect 

Interrupt Somee 

Software IntertuPt Request 1 

Software Interrupt Request 2 

Software Interrupt Request 3 

Software Interrupt Request 4 

Software Interrupt Request 5 

2-6 DECchlp 21164-AA Micro-Architecture 

Target IPL (decimal) 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
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Table 2-1 (Cont.): Interrupt Priority Level Effect 

Interrupt Source Target IPL (decimal) 

Software Interrupt Request 6 6 

Software Interrupt Request 7 7 

Software Interrupt Request 8 8 

Software Interrupt Request 9 9 

Software Interrupt Request 10 10 

Software Interrupt Request 11 11 

Software Interrupt Request 12 12 

Software Interrupt Request 13 13 

Software Interrupt Request 14 14 

Software Interrupt Request 15 15 

AST pending (for current or more privileged mode) 2 

Performance counter interrupt 29 

Power fail interrupt§ 30 

System machine check interrupt§; Internally detect.ed correctable error in- 31 
terrupt pending · 

External interrupt 20§ (1/0 interrupt at IPL 20; corrected system error 
interrupt) 

External interrupt 21§ (1/0 interrupt at IPL 21) 

External interrupt 22§ (1/0 interrupt at IPL 22; interprocessor interrupt; 
timer interrupt) 

External interrupt 23§ (I/0 interrupt at IPL 23) 

Halt§ 

20 

21 
22 

23 

Masked only by executing in 
PAL mode. 

§These interrupts are from external sources. In some cases~ the system environment provides the logic-or of multiple 
interrupt sources at the same IPL. 

When the processor receives an interrupt request and that request is enabled, an interrupt is 
reported or delivered to the exception logic if the processor is not curTently executing PALcode. 
Before vectoring to the interrupt service PAL dispatch address, the pipeline is completely drained 
to the point that instructions issued before entering the PALcode can not trap (implied DRAINT). 

The restart address is saved in the Exception Address IPR (EXC_ADDR) and the processor enters 
PALmode. The cause of the interrupt may be determined by examining the state of the INTID 
and ISR registers. 

Note that hardware interrupt requests are level sensitive and therefore may be removed before 
an interrupt is serviced. PALcode must verify the interrupt actually indicated in INTID is to be 
serviced at an IPL higher that the curTent IPL. If it is not, PALcode should ignore the spurious 
interrupt. 
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2.3.5 Performance Counters 

TBD FUNCTIONALITY 

We have yet to define our performance monitoring features completely. 

2.4 Ebox 

..: 

The Ebox contains two 64-bit integer execution pipelines, a total of 2 adders, 2 logic boxes, 1 barrel 
shifter, 1 byte zapper, and 1 integer multiplier. Almost all useful bypass paths are implemented; 
the result of any completed integer operation is available for use by instructions other than 
integer multiply issuing into either pipeline. (The integer multiplier is unable to recieve data 
from certain bypass paths. This is reflected in the latency specification at the end of this chapter.) 
The integer multiplier retires 8 bits per cycle. Table 2-9 lists all instruction latencies. The Ebox 
also contains the 40-entry 64-bit integer register file containing the 32 integer registers defined 
by the Alpha architecture and 8 PAL shadow registers. The register file has four read ports and 
two write ports which provide operands to both integer execution pipelines and accept results 
from both pipes. The register file also accepts load· instruction results (memory data) on the same 
two write ports. Arbitration implemented by the lbox reserves the write ports for fills from the 
Mbox when appropriate. 

2.5 Mbox 

The Mbox contains the address translation buffer for all loads and stores, the write buffer address 
file, the miss address file, the Dcache interface, and Mbox IPRs. It executes up to two loads 
per cycle, though a load can not be issued simultaneously with a store or certain other Mbox 
instructions (see Section 2.10 for detailed issue rules). The address translation datapath receives 
a virtual address every cycle from each adder in the Ebox. A translation buffer with two read 
ports generates the corresponding physical addresses and access control information. 

2.5.1 Big Endian Support 

DECchip 21164-AA provides limited support for big endian data formats via MCSR<BIG_ 
ENDIAN>. When this bit is set, physical address bit <2> is inverted for all longword D-stream 
references. It is intended that this mode be set during initialization PALcode and not changed 
during operation. 

2.5.2 OTB 

DECchip 21164-AA contains a 64-entry fully associative dual read-ported translation buffer which 
caches recently used data-stream page table entries for 8 Kbyte pages. Each entry supports all 
four granularity hint bit combinations permitting translation for up to 512 contiguously mapped 
8 Kbyte pages using a single OTB entry. The translation buffer uses a not-last-used replacement 
algorithm. 
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The DECchip 21~64-M DTB supports 128 ASNs (MAX_ASN=127) via a seven-bit ASN field in 
each DTB entry. PALcode which supports writes to the architecturally-defined TBIAP register 
does so by using the hardware-specific HW _MTPR instruction to write to a specific hardware 
register. This has the effect of invalidating DTB entries which do not have their corresponding 
ASM bit set. 

For load and store instructions and other Mbox instructions requiring address translation, the 
effective 43-bit virtual address is presented to the DTB. If the Pl'E of the supplied virtual address 
is cached in the DTB, the PFN and protection bits for the page which contains the address are 
used by the Mbox to complete the address translation and access checks. 

DECchip 21164-AA provides two optional translation extensions referred to as super pages. They 
are enabled via MCSR<SP<l:O>>. One super page mapping maps virtual address bits <39:13> 
one-to-one to physical address bits <39:13> when virtual address bits <42:41> = 2. This maps 
the entire physical address space four times over to the quadrant of the virtual address space 
with virtual address bits <42:41> = 2. The second super page mapping maps virtual address bits 
<29:13> one-to-one to physical address bits <29:13> with physical address bits <39:30> set to 
0. This mapping occurs for virtual addresses with bits <42:30> = lFFE(Hex), mapping a 30-bit 
region of physical address space to a single region of the virtual address space defined by virtual 
address bits <42:30> = lFFE(Hex). Access to either super page mapping is only allowed while 
executing in kernel mode. 

The DTB is filled and maintained by PALcode. Figure 3-6 shows the OTB miss flow. In general, 
the operating system, via PALcode, must ensure that virtual addresses can only be mapped 
through a single OTB entry or super page mapping at one time. Multiple simultaneous mapping 
can cause UNDEFINED results. The only exception to this rule is that one virtual page may 
be mapped twice with identical data in two different DTB entries. This occurs in operating 
systems utilizing virtually accessible page tables like those used by VMS. If the level 1 page 
table is accessed virtually, PALcode ends up loading the translation information twice, once in 
the double-miss handler, and once again in the primary handler. The P1'E mapping the level 1 
page table must remain constant during accesses to this page to meet this requirement. 

2.5.3 Replay Traps 

For implementation reasons, there are no stalls after the instruction issue point in the pipeline. 
For certain cases, an Mbox instruction can not be executed because of insufficient resources 
or some other reason. These instructions trap and the Ibox restarts their execution from the 
beginning of the pipeline. This is called a replay trap. Replay traps occur in the following cases: 

• Write buffer full when a store is executed and there are already six write buffer entries 
allocated. The trap occurs regardless of whether the entry would have merged in the write 
buffer. 

• A load issued in EO when all six miss address file entries are valid (not available) or a load 
issued in El when five of the six miss address file entries are valid. The trap occurs regardles 
of whether the load would have hit in the Dcache merged with a miss address file entry. 

• Alpha shared memory model order trap (Litmus test 1 trap): If a load issues that address
matches with any miss in the miss address file, the load is aborted via a replay trap regardless 
of whether the newly-issued load hits or misses in the Dcache. The address match is precise 
except that it includes the case in which a longword access matches within a quadword access. 
This ensures that the two loads execute in issue order. 
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• Load-after-store trap: If a load is issued in the cycle immediately following a store that hits 
in the Dcache~ and both access the same memory location, a replay trap occurs. The address 
match is exact with respect to low order bits of the address, but it is TBD whether it ignores 
address bits <42:13>. 

• When a load is followed within one cycle by any instruction which uses the result of that 
load and the load misses in the Dcache, the consumer instruction traps and is restarted 
from the beginning of the pipeline. This happens because the consumer instruction is issued 
speculatively while Dcache hit is being evaluated. If the load misses in the Dcache, the spec
ulative issue of the consumer instruction was incorrect. The replay trap brings the consumer 
instruction to the issue point before or simultaneously with the availability of fill data. 

2.5.4 Load Instruction Execution and the Miss Address Fiie 

The Mbox begins execution of each load instruction by translating the virtual address and ac
cessing the Dcache. Translation and Dcache tag read occur in parallel. If the addressed location 
is found in the Dcache (a hit), the data from the Dcache is formatted and written to either the 
integer or floating point register file. The formatting required depends on the particular load 
instruction executed. If the data is not found in the Dcache (a miss), the address, target register 
number, and formatting information are entered in the miss address file. 

· The miss address file (MAF) performs a load merging function. When a load miss occurs, each 
MAF entry is checked to see if it contains a load miss addressing the same Dcache (32 byte) block. 
If it does, and if certain merging rules are met, the new load miss is merged with an existing 
MAF entry. This allows the Mbox to service two or more load misses with one data fill from the 
Cbox. The merging rules are as follows: 

• Merging only occurs if the new load miss addresses a different INT8 from all loads previously 
entered or merged to that miss address file entry. 

• Merging only occurs if the new load miss is the same access size as the loads previously 
entered in that miss address file entry. I.e., quadword loads only merge with other quadword 
loads and longword loads only merge with other longword loads. 

• In the case oflongword loads, address bit<2> must be the same. I.e., longword loads with even 
addresses merge only with other even longword loads and longword loads with odd addresses 
merge only with other odd longword loads. 

• The miss address file does not merge floating point and integer load misses in the same entry. 

• Merging is prevented for the MAF entry a certain number of cycles after the Scache access 
corresponding to the MAF entry begins. Merging is prevented for that entry only if the Scache 
access bits. The minimum number of cycles of merging is three, the cycle in which the first 
load is issued and the two subsequent cycles. This corresponds to the most optimistic case 
of a load miss being forwarded to the Scache without delay (accounting for the cycle saved 
by the bypass which sends new load misses directly to the Scache when there is nothing else 
pending). 

Note that merging is allowed for loads to non-cacheable space (physical address bit <39> = 1). At 
the pins, these reads will tell the system environment which INT32 is addressed and which INT8s 
within the INT32 are actually accessed. (Merging stops for a load to non-cacheable space as soon 
as the Cbox accepts the reference.) This permits the system environment to access only those 
INT8s actually requested by load instructions. For memory mapped INT4 registers, the system 
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environment mu~t ret~ the result of reading each register within the INT8 since DECchip 
21164-AA only indicates which INT8s are accessed, not the exact length and offset of the access 
within each INT8. Systems implementing memory mapped registers with side effects from reads 
should place each such register in a separate INT8 in memory. 

When merging does not occur, a new MAF entry is allocated for the new load miss. Merging is 
done for two loads issued simultaneously which both miss as if they were issued sequentially 
with the load from Ebox pipe EO, in effect, first. The Mbox sends a read request to the Cbox for 
each MAF entry allocated. 

A bypass is provided so that if the load issues in Ebox pipe EO, and no MAF requests are pending, 
that load's read request is sent to the Cbox immediately. Similarly, if a load from Ebox pipe El 
misses and there was no load instruction in EO at all, the E 1 load miss is sent to the Cbox 
immediately. In either case, the bypassed read request is aborted if the load hits in the Dcache 
or merges in the MAF. 

There are six MAF entries for load misses and four more for lbox instruction fetches and 
prefetches. N onnally load misses are the highest priority Mbox request. 

If the MAF is full and a load issues in EO or if five of the six MAF entries are valid and a load 
issues in El, an MAF full trap occurs causing the lbox to restart execution with the load that 
caused the MAF overflow. When the load arrives at the MAF the second time, an MAF entry 
may have become available. If not, the MAF full trap occurs again. 

Eventually, the Cbox provides the data requested for a given MAF entry (a fill). If the fill is 
integer data (and not floating point data), the Cbox requests that the lbox allocate two consecutive 
"bubble" cycles in the Ebox pipelines. The first bubble prevents any instruction from issuing. The 
second bubble prevents only Mbox instructions (particularly loads and stores) from issuing. The 
fill uses the first bubble cycle as it progresses down the EboxJMbox pipelines to format the data 
and load the register file. It uses the second bubble cycle to fill the Dcache. 

Referring to Figure 2--2, note that an instruction typically writes the register file in stage 6. 
Because there is only one register file write port per integer pipeline, a no-instruction bubble 
cycle is required to reserve a register file write port for the fill. Again refering to Figure 2--2, note 
that a load or store accesses the Dcache in the second half of stage 4 and the first half of stage 
5. The fill operation writes the Dcache, making it unavailable for other accesses at that time. 
Relative to the register file write, the Dcache (write) access for a fill occurs a cycle later than 
the Dcache access for a load hit. This is because the fill data arrives just in time to be bypassed 
to the consuming instruction. Since only loads and stores use the Dcache in the pipeline, the 
second bubble reserved for a fill is a no-Mbox-instruction bubble. See Section 2.9 for more details 
of pipeline. 

The second bubble is a subset of the first bubble. When two fills are in consecutive cycles (as they 
are for Scaehe hit) then three total bubbles are allocated, two no-instruction bubbles followed by 
one no-MbOxf'instruction bubble. Note that the bubbles are requested before it is known whether 
the Scache (and similarly, the Bcache) will hit. In other words, bubble allocation is speculative. 

For fills from the Cbox to floating point registers, no cycle is allocated. Loads which conflict in 
the pipeline with the fill are forced to miss. Stores which conflict in the pipeline force the fill to 
be aborted in order to keep the Dcache available to the store operation. In all cases, the floating 
point register(s) are filled as dictated by the associated MAF entry. A single store can block up 
to four consecutive fills. (Note that the Fbox has separate write ports for fill data as is necessary 
for this fill scheme.) 
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Up to two floating or integer registers may be written for each Cbox fill cycle. Fills deliver 32 
bytes in two cycles, two· INT8s per cycle. The MAF merging rules ensure that there is no more 
than one register to write for each INT8, so there is a register file write port available for each 
INT8. After appropriate formatting, data from each INT8 is written into the integer or floating 
point register file provided there is a miss recorded for that INT8. 

Loads misses are all checked against the write buffer contents for conflicts between new loads 
and previously issued stores. See Section 2.5.6 for more detail. 

LDL_L and LDQ_L instructions always allocate a new MAF entry. No loads that follow a LDL_L 
or LDQ_L are allowed to merge with it. After LDL_L or LDQ_L is issued, the lbox does not issue 
any more Mbox instructions until the Mbox has successfully sent the LDL_L or LDQ_L to the 
Cbox. This guarantees correct ordering between a LDL_L or LDQ_L and a subsequent STL_C or 
STQ_C even if they access different addresses. 

2.5.5 Store Execution 

Stores execute in the Mbox by reading the Dcache tag store in the pipeline stage in which a load 
would read the Dcache, checking for a hit in the next stage, and writing the Dcache data store if 
there is a hit in the second following pipeline stage. See Section 2.9 for pipeline details. 

9'!1- Loads are not allowed to issue in the second cycle after a store (1 bubble cycle). Other instructions 
can be issued in that cycle. Stores can issue at the rate of one per cycle because stores streaming 
down the pipeline do not conflict in their use of resources (the Dcache tag store and Dcache data 
store are the principal resources). However, a load uses the Dcache data store in the same early 
stage that it uses the Dcache tag store. Therefore a load would conflict with a store if it were 
issued in the second cycle after any store. Section 2.9 gives details on store execution in the 
pipeline. 

A load which is issued one cycle after a store in the pipeline creates a conflict if both access 
exactly1 the same memory location; the store hasn't updated the location when the load reads it. 
This conflict is handled by forcing the load to trap (a replay trap). The lbox flushes the pipeline 
and restarts execution from the load instruction. By the time the load arrives at the Dcache the 
second time, the conflicting store has written the Dcache and the load is executed normally. 

It is recommended that software not load data immediately after storing it. The replay trap that 
is incurred is fairly expensive. The best solution is to schedule the load to issue three cycles after 
the store. No issue stalls or replay traps will occur in that case. If the load is scheduled to issue 
two cycles after the store, it will be issue-stalled for one cycle for the reasons given above. This 
is not optimal but is much better than incurring a replay trap on the load. 

For three cycles during store execution, fills from the Cbox are not placed in the Dcache. Register 
fills are unaffected. There are conflicts which make it impossible to fill the Dcache in each of 
these cycles-. Fills are prevented in cycles in which a store is in pipeline stage 4, 5, or 6. Note 
that this applies most strongly to fills of floating point data. Fills of integer data allocate bubble 
cycles such that an integer fill never conflicts with a store in pipeline stages 4 or 5. A store which 
would have conflicted in stage 4 or 5 is issue-stalled instead. 

1 It is TBD if this address check will include the most significant bits of the address. It will be precise over bits <12:0>. 
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If a store is stalle~ at t~e issue point for any reason, it interferes with fills just as if it had been 
issued. Again, this applies only to fills of floating point data. If, when a store issues, subsequent 
instructions at the issue point do not issue, then a "shadow" of the store remains in the pipeline 
latches at the issue point. The Mbox has special logic which detects that the stalled "shadow" 
of the store is not a new store and will never issue, so the store "shadow" is prevented from 
interfering with concurrent fills. 

For each store, a search of the MAF is done to detect load-before-store hazards. If a store is 
executed and a load of the same address is present in the MAF, two things happen: 

1. Bits are set in each conflicting MAF entry to prevent its fill from being placed in the Dcache 
when it arrives and to prevent subsequent loads from merging with that MAF entry. 

2. Conflict bits are set with the store in the write buffer to prevent the store from being issued 
until all conflicting loads have been issued to the Cbox. 

This ensures proper results from the loads and prevents incorrect data from being cached in the 
Dcache. 

A check is done for each new store against stores in the write buffer that have already been sent 
to the Cbox but have not been completed. This is described in the next section. 

2.5.6 Write Buffer and the WMB Instruction 

The write buffer address file is contained in the Mbox. The write buffer data store is contained 
in the Cbox. It contains six fully associative 32-byte entries. The purpose of the write buffer is 
to minimize the number of CPU stall cycles by providing a high bandwidth (but finite) resource 
for receiving store data. This is required since DECchip 21164-AA can generate store data at 
the peak rate of one INT8 every CPU cycle which is greater than the average rate at which the 
Scache can accept the data if Scache misses occur. 

In addition to store instructions (including HW_ST), STQ_C, STL_C, FETCH and FETCH_M 
instructions are also written into the write buffer and sent off-chip. Unlike stores, however, 
these write buffer-directed instructions are never merged into a write buffer entry with other 
instructions. 

A write buffer entry is invalid if it does not contain one of the commands listed above. 

The WMB instruction has a special effect on the write buffer. When it is executed, a bit is set in 
every write buffer entry containing valid store data that will prevent future stores from merging 
with any of the entries. Also, the next entry to be allocated is marked with a WMB flag. (Note 
that the entry marked With the WMB flag does not yet have any valid data in it). When an entry 
marked with a WMB flag is ready to issue to the Cbox, it is not issued until every previously 
issued write is completely finished. This ensures correct ordering between stores issued before 
the WMB instruction and stores issued after it. 

Each write buffer entry contains a CAM for holding physical address bits <39:5>, 32 bytes of 
data, eight INT4 mask bits which indicate which of the eight INT4s in the entry contain valid 
data, and miscellaneous control bits. Among the control bits are a WMB flag, already described, 
and a no-merge bit which indicates the entry is closed to further merging. 
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Two entry pointer. queues are associated with the write buffer, a free entry queue and a pending 
request queue. The free entry queue contains pointers to available invalid write buffer entries. 
The pending request queue contains pointers to valid write buffer entries that have not yet been 
issued to the Cbox. The pending request queue is ordered in allocation order. 

Each time the write buffer is presented with a store instruction the physical address generated 
by the instruction is compared to the address in each valid write buffer entry that is open for 
merging. If the address is in the same INT32 as an address in a valid write buffer entry which 
also contains a store and the entry is open for merging, then the new store data is merged into 
that entry and the entry's INT4 mask bits are updated. If no matching address is found or all 
entries are closed to merging, then the store data is written into the entry at the top of the free 
entry queue, that entry is validated, and pointer to the entry is moved from the free entry queue 
to the pending request queue. Note this scheme does not maintain write ordering. 

When two or more entries are in the pending request queue, the Mbox requests that the Cbox 
process the write buffer entry at the head of the pending request queue. It then removes the 
entry from the pending request queue (without placing it in the free entry queue). When the 
Cbox has completely processed the write buffer entry, it notifies the Mbox and the now invalid 
write buffer entry is placed in the free entry queue. The Mbox may request a second write buffer 
entry be processed while waiting for the Cbox to finish the first. The write buffer entries are 

,.... invalidated and placed in the free entry queue in the order that the requests complete. That 
order may be different than the order in which the requests were made. 

The Mbox also requests a write buffer entry be processed every 64 cycles if there is even one 
valid entry. This ensures writes do not wait forever to be written to memory. Note that the timer 
which spurs this is free running. 

When a LDL_L or LDQ_L is processed by the Mbox, the Mbox requests processing of the next 
pending write buffer request. This increases the chances of the write buffer being empty when a 
STL_C or STQ_ C is issued. 

The Mbox continues to request that write buffer entries be processed as long as one contains a 
STQ_C, STL_C, FETCH, FETCH_M instruction or as long as one is marked by a WMB flag or 
there is an MB being executed by the Mbox. This insures that these instructions are finished as 
quickly as possible. 

Every store that does not merge in the write buffer is checked against every valid entry. If any 
is an address match, then the WMB flag is set on the newly allocated write buffer entry. This 
prevents the Mbox from sending two writes to exactly the same block to the Cbox. The Cbox 
does not necessarily complete writes in the order in which they were issued, and reordering two 
writes to the same block can lead to an incorrect final result. 

Load misses are checked in the write buffer for conflicts. The granularity of this check is an 
INT32; any Joad matching any write buffer entry's address is considered a hit even if it does not 
access an INT4 marked for update in that write buffer entry. If a load hits in the write buffer, a 
conflict bit is set in the load's MAF entry which prevents the load from being issued to the Cbox 
before the conflicting write buffer entry has been issued (and completed). At the same time, the 
no-merge bit is set in every write buffer entry with which the load hit. A write buffer flush flag is 
also set. The Mbox continues to request that write buffer entries be processed until all the entries 
which were ahead of the conflicting write(s) at the time of the load hit have been processed. 

Some writes can not be processed in the Scache without external environment involvement. To 
support this, the Mbox retransmits a write at the Cbox's request. This situation arises when the 
Scache block is not dirty when the write is issued or when the access misses in the Scache. 
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2.5.7 MB Instruction _ 

The Mbox processes the MB instruction by first completing all outstanding loads and flushing the 
write buffer. It delays issuing the MB until all loads in the MAF and all writes in the write buffer 
have completed. The Mbox then issues the MB to the Cbox and waits until the Cbox signals that 
the MB has been processed before signaling the lbox that the MB is complete. BC_CTL<ELOPr_ 
CMD> determines whether the Cbox processes the MB by issuing it on the pins and waiting for 
acknowledgement. If BC_CTL<EI_OPr_CMD:> is not set, the Cbox retires the MB and immediately 
signals the Mbox that it has been processed. The Ibox stops issuing Mbox instructions after 
issuing the MB until the signal telling it to start again. 

2.5.8 lbox Read Requests 

The Mbox has a four entry file of lbox read requests. There is a strict one-for-one mapping 
between these request file entries and the four entries in the refill buffer in the lbox. Allocation 
of these entries is controlled by the Ibox. The lbox never reuses an entry until the previous read 
has completed. For !stream reads in non-cacheable space, the Mbox marks all INT8s as accessed 
in the request to the Cbox. 

2.5.9 Mbox Arbitration 

The Mbox arbitrates among the pending lbox requests, load misses, and write buffer requests to"· 
decide which is the next request to be sent to the Scache and Cbox. The Cbox overrides Mbox 
arbitration to handle fills and system bus requests (invalidates and probes) and to force a write 
buffer request to reissue when required by shared block write processing in the Cbox. Normally, 
load misses are the highest priority Mbox request, followed by lbox requests and write buffer 
requests. Write buffer requests become higher priority than reads when a write buffer flush 
condition exists. 

In some cases a request is refused by the Cbox due to lack of resources or a conflict. The Mbox 
places these refused requests in a replay queue. When arbitrating for an entry in the replay 
queue, the Mbox uses a priority higher than any other Mbox source. However, when only one 
replay queue entry is allocated, the Mbox delays arbitrating for the replay queue entry such that 
other Mbox requests can slip in between replays of refused commands. Sometimes the Cbox will 
be able to process the other request despite the conflict associated with the replayed request. 
Once the Mbox has two or more commands in the replay queue, it stops sending new references 
(because those too might be refused). 

2.6 The Cbox 

The Cbox controls the Scache and the interface to the DECchip 21164-AA pin bus. It responds to 
all Mbox generated requests: load misses, instruction fetches and prefetches, and write buffer re
quests. It also implements a generic writeback cache protocol for the Scache and Bcache (external 
cache). Chapter 4 describes the DECchip 21164-AA pin bus and coherence protocol. 

Internal data transfers between the Mbox (and Ibox) and the Cbox are made via 16-byte buses. 
Since the internal cache fill block size is 32 bytes, cache fill operations result in two data transfers 
from the Cbox to the appropriate cache. Since each write buffer entry is 32 bytes in size, write 
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transactions may result in two data transfers from the write buffer to the Scache and/or the 
external caches. · · 

The Scache is fully pipelined and is able to provide fill data at a sustained rate of two INTSs 
per CPU cycle indefinitely. It is writeback and write allocate. Writes which hit in a private-dirty 
block are processed in a pipelined fashion at a rate of 1 INT16 per CPU cycle. Thus, extremely 
high data bandwidths are supported by the Scache. 

The Scache and Bcache block sizes are selected to be 32 or 64 bytes by SC_CTL<SC_BLK_SIZE>. The 
Scache and Bcache block sizes are always the same. 

The optional Bcache supports high data bandwidth as well. It can provide fill data at a rate as 
high as one INT16 every 4 CPU cycles if pipelined, though the Bcache in many systems operates 
at a significantly slower rate. Bandwidth of Scache writebacks into the Bcache is the same, one 
INT16 per 4 CPU cycles. Writeback bandwidth into the Bcache is optimized by maintaining a 
modified bit for each INT16 in each Scache block. Only those INT16s that have actually been 
modified since the block was allocated in the Scache are written back to the Bcache. Scache 
victim writebacks can therefore take one to four Bcache cycles or not occur at all, depending on 
the state of the modified bits. 

Programs which organize (block) their data such that it fits in the Scache for phases of execution 
, will benefit most significantly from the high data bandwidths available from the DECchip 21164-
r AA Cbox. Data blocked to fit in the Bcache will benefit from the high Bcache bandwidth supported, 

but only to the degree that the particular system's Bcache has high bandwidth and never as much 
as for data blocked to fit in the Scache. 

The Scache is set associative but is kept a subset of the larger externally implemented Bcache 
which is always direct mapped. Logic associated with the Scache tag comparators detects the 
case in which an Scache miss will cause a block in the Scache to be evicted from both the Bcache 
and Scache. If the Scache victim is dirty, it is copied from the Scache to the Bcache before the 
new read is allowed to access the Bcache and cause the Bcache block to be copied back to main 
memory. In other cases, Scache victims are buffered and written back to the Bcache after reading 
the new block from the Bcache. 

The Cbox detects Scache references to INT64 blocks that have already missed in the Scache. 
They effectively stall the Scache until the fill occurs. When they proceed they should Scache hit. 
A special case occurs when the Scache block size is 64 bytes and the second Scache miss is an 
access to the other INT32 within an outstanding INT64 reference. Such a miss is merged in the 
Cbox such that the Scache pipeline does not stall. The INT64 fill will service both of the original 
INT32 references when it arrives. Only one such merge can occur for a particular Scache miss; 
once both halves of an INT64 Scache block have been requested, no additional merging is done. 

NOTE 

The Cbox never merges two INT32 references in non-cacheable space (physical address 
bit <39>=1). This is required so that the Cbox can inform the environment precisely 
which INTSs are accessed for each non-cacheable space read reference. 

Up to two Scache misses can be processed by the Cbox. These can be Bcache hits or misses. 
Once one of any two Scache misses is resolved, a new Scache miss can be accepted. Once two 
Scache misses are outstanding, the Cbox and Scache stop accepting new transactions until one 
of the outstanding misses is completed. Merging of the kind described in the previous paragraph 
affects this by effectively condensing two misses into one. Merging can not occur if two misses 
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are outstanding ~}ready, so with merging of INT32s into INT64s, up to three misses can be 
outstanding. 

The Cbox implements a writeback coherence protocol characterized by write allocate, write inval
idate, and snooping for dirty data in all coherent caches in the system for each bus read issued 
by each processor. The Cbox facilitates this protocol by: 

• Interacting with the external bus interface so that it may maintain an accurate Bcache du
plicate tag store (or Scache duplicate tag store in the absence of a Bcache). An accurate 
duplicate tag store always has the correct dirty status for each cache block. 

• Maintaining shared and dirty status bits for each Scache block. Writes to private-dirty blocks 
occur without external activity. Writes to shared blocks are broadcast externally. Writes to 
blocks not shared and not dirty require interface acknowledgment to transition into the dirty 
state. 

• Fulfilling reads to dirty blocks in the Scache or Bcache by providing the data directly from 
the appropriate cache. Reads from the system bus are processed at highest priority. If the 
block is dirty, the data is transmitted (under external control) from the appropriate cache. 

Normally, the Mbox's arbiter determines the next request that enters the Scache pipeline. The 
Cbox causes override of the Mbox arbiter in the following cases: 

• Scache fills from the Bcache or system environment. 
• Processing of system probes and invalidates. 
• Write broadcast data transmission or write to a private block after receiving acknowledgment 

from the interface. 

2.7 Fbox 

DECchip 21164-AA has an on-chip pipelined Fbox capable of executing both DEC and IEEE 
floating point instructions. IEEE floating point datatypes S and T are supported with all rounding 
modes. DEC floating point datatypes F and G are fully supported. There is limited support for D 
floating point format. The Fbox contains a 32-entry 64-bit floating point register file and a user 
accessible control register, FPCR, containing round mode controls and exception flag information. 
The Fbox contains two execution pipelines, a floating point multiply pipeline and a floating point 
add pipeline (which executes all Fbox instructions except multiply operations). The floating point 
divide unit is associated with the floating point add pipeline but is not itself pipelined. The Fbox 
can accept a multiply instruction and a non-multiply instruction every cycle, with the exception 
of floating point divide instructions. The latency for all instructions except divide is four cycles. 
Bypassers are provided to allow issue of instructions which are dependent on prior results while 
those results are written to the register file. For detailed information on instruction timing, refer 
to Section 2.10. 

The floating point multiply pipeline and floating point add pipeline are both capable of executing 
the CPYS instruction. This is important for two reasons. It allows floating point NOPs to be 
executed in either floating point pipe and it allows floating point data to be moved from register 
to register simultaneously with execution of any floating point operation. (Recall that floating 
point NOP is CPYS F31,F31,F31.) 
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The floating point register file has five read ports and four write ports. Four of the read ports 
are used by the two pipelines to source operands. The remaining read port is used by floating 
point stores. Two of the write ports are used to write results from the two pipelines. The other 
two write ports are used to write fills from floating point loads. The Mbox arbitrates between 
floating point loads that hit in the Dcache and floating point fills from the Cbox, making certain 
that only one register need be written per fill port in each cycle. Floating point loads that conflict 
with Cbox fills for use of these write ports are forced to miss in the Dcache so that the Cbox fill 
can occur. The purpose of this is to maximize the available bandwidth for floating point loads. 

2.8 Cache Organization 

DECchip 21164-AA includes three on-chip caches. All memory cells are fully static CMOS 6T 
structures. Parity protection is implemented in all on-chip caches. 

2.8.1 Data Cache 

The DECchip 21164-AA data cache, the Dcache, is a dual-ported cache implemented as two 8 
Kbyte cache banks. It is a write-through, read-allocate direct mapped physical cache with 32-
byte blocks. One bank is associated with each of the two Ebox execution pipelines, EO and E 1. 

·~ The cache banks contain exactly the same data. The Cbox keeps the Dcache coherent and keeps 
it a subset of the Scache. 

A load that misses in the Dcache will result in a Dcache fill. The two banks are filled at the same 
time with identical data. 

2.8.2 Instruction Cache 

The DECchip 21164-AA instruction cache, the Icache, is an 8 Kbyte virtual direct-mapped cache. 
Icache blocks contain 32-bytes of instruction stream data, associated predecode data, the corre
sponding tag, a seven-bit ASN field (MAX_ASN=127), a one-bit ASM field and a 1 bit PALcode 
indication per block. Coherency with memory is not maintained by lbox hardware. The virtual 
instruction Icache is kept coherent with memory via the IMB PAL call, as specified in the Alpha 
SRM. 

The DECchip 21164-AA virtual instruction cache is kept coherent with changes to PrEs via the 
IMB PAL call or by assigning a new ASN to the affected process. The TBIA, TBIAP, and TBIS 
PAL calls do not affect the contents of the Icache in any way. 

2.8.3 Second Level Cache 

The DECchip 21164-AA second level cache, Scache, is a 96 Kbyte, 3-way set associative, physical, 
writeback, write-allocate cache with 32 or 64 byte blocks (configured by SC_CTL<SC_BLK_SIZE> ). 
It is a mixed data and instruction cache. The Scache is fully pipelined; it processes reads and 
writes at the rate of 1 INT16 per CPU cycle and can alternate between read and write accesses 
without ''bubble" cycles. 

If the Scache block size is configured to 32 bytes, the Scache is organized as three sets of 512 
blocks where each block consists of two 32-byte subblocks. Otherwise the Scache is three sets of 
512 64-byte blocks. 
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Scache tags conta!-n the_ following special bits for each 32-byte sub-block: one dirty bit, one shared 
bit, two INT16 modified bits, and one valid bit. Dirty and shared are the coherence state of 
the subblock required for the cache coherence protocol. The modified bits are used to prevent 
unnecessary writebacks from the Scache to the Bcache. The valid bit indicates the subblock is 
valid. In 64-byte block mode, the block is made up of two 32-byte subblocks and the valid, shared, 
and dirty bits in one subblock always match the corresponding bit in the other subblock 

The Scache tag compare logic contains extra logic to check for blocks in the Scache which map 
to the same Bcache block as a new reference. This allows the Scache block to be moved to the 
Bcache (if dirty) before the block is evicted because of the new reference missing in the Bcache. 

The Scache supports write broadcast by merging write data with Scache data in preparation for 
a write broadcast as required by the coherence protocol. 

2.8.4 External Cache - Bcache 

The Cbox implements control for an optional external, direct mapped, physical, writeback, write 
allocate cache with 32 or 64 byte blocks. (The block size is configured by SC_CTL<SC_BLK_SIZE> ). 

It is a mixed data and instruction cache. Bcache sizes of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, and 64 Mbytes are 
supported. See Chapter 4. 

2.9 Pipeline Organization 

DECchip 21164-AA has an seven stage pipeline for integer operate and memory reference in
structions. Floating point operate instructions progress through a nine stage pipeline. The Ibox 
maintains state for all pipeline stages to track outstanding register writes. The pipeline diagrams 
below show the DECchip 21164-AA pipeline for several significant examples. The first four cycles 
are executed in the Ibox and the later stages are executed in the Ebox, Fbox, Mbox, and Cbox. 
There are bypass paths that allow the result of one instruction to be used as a source operand of 
a following instruction before it is written to the register file. 
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.... 
~ 

Figure 2-2: Plpellne Examples 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
Integer Add laccesslbufferl !dirty 

I I cache I and I slot lcheck I add silo lwrt RFI 
I I decode I l&rd RFI I I 

Floating Add laccessibufferl I dirty I IFbox IFbox IFbox IFbox 
I I cache I and I slot I check I silo I stage !stage I stage !st 4 
I ldecodel I lrd RF 11 12 13 I wrt RF I 

Load laccesslbufferl !dirty laddr I (use) 
(Dcache hit) I I cache I and I slot !check lcalc I 

I !decode! l&rd RF! laccessldetectlwrtl 
I I I I I ldcachel hit IRF I 
I I I I I I I for! I 
I I I I I I !mat! I 
I I I I I I I I +---(Bcache access begins here) 

I 
Load laccessjbufferl !dirty laddr Iv I (use) I 
(Dcache miss) I !cache I and I slot lcheck lcalc I IDcachelwrtl 
(Scache hit) I I decode I !&rd RFI laccessjdetectlaccessldetectlaccessl send I fill !RF I 

I I I I I ldcachel miss!Scache!Scache!Scachel fill !for! I I 
I I I I I I I I tag I hit I data I !mat! I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 

Store jaccesslbufferl I dirty laddr 
(Dcache hit) I !cache I and I slot !check lcalc 

I I decode I I &rd RF! laccessldetectlwrite 
I I I I I !Dcachel hit IDcachel 
I I I I I I I I 

Table 2-2: Plpellne Examples • All cases 
Pipe Stage Events 

0 Access !cache tag and data. 

1 Buffer 4 instructions, check for branches, calculate branch displacements, check for 
lcache hit. 

2 slot - swap instructions around so they are headed for pipelines capable of executing 
them. Stall preceding stages if all instructions in this stage can not issue simultane
ously because of function unit conflicts. 

3 Check the operands of each instruction to see that the source is valid and available 
and that no write-write hazards exist. Read the integer register file. Stall preceding 
stages if any instruction can not be issued. All source operands must be available at 
the end of this stage for the instruction to issue. 

Table 2-3: Plpellne Examples • Integer Add 

Pipe Stage Events 

4 Do the add. 

5 Result available for use by an operate this cycle. 

6 Write the integer register file. Result available for use by an operate this cycle. 
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Table 2-4: PipeHne Examples • Floating Add 

Pipe Stage 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Events 

Read the floating register file. 

First cycle of Fbox add pipeline. 

Second cycle of Fbox add pipeline. 

Third stage of Fbox add pipeline. 

Fourth stage of Fbox add pipeline. Write the floating point register file. 

Result available for use by an operate this cycle. 

Table 2-5: Plpellne Examples • Load (Dcache hit) 

Pipe Stage 

4 

5 

6 

Events 

Calculate the effective address. Begin the Dcache data and tag st.ore access. 

Finish the Dcache data and tag store access. Detect Dcache hit. Format the data as 
required. Scache arbitration defaults to EO in anticipation of a possible miss. 

Write the integer or floating register file - data available for use by an operate this 
cycle. 

Table 2~: Plpellne Examples· Load (Dcache miss) 

Pipe Stage 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

Events 

Calculate the effective address. Begin the Dcache data and tag store access. 

Finish the Dcache data and tag store access. Detect Dcache miss. Scache arbitration 
defaults to EO in anticipation of a possible miss. A load in El would be delayed at least 
one more cycle since default arbitration speculatively selects EO. 

Begin Scache tag read. 

Finish Scache tag read. Begin detecting Scache hit. 

Finish detecting Scache hit. Begin accessing the correct Scache data bank. (Bcache 
index at pins; Bcache access begins) 

Finish Scache data bank access. Begin sending fill data from Scache. 

Finish sending fill data from Scache. Begin Dcache fill. Format the data as required. 

Finish Dcache fill. Write the integer or floating register file - data available for use by 
an operate this cycle. 

Table 2-7: Pipeline Examples • Store (Dcache hit) 

Pipe Stage 

4 

5 

6 

Events 

Calculate the effective address. Begin the Dcache tag store access. 

Finish the Dcache tag store access. Detect Dcache hit. Send st.ore to the write buffer 
simultaneously. 

Write the Dcache data store if hit (write begins this cycle). 
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The DECchip 21164-AA pipeline divides instruction processing into four static and a number of 
dynamic stages or execution. The first four stages consist of the instruction fetch, buffer and 
decode, slotting, and issue check logic. These stages are static in that instructions may remain 
valid in the same pipeline stage for multiple cycles while waiting for a resource or stalling for 
other reasons. Dynamic stages always advance state and are unaffected by any stall in the 
pipeline. A pipeline stall may occur while zero instructions issue, or while some instructions of a 
set of four issue and the others are held at the issue stage. A pipeline stall implies that a valid 
instruction or instructions is (are) presented to be issued but can not proceed. 

Upon satisfying all issue requirements, instructions are issued into their slotted pipeline. After 
issuing, instructions cannot stall in a subsequent pipe stage. It is up to the issue stage to ensure 
that all resource conflicts are resolved before an instruction is allowed to continue. The only 
means of stopping instructions after the issue stage is an abort condition. Note that the term 
abort as used here is different from its use in the Alpha SRM. 

Aborts may result from a number of causes. In general, they may be grouped into two classes, 
namely exceptions (including interrupts) and non exceptions. The basic difference between the 
two is that exceptions require that the pipeline be drained of all outstanding instructions before 
restarting the pipeline at a redirected address. In either case, the pipeline must be flushed of all 
instructions which were fetched subsequent to the instruction which caused the abort condition . 

. , This includes aborting some instructions of a multiply-issued set in the case of an abort condition 
~~ on the one instruction in the set. The non-exception case, however, does not need to drain 
· the pipeline of all outstanding instructions ahead of the aborting instruction. The pipeline can 

be immediately restarted at a redirected address. Examples of non exception abort conditions 
are branch mispredictions, subroutine calJ/retum mispredictions, and replay traps. Data cache 
misses can cause aborts or issue stalls depending on the cycle-by-cycle timing. 

In the event of an exception other than an arithmetic exception, the processor aborts all instruc
tions issued after the exceptional instruction as described above. Due to the nature of some 
exception conditions, this may occur as late as the integer register file write cycle. (In the case of 
an arithmetic exception, the processor may execute instructions issued after the exceptional in
struction.) Next, the address of the exceptional instruction is latched in the EXC_ADDR IPR. (In 
the case of an arithmetic exception, the address latched in the EXC_ADDR IPR is that of the lats 
instruction executed which may be a later instruction than the exceptional instruction.) When 
the pipeline is fully drained, the processor begins instruction execution at the address given by 
the PALcode dispatch. The pipeline is drained when all outstanding writes to both the integer 
and floating point register file have completed and all outstanding instructions have passed the 
point in the pipeline such that all instructions are guaranteed to complete without an exception 
in the absence of a machine check. 

Replay traps are aborts that occur when an instruction requires a resource that is not available 
at some point in the pipeline. Generally these are Mbox resources whose availability could not 
be anticipat.ed accurately at issue time. If the necessary resource is not available when the 
instruction requires it, the instruction is aborted and the Ibox begins fetching at exactly that 
instruction, thereby replaying the instruction in the pipeline. A slight variation on this is the 
load-miss-and-use replay trap in which an operate is issued just as Dcache hit is being evaluated 
to determine if one of the instructions operands is valid. If it turns out that there is a Dcache 
miss, then the operate is aborted and replayed. 
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It should be noted that there are two basic reasons for non-issue conditions. The first is a pipeline 
stall wherein a valid instruction or set of instructions are prepared to issue but cannot due to a 
resource conflict (register conflict or function unit conflict). These type of non-issue cycles can be 
minimized through code scheduling. The second type of non-issue conditions consist of pipeline 
bubbles where there is no valid instruction in the pipeline to issue. Pipeline bubbles result from 
the abort conditions described above. In addition, a single pipeline bubble is produced whenever a 
branch type instruction is predicted to be taken, including subroutine calls and returns. Pipeline 
bubbles are reduced directly by the instruction buffer hardware and through bubble squashing, 
but can also be effectively minimized through careful coding practices. Bubble squashing involves 
the ability of the first four pipeline stages to advance whenever a bubble or buffer slot is detected 
in the pipeline stage immediately ahead of it while the pipeline is otherwise stalled. 
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2.10 Scheduling· and ·Issuing Rules 

2.10.1 Instruction Class Definition and Instruction Slotting 

It is important to note that the following scheduling and multiple issue rules are only performance 
related. There are no functional dependencies related to scheduling or multiple issuing. The 
scheduling and issuing rules are defined in terms of instruction classes. The table below specifies 
all of the instruction classes and the pipeline which executes the particular class. With a few 
additional rules, Table 2-8 gives the information necessary to determine the functional resource 
conflicts that determine the which instructions can issue in a given cycle. 

Table 2-S: Instruction Classes and Slotting 

Class Name 

LD 

ST 

MBX 

RX 
MXPR 

IBR 

FBR 

JSR 

IADD 

ILOG 

SHIFT 

CMOV 

ICMP 

IMULL 

IMULQ 

IMULH 

FADD 

1 Ebox pipeline 0. 

2Ebox pipeline 1. 

3Fbox "add" pipeline. 

Pipeline 

E01 or El2 

EO 

EO 

EO 

EO or El depending on 
the IPR 

El 

FA8 

El 

EO or El 

EO or El 

EO 

EO or El 

EO or El 

EO 

EO 

EO 

FA 
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Instruction List 

all loads except LDx_L 

all st.ores except STx_ C. 

LDx_L, MB, WMB, STx_C, HW _LD-lock, HW _ST
cond, FETCH 

RS,RC 

HW_MFPR, HW_MTPR 

integer conditional branches 

floating point conditional branches 

jump t.o subroutine instructions JMP, JSR, RET, or 
JSR_COROUTINE, BSR, BR, HW _REI, CALLPAL 

ADDL ADDUV ADDQ ADDQIV SUBL SUBUV SUBQ 
SUBQIV S4ADDL S4ADDQ SSADDL SSADDQ S4SUBL 
S4SUBQ SSSUBL S8SUBQ LDA LDAH 

AND BIS XOR BIC ORNOT EQV 

SLLSRLSRAEXTQLEXTLLEXTWLEXTBLEXTQH 
EXTLH EXTWH MSKQL MSKLL MSKWL MSKBL 
MSKQH MSKLH MSKWH INSQL INSLL INSWL 
INSBL INSQH INSLH INSWH ZAP ZAPNOT 

CMOVEQ CMOVNE CMOVLT CMOVLE CMOVGT 
CMOVGE CMOVLBS CMOVLBC 

CMPEQCMPLTCMPLECMPULTCMPULECMPBGE 

MULLMULUV 

MULQMULQIV 

UMULH 

floating point operates except multiply and CPYS (but 
including CPYSN and CPYSE). 
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Table 2-8 (Cont.): Instruction Classes and Slotting 

Class Name Pipeline Instruction List 

FDIV 

FMUL 

FCPYS 

MISC 

UNOP 

FA 

FM4 

FM or FA 

EO 
none 

floating point divide. 

floating point multiply 

CPYS (but not CPYSN or CPYSE) 

RPCC,TRAPB 

UNOP 

4 Fbox multiply pipeline. 

2.10.1.1 Slotting 

The slotting function in lbox determines which instructions will be sent forward to attempt to 
issue. The slotting function detects and removes all static functional resource conflicts. The set 
of instructions output by the slotting function will issue if no register or other dynamic resource 
conflict is detected in stage 3 of the DECchip 21164-AA pipeline. 

The basic slotting algorithm is simple. Starting from the first (lowest addressed) valid instruction 
in the INT16 in stage 2 of the DECchip 21164-AA Ibox pipeline, attempt to assign that instruction 
to one of the four pipelines (EO, El, FA, FM). If it is an instruction which can issue in either of 
EO or El, put it in EO except that if one the following is true, put it in El. 

• EO isn't free and E 1 is free. 
• The next integer instruction* in this INT16 can only issue in EO. 

If the current instruction is one which can issue in either FA or FM, put it in FA unless FA 
isn't free. Mark the pipeline selected by this process as taken and begin again with the next 
sequential instruction. Stop when an instruction can not be allocated an execution pipeline 
because any pipeline it can use is already taken. The slotting logic also enforces the special rules 
listed below, stopping the slotting process when a rule would be violated by allocating the next 
instruction an execution pipeline. Note that the slotting logic doesn't send instructions forward 
out of logical instruction order because DECchip 21164-AA always issues instructions in order. 

1. An instruction of class LD can not be simultaneously issued with an instruction of class ST. 
2. All instructions are discarded at the slotting stage after a predicted-taken IBR or FBR class 

instruction, or a JSR class instruction. 
3. After a predicted not-taken IBR or FBR, no other IBR, FBR, or JSR class can be slotted 

together. 
4. The following cases are detected by the slotting logic: 

• from lowest address to highest within an INT16, the arrangement 
I-instruction, F-instruction, I-instruction, I-instruction, 
where I-instruction is any instruction that can issue in one or both of EO or El and 
F-instruction is any instruction that can issue in one or both of FA or FM. 

• from lowest address to highest within an INT16, the arrangement 
F-instruction, I-instruction, I-instruction, I-instruction. 

:j: In this context, an integer instruction is one which can issue in one or both of EO or El, not FA or FM. 
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When this ·type of case is detected, the first two instructions are forwarded to the issue point 
in one cycle, and the second two are sent only when the first two have both issued, provided 
no other slotting rule would prevent the second two from being slotted in the same cycle. 
This makes a code sequence that was optimally scheduled for EV 4 perform at least as well 
on DECchip 21164-AA. 

2.10.2 Instruction Latencies 

After slotting, instruction issue is governed by the availability of registers for read or write and the 
availability of the floating divide unit and the integer multiply unit. There are producer-consumer 
dependencies, producer-producer dependencies (also known as write after write conflicts) and 
dynamic function unit availability dependencies (integer multiply and floating divide). lbox logic 
in stage 3 of the DECchip 21164-AA pipeline detects all these conflicts. 

For most instructions the latency to produce a valid result is fixed. The exceptions are loads 
which miss, floating point divides, and integer multiplies. Table 2-9 gives the latencies for each 
instruction class. A latency of 1 means that the result may be used by an instruction issued one 
cycle after the producing instruction. Note that most latencies are a property of the producer only; 
except for integer multiply latencies, there are no variations in latency due to which particular 

--:~.· unit produces a given result relative to the particular unit that consumes it. Even in the case 
cv of integer multiply, the instruction is issued at the time determined by the standard latency 

numbers, but the multiply's latency is dependent on which previous instructions produced its 
operands and when they executed. 

Table 2-9: Instruction Latencies 

Class 

LD 

ST 
MBX 

RX 

MXPR 

IBR 

Additional time before 
result available to inte-

Latency ger multiply unitt 

Dcache hits, latency=2; Dcache miss/Scache hit, latency=7 or 1 cycle 
longer§ 

Stores produce no result 

LDx_L always Dcache misses, latency depends on memory 
subsystem state; STx_ C, latency depends on memory subsys
tem st.ate; MB, WMB, and FETCH produce no result 

RS, RC, latency=! 2 cycles 

HW _MFPR, lat.ency=!, 2 or longer depending on the IPR; HW _ 1 or 2 cycles 
MTPR, produces no result 

produce no result 

§When idle, &:ache arlritration predicts a load miss in EO. If a load actually does miss in EO, it is sent to the Scache right 
away. If this hits and no other event in the Cbox affects the operation, the requested data is available for bypass in 7 cycles. 
Otherwise, the request takes longer, possibly much longer depending on the state of the &:ache and Cbox. It should be possible 
to schedule some unrolled code loops for &:ache using a data access pattern that takes advantage of the Mbox load merging 
function, achieving high throughput with large data sets. 

tThe multiplier is unable to receive data from Ebox bypass paths. The instruction issues at the expected time, but its latency 
is increased by the time it takes for the input data to become available to the multiplier. For example, an IMULL issued one 
cycle later than an ADDL which produced one of its operands has a latency of 10 (8 + 2). If the IMULL issued two cycles later 
than the ADDL, the latency is 9 (8 + 1). 
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Table 2-9 (Cont.): Instruction Latencies 

Class 

FBR 
JSR 
IADD 

ILOG 

SHIFT 

CMOV 

ICMP 

!MULL 

IMULQ 

IMULH 

FADD 

FDIV 

FMUL 
FCPYS 

MISC 

UNOP 

Latency 

produce no result 

all but HW _REI, latency=l; HW _REI produces no result 

latency=li 

latency=U 

latency=l 

latency=2 

latency=l 

latency=8 plus up to 2 cycles of added latency depending on 
the source of the datat; latency until next !MULL, IMULQ, or 
IMULH can issue if there are no data dependencies is 4 cycles 
plus the number of cycles added to the latency. 

latency=12 plus up to 2 cycles of added latency depending on 
the source of the datat; latency until next !MULL, IMULQ, or 
IMULH can issue if there are no data dependencies is 8 cycles 
plus the number of cycles added to the latency. 

latency=14 plus up to 2 cycles of added latency depending on 
the source of the datat; latency until next !MULL, IMULQ, or 
IMULH can issue if there are no data dependencies is 8 cycles 
plus the number of cycles added to the latency. 

latency=4 

data dependent lat.ency is preliminary, 2.4 bits per cycle aver
age rate; next floating divide can be issued in the same cycle 
the result of the previous divide's result is available, regardless 
of data dependencies. 

latency=4 

latency=4 

RPCC, latency=2; TRAPB produces no result 

UNOP produces no result 

Additional time before 
result available to inte
ger multiply unitt 

2 cycles 

2 cycles 

2 cycles 

2 cycles 

1 cycle 

2 cycles 

1 cycle 

1 cycle 

1 cycle 

1 cycle 

tThe multiplier is unable to receive data from Ebox bypass paths. The instruction issues at the expected time, but its latency 
is increased by the time it takes for the input data to become available to the multiplier. For example, an JMULL issued one 
cycle later than an ADDL which produced one of its operands has a latency of 10 (8 + 2). If the IMULL issued two cycles later 
than the ADDL, the lat.ency is 9 (8 + 1). 

:j:A special bypass p?ovides an effective latency of 0 (zero) cycles for an ICMP or ILOG producing the test operand of an IBR 
or CMOV. This is on]y true when the IBR or CMOV issues in the same cycle as the ICMP or ILOG which produces the test 
operand of the IBR or CMOV. In all other cases the effective latency of ICMP and ILOG is 1 cycle 

ISSUE 

The actual issue times of floating divides after floating divides is still open. The above 
statement is approximately correct. 
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2.10.3 Producer-:Prod_ucer Latency 

Producer-producer latency, also known as write after write conflicts, cause issue-stalls to preserve 
write order. If two instructions write the same register, they are by the lbox forced to do so in 
different cycles. This is necessary to ensure that the correct result is left in the register file after 
both instructions have executed. For most instructions, the order in which they write the register 
file is dictated by issue order, however IMUL, FDIV and LD instructions may require more time 
than other instructions to complete. Subsequent instructions that write the same destination 
register are issue-stalled to preserve write ordering at the register file. 

Cases involving an intervening producer-consumer conflict are of interest. They can occur com
monly in a multiple-issue situation when a register is re-used. In these cases, producer-consumer 
latencies are equal to or greater than the required producer-producer latency as determined by 
write ordering and therefore dictate the overall latency. 

An example of this case is shown in the code: 

LDQ R2,D(R0) ; R2 destination 
ADDQ R2,R3,R4 ; wr-rd conflict stalls execution waiting for R2 
LDQ R2,D(Rl) ; wr-wr conflict may dual issue when addq issues 

In general, producer-producer latency are determined by applying the rule that register file writes 
must occur in the correct order (which is enforced by lbox hardware). Two IADD or ILOG class 
instructions that write the same register will issue at least one cycle apart. The same is tnie 
of a pair of CMOV class instructions, even though their latency is 2. For IMUL, FDIV and 
LD, producer-producer conflicts with any subsequent instruction results in the second instruction 
being issue-stalled until the IMUL, FDiv, or LD is about to complete. The second instruction is 
issued as soon as it is guaranteed to write the register file after the IMUL, FDIV, or LD, at least 
one cycle afterwards. 

If a load writes a register and within two cycles a subsequent instructions writes the same register, 
the subsequent instruction is issued speculatively assuming the load hits. If the load misses, a 
load-miss-and-use trap is generated, causing the second instruction to be replayed by the lbox. 
When the second instruction again reaches the issue point, it is issue-stalled until the load fill 
occurs. 

2.10.4 DECchip 21164-AA Issue Rules 

The following is a list of conditions that prevent DECchip 21164-AA from issuing an instruction. 

1. No instruction can be issued until all of it's source and destination registers are clean, i.e. all 
outstanding writes to the destination register are guaranteed to complete in issue order and 
there are no outstanding writes to the source registers or those writes can be bypassed. 
Technically, load-miss-and-use replay traps are an exception to this rule. The consumer of the 
load's result issues and is aborted because a load was predicted to hit and discovered to miss 
just as the Consumer instruction issued. In practice, the only difference is that the latency 
of the consumer may be longer than it would have been had the issue logic known the load 
would miss in time to prevent issue. 

2. An instruction of class LD can not be issued in the second cycle after an instruction of class 
ST is issued. 

3. No LD, ST, LDX_L, MXPR (to an Mbox register), or MBX class instruction after an MB 
instruction has been issued until until the MB has been acknowledged on the external pin 
bus. 
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4. No LD, ST, LDX_L, MXPR (to an Mbox register), or MBX class instruction after a STx_C (or 
HW _ST-condf instruction has been issued until the Mbox writes the success/failure result of 
the STx_ C (HW _ST-cond) in its destination register. 

5. No IMUL instructions can be issued if the integer multiplier is busy. 
6. No floating point divide instructions can be issued if the floating point divider is busy. 
7. No instruction can be issued to pipe EO exactly two cycles before an integer multiplication 

completes. 
8. No instruction can be issued to pipe FA exactly TBD cycles before an floating point divide 

completes. 
9. No instruction can be issued to pipe EO or El exactly two cycles before a integer register fill 

is requested (speculatively) by the Cbox, except IMULL, IMULQ, IMULH instructions and 
instructions which do not produce a result at all. 

10. No LD, ST, LDX_L, or MBX class instruction can be issued to pipe EO or El exactly one cycle 
before a integer register fill is requested (speculatively) by the Cbox. 

11. No instruction issues after a TRAPB instruction until all previously issued instructions are 
guaranteed to finish without generating a trap other than a machine check. 

Subject to the above rules, all instructions sent to the issue stage (stage 3) by the slotting logic 
(stage 2) are issued. If issue is prevented for a given instruction at the issue stage, all logically 
subsequent instructions at that stage are prevented from issuing automatically. DECchip 21164-
AA only issues instructions in order. 
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2.11 Revision History 

Table 2-1 O: Revision History 

Who 

John Edmondson 

John Edmondson 

John Edmondson 

When 

9-Feb-1992 

1-May-1992 

29-November-
1992 
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Description of change 

Initial release. 

Update to version 1.5. 

Update to version 1.8. 
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Chapter 3 

PALcode and IPRs ·~.l.l.i .. l=l_Ji[i: 

3.1 Overview ,, 

PALcode is macrocode that runs with privileges l~ction stream mapping disabled, 
and interrupts disabled. PALcode has privilege to'.:=ij,~=e~1B.fe ·.~itecial" opcodes which allow functions 
such as physical data stream references and m~maflf&iii~sor Register (IPR) manipulation. In 
DECchip 21164-AA, these opcodes are: HW_,Jljj.~l111\¥;;;;:.Sf;:::HW_MFPR, HW_MTPR, and HW_REI. 
PALmode is the CPU state that distinguish.i~:"bet\VMMbtiative macrocode and PALcode. 

Hardware calculates PALcode entry/tw.int~lll~lllli.l.~.ts ~~:=·the PAL_BASE IPR. Hardware loads the 
EXC_ADDR IPR with a return PC "1K~qilil:1P.f.\Lc=&1ij11illbw is begun. EXC_ADDR can also be directly 
read and written using the HW _MFPR:::1~fll1l;RW ~MTPR instructions. The HW _REI instruction 
returns instruction flow to the PC stol!.e.d iit=mtmlADDR. The Return Prediction Stack is used to 
speed execution by predicting the gg11i1iMD.IM~~~~ifted after HW _REI. 

PC<O> is used as the PALmode .. alllbQth::::~~lll~i~ hardware and to PALcode itself. When the CPU 
enters a PAL flow, the Ibox se~llll~l~~MlP.d this bit remains set as we move through the PAL 
!stream. The lbox hardware..Jii~.res t1Mi.1lllfilid behaves as if the PC were still longword aligned 
for the purposes of lstr,@Mn fe~&-1l1Mw.::::~xecute. On HW _REI, the new state of PALmode is copied 

from EXC_ADDR<O~::, .. :=:::qr i~lllill!~l11llt;1;:;:;::::::::=:::::;;~;ll1l11l!l1? 
The DECchip 21164~D::Eboi':Fiiftite:r.file has eight extra registers that are called the PALshadow 
registers. The PALsh'ffilltllit.Y.eril§.j1lks, R9, RlO, Rll, R12, R13, R14 and R25 when the CPU is 
in' PALmode and ICSR<Sf)lmllllJi;:;:;?.Sserted. For additional PAL scratch, the Ibox has a register 
bank of 24 PALtemmlillllii'-h af~1;:~ccessable via HW _MTPR and HW _MFPR. 

The DECchip 211·~j!l~~l\ecture group will provide PALcode to support both the OpenVMS 
and OSF operatjp.glliji~~§#.llll\te will also provide a DECchip 21164-AA PALcode violation checker 

3.2(:7't..~ 
Th~flt~re t.~111Hifferent types of PALcode entry points: CALL_PAL and traps. 

~· 
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3

·

2

:e ~.:L~~:~ntry points are used whenever the lbox encoun~~ruction in 
the Istream. The CALL_PAL itself is issued into pipe El and .. :tfi~l1lllii:o~.-:.s.ta.1I~t=mf.::'the minimum 
number of cycles necessary to perform an implicit TRAPB. Th~1ltlf of 1hilll~J[ll9.ction immediately 
following the CALL_PAL is loaded into EXC_ADDR and is rilJ.MMil~~j§~fo tl\~j1j1[Return Prediction 
Stack. ·::::1:11jjjj~ll@l1lllll::::" .. ::::::::::::::;llll~lllllllllV. 
The lbox contains special hardware to minimize the nUil}QJ~~,r._of cycles·di~l~llf~:·TRAPB at the start 
of a CALL_PAL. Software can benefit from this by sche~i:J.1.i,~j@~J:!~s such that they do not 

:all~~~ sha.dow o~: . .tfu -~ 
• Any Floatrng Pomt operate, especially FDIV .::1:1:1:1:1:f "::::1:1:1:1:1@::: .. 

The Microarchitecture chapter describes the la.~11; ofl~tl~:se m;,i~ctions. 
Each CALL_PAL instruction includes a functl~~l1l~i.ldll!lf~t '4\illl

1
be used in the calculation of the 

next PC. The PAL OPCDEC flow will be started if;liii111~dPAL function field is: 
• in the range 40(hex) to 7F(hex) inclusive. ··"::::::;:lll;ll11111f;::· 

• 1· s greater than BF(hex) Jl1:~::::::... ::.:··:··=:·:=.:1.:1.:~_:;.:1.:~=.::.:1:::::.1::· . ::1:1:1:1:1:1:1:1:1:1:1::::::.; .. 
• between 00 and 3F(hex) inclusiv~:*:::~]J~l1Jl~§YJ.Ji.,OD> is not equal to kernel. 

If no OPCDEC is detected on the Q,l_:e:~ ;:~~11Jlf~,· then the PC of the instruction to execute 
after the CALL PAL is calculatedl~iJ::'foUe&~·: All1:1:::::: 

: =~=~::~1:PAL_BASES~ 
• PC<12> =CALL PAL fmiiWWUI ld.<7>"··::::::::: 

• 
• 
• 

• 

PC<5:1> = 0 

PC<O> = 1 - PALniW~ 
A~~~;~~~~mr 

• More typically, of course, there will be more than 2 

• 
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3·2:~::~: started up on a subset of the DECchip 21164-AA trapsJli&~ required 
for replay and mispredict type traps). EXC_ADDR is loaded »f:Dilth~ .. :::f:~iH:rl::::pe· and the Ibox 
performs a TRAPB in the shadow of the trap. The Return P~ktio~Ml1$J.iiftmli~ pushed with the 
PC of the trapping instruction for precise traps, and with soniiaa.t.~t@ne· foii1liffi.precise traps. 

Table 3-1 shows the PALcode trap entry points, and their o~:i~~1~~1~1~Jh#.~i111Ji_BASE IPR. The 
table lists the entry points from highest to lowest priorj1Y.· .. (Prioriti:?!ii.IOO;::::among the Dstream 
traps works because DTB miss is not asserted when t4.fl111i,i,11111.mli,m;:~£R~:fk error. The priority of 

ITBmiss and Interrupt is reversed if the is an Icache m~.:;l.:::','.::.:l.i .. :~.;l ... :; .... :· .... ::ii .... :.l·j' .... :! ... :::'.: .... :j .... :'·:.:i .. :'·~,i:~.111Hll11V 
Table 3-1: PALcode Trap Entry Points I at 

····::;:::~:~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~m;.;.. .:::::::::::::::· 

~~~; ~~~~ ~::~ecte~:::~~~lltii11j:rror 
·-.:!::::: 

ARITH 0500 .. Arithmetic exceJW,J..Qn :::siwr ~~~~ "~e, software, and AST 
IACCVIO 0080 .. :fll? bft~am acd~§§ violation or sign check error on PC 

FEN 0580 

OPCDEC 

DTBMISS_SINGLE 

DTBMISS_DOUBLE Qj§..0 ... ::::::;:~~j;lllHllll::::::''" Dstream TBmiss during Virtual PTE fetch 

:~~N .Is°# ·~· ~== ::::e:;::::;error on VA 
3.3 PAL Op~., 

This sectiqt.Hl.~scr~}liJ.==tliillBP.'Cchip 21164-AA mapping of the 5 PALRES opcodes. In normal mode, 
the execufiiii.111~tht.11lfALRES·=·~opcode causes an OPCDEC exception if PALmode is not asserted. In 
additio~J.;JQ..S!lill:§~.,.,is provided as a hook to allow the execution of the PAL opcodes by kernel 
mode . .S.i.ftHlr:t: Ailyllj, .. ware executing with ICSR<HWE> set must use extreme care to obey all 

re:q: in iffis chapter. 
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3·3~he =-~:instruction is used by PALcode to do special forms"~gure 3-1 
and Table 3-2 describe the format and fields of the HW _LD i:ql\jfiilion:i:::::::P. .. ~t~::;1i}i:gnment traps 
are inhibited for HW_LD instructions. ~ 

Figure 3-
1

: HW_LD instruction .::i;~~111111111llllll~lt~mHt1;;;;~;:;:;:;::::::::::::::::.:·: ........ 

3 

Table 3-2: 

Field 

OPCODE 
RA 

RB 
PHYS 

ALT 

WRTCK 

QUAD 

VPTE 

2 2 
6 5 

2 2 
1 0 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 
6 5 4 3 2 1 0 9 

. .__ # 
"~.i1.·.11.~ ... 1:··.i:1.::·~:1.J.:1!!11~?:· HW_LD Fonnat descr~ .·~-
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a.a:e :~;Tinstruction is used by PALcode to do special formsJffii~filgure 3-2 
and Table 3-3 describe the format and fields of the HW _ST i:q.itiou:~:::::Jl~fipl~ifignment traps 

;:e i~~:i:;:::~a:::::~:::~ to pipe EO. "? 
Figure 3-

2
: HW _ST instruction .::ll~l1ll111l1111l1l~I1ttMtlll:l:~:~:::::::::::::;;;.;., ........ 

i ~ ; ; ~ ~ ; ! ~ ~ i : ~ ·~~ .. :.!.:,:~.=.=i.=i,= .. =!_=i· .. =·.: .. =l·=j· .... =!i .... :.i: ...... :! .. =i .. :=i.:····:·:·! ..... =, ..... ·=!i_ .... =·i ... =·.i .. :1_.:.~;:1.1~tll@1r= +----------+--------+--------+-+-+-+-+-+-+-------.~~~Wt-----+ 
: : : : ~ : ~ : ~ : ~ : ~: ~ : .. ill1!lllllJ? All1llll~l~l;=t 
: OPCODE : RA I RB I YI TI ZIA I ZIN I ~~;~~ ,,;:;:;:;:;:;:r I ./~~11111~ir· 

~----------~--------L-------~:LU~~-~~L--~ 

Table 3-3: 

Field 

OPCODE 

RA 

RB 
PHYS 

ALT 

QUAD 

DISP 

MBZ 
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3.3.3 
ll~~l!lllllll~}: I HW_REI 

The Ibox uses the Return Prediction Stack to speed the exe&i.ti~i.llllli'f HW;ltf{EI. We have two 
different types of HW _REI: '%$W>' ,~· 

• ~:~:t~~~:~~~; {i;~~~ ::: i:i~0::~:~~~!~g ~s soon as possible, This 

• Stall Prefetch: This encoding of HW _REI inhi.m~ lstr~·:l.li.J.~tch until the HW _REI itself is 
issued. Thus, this is the method used to sym;i,lhiz~hJ.box ~N~ges (such as ITB writes) with 
the HW _REI. There is a rule that PALcod~iifh oqJ&~~lfiav~::J~rfo such HW _REI in an aligned 

:~~::~:=~~:~~;~~b: :::o:.at.!fr(/HW_REI instruction. 

i11~11~ltfa:::... ..·;".·::·~:r.~;~.~::~l.·'.;i.1:, 
·~·~.~:=~:.~:1:~:~ ... i.·.:.:~.~;.:~ •• ~.:: •• := ... :~ ... :;·~ .. :·.~ ... :: .. :~:.~ ... :; .. ::·;··:'..:~:~:.;~ir 

Figure 3-3: HW_REI instruction .·:·=·:·.:'.::.:=.:~.:l~.:··~:·1.:;·.:~.:!·1:J:~:,!lll~W ;::~~~~~~~~~~:;:· 

Table 3-4: 

Field 

OPCODE 
RA/RB 

TYP 

··~.l.~i1lli:' 
HW_loldeiliJr>tion 
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3·3:e :~:::R ::::~~:~~structions are used to acces~l:lL the lbox, 
Mbox, and Dcache. The data for Ibox IPRs and PALtemps willlii11lfiibve.d:::t.Q iiHijffrom the Ebox 
via the PC buses. These HW _MFPRs have a latency of one cyc}fi.lllnfw .;;J\tifBBl1iP. cycle x results in 
data available in the Ebox in cycle x+l). For Mbox and Dcac~illlJfBf~lllifle (l,f will be moved to 
and from the Ebox over the normal load and store datapaths. IMlllllMFl>R fmtil Mbox and Dcache 
IPRs have a latency of 2 cycles. lbox hardware slots each type or°.MXPR1ldlll':~ correct Ebox pipe, 

see Table 3-6. =:~lllllll!\jjjjljjjjl1l1~llllllll1111111llflm;1ml;ljl:J:j:::::;::::'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.:::::::···· 
Figure 3-4 and Table 3-5 describe the format and fi~'llllll:Pr·:,tl\i.11111ff.W:tMFPR and HW _MTPR instruction. •'*· ~-

Figure 3-4: HW_MFPR, HW_MTPR instructiL'--1 J/I 

OPCODE 

RA/RB 

Index 
::.~~~~~7~~i:=~.~~:~::~:~_MFPR 
Spa~s the ·i~K1lllliJ;:Table 3-6 for encodings. See Section 3.9 for more details about 
~Mlr:Cifi5jj111a. .·:·:·.·· .. ::::::~:;r 

Table 3-6: 

IPR 

DIGITAL CONFIDENTIAL 

Access 

R 

w 
R/W 

R/W 

R 

w 

lndex(hex) 

100 

101 

102 

103 

104 

105 

lbox slots to Pipe 

El 
El 
El 
El 
El 
El 
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Table 3-6 (Cont.): IPR Encodings 

IPR 

ITB_IAP 

ITB_IS 

SIRR 

ASTRR 

ASTER 

EXC_ADDR 

EXC_SUM 

EXC_MASK 

PAL_BASE 

PS 

IPL 

INTID 

!FAULT_ VA_FORM 

IVPTBR 

HWINT_CLR 

SL_XMIT 

SL_RCV 

ICSR 

IC_FLUSH 

IC_PERR_STAT 

PM CTR 

PALtemp[0:23] 

DTB_ASN 

DTB_CM 

DTB_TAG 
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Access 

w 
w 
R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

R/WC 

R 

R/W 

R/W 

R/W 

R 

R 

R/W 

R 

R 

w 
w 
w 
w 
w 
w 

118 

119 

llA 

UC 

140-157 

200 

201 

202 

203 

204 

205 

206 

207 

208 

209 

20A 

20B 

20C 

20D 

El 
El 
El 
El 
El 
El 
El 
El 
El 
El 
El 
El 
El 
El 
El 
El 
EO 
EO 
EO 
EO 
EO 
EO 
EO 
EO 
EO 
EO 
EO 
EO 
EO 
EO 
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Table 3--6 (Cont.): IPR Encodings 

IPR Access 

CC_CTL w 
MCSR RJW 

DC_FLUSH w 
DC_PERR_STAT RJWlC 

DC_TEST_CTL RJW 

DC_TEST_TAG RJW 

DC_TEST_TAG_TEMP RJW 

DC_MODE RJW 

MAF_MODE RJW 

PAL storage registers 

The DECchip 21164-AA Ebox register fil.~lbas eight extr::~br:egisters that are called the PALshadow 
registers. The PALshadows overlay 1f§l~~li~~lll\k.i:i.:':·.~d.JB5 when the CPU is in PALmode and 
ICSR<SDE> is set. Thus, PALcode G~b.::-con.sUliiiill.hM#t4 and R25 as local scratch. PALshadow 
registers cannot be written in the .Jfi~t' 2 .2¥:~les":BfJli~if PALcode fl.ow, as the Ibox does not imple
ment complete dirty logic on thes~jl~ffgist.~fjf Th~:::P.ormal state of the CPU is ICSR<SDE> = ON. 
PALcode disables SDE for the lll.lliP:.~@i1lif~p ~riB.H'or error flows. 

··,·::::::;:1111;1111m11t1111q:' .::i11111:1:1:1f 
The Ibox holds a bank of 24 P~~eni"p:::f:,.@f.MH~~lJ.the PALtemps are accessed with the HW _MTPR 
and HW _MFPR instructions.~tml.Wm~ten.cY.;lfiiif a PALtemp read to availability is one cycle. 

3.5 SRM defined,~ • .,,, 
This table is an accgm,tiing:1iiflthe :Q.;ECchip 21164-AA storage used to implement the SRM defined 

state for Open~ 

Table 3-7: :::f1PimVMi1~i§B.~ defined State 

DIGITAL CONFIDENTIAL 

Mnemonic 

PS 

PC 

AS TEN 

ASTSR 

IPIR 

Access 

RJW 

RJW 

RJW 

w 

Internal Storage 

PALtemp /lbox-PS /Mbox-DTB_ CM 
I Interrupt logic-IPU PALshadow 

lbox 

Interrupt logic-ASTER 

Interrupt logic-ASTRR 
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Table 3-7 (Cont.): OpenVMS SRM defined State 

Register Name 

Interrupt Priority Level 

Machine Check Error Summary 

Privileged Context Block Base 

Processor Base Register 

Page Table Base Register 

System Control Block Base 

SW Interrupt Request Register 

SW Interrupt Summary Register 

TB Check 

TB Invalidate All 

TB Invalidate All Process 

TB Invalidate All Dstream 

TB Invalidate All Istream 

TB Invalidate Single 

Kernel Stack Pointer 

Executive Stack Pointer 

Supervisor Stack Pointer 

User Stack Pointer 

Virtual Page Table Base 

Who Am I 

3.6 

Mnemonic 

IPL 

MCES 

PCBB 

PRBR 

PTBR 

SCBB 

SIRR 

SISR 

TBCHK 

TBIA 

TBIAP 

TBIAD 

R 

w 
w 
WW 

WW 

WW 

PCB 

PCB 

PCB 

PAL temp 

PALtemp I lbox-IVPTBR/ Mbox
MVPTBR 

PAL temp 

lbox-ICSR 

lbox-ITB_ASN/ Mbox-DTB_ASN 

Mbox-CC,CC_CTL. Read with RPCC 

PCB 

Cbox/System. Access with LDx_L 
and STx_C, and HW _LD and HW _ 
ST variants. 

S~rSe~F 
Th~~~~~i~le i;,jjl accoun~ing of the DECchip 21164-AA storage used to implement the SRM defined 

s~ 
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Table 3-8: OSF SRM defined State 

IPR Name 

Processor Status 

Program Counter 

Interrupt Entry Address 

Arith Trap Entry Address 

MM Fault Entry Address 

Unaligned Access Entry Address 

Instruction Fault Address 

Call System Entry Address 

User Stack Pointer 

Kernel Stack Pointer 

Kernel Global Pointer 

System Value 

Page Table Base Register 

Virtual Page Table Base 

Process Control Block Base 

Address Space Number 

Cycle Counter 

Floating Point Enable 

lock_ flag 

Unique 

Who Am I 

Mnemonic 

PS 

PC 

entINT 

entARITH 

entMM 

entUNA 

entIF 

entSys 

USP 

KSP 

Kgp 

~·.1 
3.7 

Access 

RIW 

w 
w 
w 

,((,~::: 
W ····::::::ll? PAL temp 

RIW 

R 

PALtemp 

PAL temp 

Ibox-IVPTBR/ Mbox-MVPTBR 

PAL temp 

Ibox-ITB_ASN/ Mbox-DTB_ASN 

Mbox-CC,CC_CTL. Read with RPCC. 

Ibox-ICSR 

Cbox/System. Access with LDx_L 
and ST.x_C, and HW _LD and HW _ 
ST variants. 

PCB 

PAL temp 

Perfor~ 
This list i~=ll1llllihmiMJi-y of D"ECchip 21164-AA features that improve PAL performance: 

: ~~: ~;;;::~ ~~~;:i,s~=:~~tashing and restoring GPRs. 

• .::iBlt~rn .:di#diction Stack is used to speed HW _REI. 
• ·=:l;lliili1M'.l.\\\Efuox hardware calculate the Virtual Address of the PTE entry needed on a TBmiss. 

• lb~~:::ll.l,j1lMR9x support distinct trap entry points for single and double TBmiss. 

• The desigiflltr the interrupt hardware is specifically tailored to speed up Open VMS CALL_ 
PALs like MTPR_IPL. 
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• The PALtemps have a 1 cycle latency . 

• 

3.8 TBmiss flows 

Figure 3-5: lstream TBmiss flow 

.. i111!!!!!!~ii;:: ··:w1@1%h 

Ass~~i~i~:s~h!n!~~r;t~~r I stream TBmiss. A virtdil1Hetctdi.t:· the ·::=~~1!!1tll 
be attempted. If the virtual PTE fetch l!ii~:ssesiill~~:' trap,::~~%:J..l 

ITl::::~~;;~;:~~~~;h~~;;:;i~;I;:=::~~:i::::::~\'tor 
nop 
mfpr r8, ev5$_ifault_va_forrn 

nop 
mfpr rlO, exc addr 

ld_vpte r8, O(r8) 
mtpr rlO, exc addr 

mfpr 
nop 

and 
blbc 

nop 
bne 

r31, ev5$_va 

r8, Jtpte$m foe, r:Z.~::::::::;.;.,., ; Ltiti:~;:;:;:i!;l!;!$;:;:r,~E. set. 
r8, 

there was a double miss 

TBrniss 

nop 
rntpr the VA, load the PTE into the ITB. 

hw rei synch and return. 
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Figure 3-6: Dstream TBmiss flow 

:::::::::::::*:·.. -:·:·:·:·:·:·:·· .•!•:·:·:·:·:·:·· 
·::::::::::::::::::::::::::·:; .. :::1:1:1:~:1:r .i1lll!1!1!11llf 

3.9 IPRs ~~-
This section describes, o~sis, all the DECchip 21164-AA Internal Processor 
Registers. lbox, Mbox, .::ii.ft::::Pc.~J.j:e IPRi::· are accessable to PALcode via the HW _MTPR and 
HW _MFPR instructions ... :~lfi@ft~ lists the IPR numbers. Cbox, Scache, and Bcache IPRs are 
accessable in the phy§:\§tl adciit;~~11fimRn FFFFFOOOOO to FFFFFFFFFF. Table 3-30 summarizes 
the Cbox, Scache, aql1l1f!cac.h~ .. IPRs1~:lll¢ible 3-43 lists restrictions on the IPRs. 

3.9.1 "'' lboxl>-
llnll~~M~.;xi>llilll11llifited, IPRS are not cleared or set by hardware on chip or on timeout 

.q,·~ 

NOTE 
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3·9·~~e ::;::Gregister is a write only register. This register is .~Lre on an 
ITBMISS/IACCVIO, with the tag field of the faulting VA. To ~@i9· the i'iiii~ty of the ITB, 
the TAG and PTE fields of an ITB entry are updated simulta1'~:~1§ 2i11!ifi1!1b.te To the ITB_PTE 
register. This write causes the contents of the ITB_TAG regi~li! to ... l1.~$fntii into the tag field 
of the ITB location, which is determined by a NLU algorithmmttHi@lfrE 6.11& is obtained from 
the MTPR ITB_PTE instruction. ··~w , 

Figure 3-7: lstream TB Tag, ITB_TAG ~ 

.. ::1=1{lil1l1itltltt!!t11d1i!itili1[t .il1[11[1lf 

3

·

9

·:::e ~:~;::gister is a read/write reITT!!J;er. A ~~egister, writes both the PTE and 
TAG fields of an ITB location determine@!il~1lli)10t-las.f:fl~d algorithm. The TAG and PTE fields 
are updated simultaneously to insur~ .... thEtiiJ.iitiiY. qfl\ilie ITB. A write to the ITB_PI'E register 
increments the NLU pointer, which ~a;ws for .. 'Wi.iiiii.1llb.e entire set of ITB PTE and TAG entries. 
The TAG field of the ITB locationAi\\\\~fotegned 'f)~~~\the contents of the ITB_TAG register. The 
PTE field is available in the MT~B\1fl'B ... JfJE in§l.@ction. Writes to this register use the memory 
format bits as described in the Ofi.ifili1N:11.$::'memi.f.Y management chapter of the Alpha SRM. 

:::~e:~L:::::~~::~E 

A read of the,:::IWfilli.tfr.;::::~!M1::'~wo instructions. A read of the ITB_PTE register, returns the 
PTE pointec!~1l\l£y''lb.~::MLP poihter to the ITB_PTE_TEMP register and updates the NLU pointer 
according 9.it!1P,le ~gJ:f:Ji~~IP1 algorithm. A zero value is returned to the integer register file. A 
second re~~l1111J.hthilll1JTB_PrE_TEMP register returns the PTE the the general purpose integer 

registe~::1~1~~:;::::::===l11\lll1j111!1lllllljj1j!!iilm[[:1:::::· 
Note:.}J}j~[:lN,Qp p010:~\*;'is bumped in trap shadows. 

"-(. 
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Figure 3-9: lstream TB PTE Read Format, ITB_PTE 

.:;::;:;:~:;:~:;::::;:::·:·· 

3•9·~ee c::;~ i~:~::~:~Ar~:ster w~,n~ space number (ASN) of 
Figure 3-10: Address Space Number Read/Willi F~t, ITD~::::·ASN 

.. @;~;~;~m~mmm::::::·.·.;==~~;~~;i~~1~r .::~;~;~;i~~;~~r 
···:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·!·!·!·:·:·:·!•!·!· ;-.·.········· 

+~~----------------------------------------------~~~"'-----0~+~~---~~+ 
I RAZ/IGN I ":·:::·ASN<6:0> IRAZ/IGNI 

+-------------------------------------7~i11~~i~;:::------~~~~1ir-------------+-------+ 

3

"

9

" ~e 1:;:~:::gister is a i:LA~r for ITB_PTE read data. A read of the 
ITB_PTE register returns data l8li~\.11i~11iikist~~~llA second read of the ITB_PTE_TEMP register 

:::::s~:: W ::~:~:::,::_P~_TEMP 

Table 3-9~:0 bits in ITB_PTE_TEMP read format 
Name 

DIGITAL CONFIDENTIAL 

RO 

RO 

RO 

Is set if GH(granularity hint) equals 11. 

Is set if GH(granularity hint) equals 10 or 11. 

Is set if GH(granularity hint) equals 01, 10 or 11. 
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3.9.1.5 lstream TB Invalidate All Process, ITB_IAP 

This is a write-only register. 
bit equals zero. 

3.9.1.6 IStream TB Invalidate All, ITB_IA 

.lil1lllll'i}: 

,4~ 
ITB NLU pointer to its initial state. RESET Palcode mu~t.~.~ecute an·=MIPR ITB_IA instruction 

3.9.1.7 ITB_IS 

• 

• An ITB entry whose VA field matches ITB_IS<42·:·r1~tii0 whose ASM bit is set. 
····::::::::~ 

Figure 3-12: ITB_IS dl!!!.l.!:~.!.:~.~.:~·.:~.:~:.:~_.:~_.:~_.:; .. :~ .... :~ .. :~_ .. :=:=:·· .. :: .. :: ... ::: .. :·· ... :·.::.:·.: .. :··· .. : .. :··.: .. : ... · .. : .. :·:·:·'.::;.... .Jl1~111lJ .Ali:~::· .... ::::::1~111ii1ir1i1i11:i1l~~!llilill!!lllf 

3.9.1.8 Fonnatted Faulting ~VA_FORM 
This is a read-only registJ'l~l\il~v11l~tai~·;::ihe formatted faulting virtual address on an ITBMiss/IACj 
IACCVIO's generated.:::ft~,· sigii~~\illt1~1~rrors). The formatted faulting address generated depends 
on whether NT sup~illli§ge ,w.appHiBlti~f'enabled through the SPE <0> bit of the ICSR. 

Figure 3-13: IFu~:on NT mode 
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Figure 3-14: IFAULT_VA_FORM in NT mode 

3.9.1.9 Vinual Page Table Base register, IVPTBR 

This is a read-write register. 

Figure 3-15: IVPTBR in non NT mode 

Bits <32:30> are undefined on a read of this register in O:~:iflll.111hiode. 

Figure 3-16: IVPTBR in NT mode ·'~ ''ll'fililli" 1'' 

:;:·i:ore~:::pr:;:::~~::;:n Icache Parity error. The error status 
bits may be cleared by writid91li.111llM"&11jj1ie appr.opriate bits. . 

Figure 3-17: ICPE,.TJ)~at 

Table ~TAT Field Descriptions 
··~·=::;::i::• 

Extent 

11 

12 

Type 

WlC 

WlC 

Description 

Data parity error occurred. 

Tag parity error occurred. 

13 WlC Timeout reset error or CFAIL_H/no CACK_H error occurred. 
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3.9.1.11 ICache Flush Control register, IC_FLUSH_CTL 
.Jllllllillllllf 

3.9.1.12 Exception Address register, EXC_ADDR .. :::~1l1111j1llllll!~~l111111~111lllllll1~~1k 
interrupts. The HW _REI instruction causes a return to the in~H4i~tioniQtl{ed to by the EXC_ 
ADDR register. This register can be written both by h8:IQ.W.~re and siRW.are. Hardware writes 
happen as a result of exceptions/interrupts and CALL~Q¥1ililiitP::~:~':·Jlardware writes which 
occur as a result of exceptions/interrupts take precedene~lllRt:~r:·:itflllrlif:;\vrites. 

In case of an exception/interrupt, hardware writes ... a PC ":i~lll!~i.111,f~ster in 86 of the execution 
pipeline. In case of precise exceptions, this is the :BQjjj~f the insUt~on that caused the exception. 
In case of imprecise exceptions/interrupts, this iS,:j11fi~ PQ1~m the 'Wifi instruction that would have 
issued if the exception/interrupt was not reporW,lf' ill~ll~lf ih:::;: ... :~· 

In case of a CALLPAL instruction, the PC ofljlllj1ji~l"-hcti_~dlllf~~ter the CALLPAL is written to 
EXC_ADDR in 85. Software writes of the register·:::tRl§l$1llilJ~ HW _MTPR instruction also take 
place in 85. At a given time only a CALLPAL or HW.31!1:PR instruction will attempt to write 
EXC_ADDR as both these instructions B:t~ slotted to th~ .. ~1 pipe. 

a~Ihm~~hm~e 
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Table 3-11: EXC_SUM Field Descriptions 

Name 

swc 

INV 

DZE 

FOV 

UNF 
INE 

IOV 

Extent Type 

10 WA 

11 WA 
12 WA 
13 WA 
14 WA 
15 WA 
16 WA 

Description 

Indicates Software coID:J.tlii1~tff~w~~-!~:-.. IBf~ bit is set after 
a floating point instru@.l@n c~ntifilRimtlie JS modifier com
pletes with an arithmef.l1lk::~lf~d al(l~~vious floating point 
instructions that trappea;i.m;the l~.s.6.j.TPR EXC_SUM also 
contained the JS modifier. The S.:W4.lll$t is cleared whenever 
a floating point i .• :Y:~:tiQ~ witnMf~::lhe JS modifier completed 
with an arithm4:i.:¥~imlllii@~it.:::~emains cleared regardless 
of additional aritfflii~.c .. tfiJi~:ftKfiI the register is written via 
an MTPR instructl~llh:~Ji$..~Fhit is always cleared upon any 

.. il]ll} ····::::::{111lllllllllil!ll!!l!l!l11?:· 
3.9.1.14 Exception Mask Register, l_Mllff. .A 
The exception mask register records41iml~i~l~:~tiQ'jjll;~f instructions that have caused an arithmetic 
trap, since the last time EXC_MA$~ ,;j~111jli..hg.lllllJbe destination is recorded as a single bit mask 
in the 64 bit IPR representing .:11.~lftll:. an(r=ti.f.laf A write to EXC_SUM clears the EXC_MASK 
register. L··~·.,,, 

Figure 3-20: Exceptiorr=~:~t.MJ.ister Read Format, EXC_MASK 
:::::.... · .. :·::::::m~~~~~~~~~;~~1;j~~:;::::=:·.·· 
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Figure 3-21 : PAL_BASE 

:::lll1~1111~1~1l1~lllf ::·· ::i:i:i:i:i:i:: 

Processor Status, PS lllf 
a.g. :~i~::~~~rf;~:~.:?s~ter is a read/wrire regisrer ~.!'.·.:i.b:i'.::'1.:_i:·:~_i .. :l.:i ... : .. ~r .... : .... :1·.:·····:ii ... ··:·····:' ..... ::'.~ .... ::!:····:.1.;j .. : ... :!ilff .. :,j:·:;::~::mllll,rrent mode bits of the 

Figure 3-22: Processor Status, PS I' ,a;,, 
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Description 

If set, the timeout counter counts 5K cycles before asserting 
timeout reset. If clear, the timeout counter counts 1 billion 
cycles before asserting timeout reset. 

If set, disables the ibox timeout counter. Does not affect 
CFAIUno CACK error. 

If set floating point instructions may be issued. When clear 
floating point instructions cause FEN exceptions. 

If set, allows PALRES instructions to be issued in kernel 
mode. 
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Table 3-12 (Cont.): ICSR Field Descriptions 

Name 

SPE 

SDE 

CRDE 

SLE 

FMS 

FBT 

FBD 

DBS 

ISTA 

TST 

Extent Type Description 

29:28 

30 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

RW,O 

R\V,O 

R\V,O 

R\V,O 

R\V,O 

RW,O 
RW,O 

=!1:::e:e~1!:€•=:d':i1:.::;i:;~~3>, 
if VA<42:41> = 10. Virlfii.billfess b~MYA<40> is ignored in 
this translation. Access 'i~=li]l;g\Ve.~.9.dtillfo kernel mode. 

~!~>ad~:~.~:~:~:~~~ ~~:i~ 
address PA<39:3@1il:::PfH~Ufilllf.$,30:13> is mapped directly 
to PA<30:13>. Acc~Ji11~. ~Ui:7*ed only in kernel mode. 

If set, forces bad:':1ijijehe data parity. 

RW,1 .. )llfu:is bit control'l~he selection of the multiplexer for the debug 
::::::i:lWj~~kJf.};;et tbil~l~~bug port sees bits <11:4> of the siloed PC. 

::~::::::.:.. If'ctilW.lf:t.billll)acket from the MBOX is selected. 

Q1!i~~7c::~:~:~~::~:~:~in
1

:f:: 
;::t111ttl~H1h. . .. ::::::::il~iiiHl1jj1f 

3.9.1.18 Interrupt Priority L~ 
This is a read/write regf~,,~jj~4.~-~in·;::ilt'e value of the architecturally specified IPL register. 
Whenever hardware d'-:t:~ct~:::::~lllil~upt whose target IPL level is greater than the value in 

::::2: i:v:;:Regimer, IPL 

A!tllltHlllll::::·; ···::,:::1:11@Hl1lll!lf' 

3.9.1.1~ Id Regimer, INTID 

Th~~i11lil~l~i~l.4!1:;-~nly register. It is written by hardware with the target IPL of the highest priority 
pending;::~K.lhY!P..t. The hardware recognizes an interrupt if this IPL is greater than the IPL 
given by IP'f1ijili.~1tb. Interrupt service routines may use the value of this register to determine 
the cause of the interrupt. PAL code, for the interrupt service, must ensure that the IPL level 
in INTID is greater than the IPL level specified by the IPL register. This restriction is required 
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~se~~~:e~ ~~::is:::~:i::s~~ware interrupt may disappear before ~e routine 

The contents of INTID are not correct on a HALT interrupt, as 1Jd.i111ftrticui'Jfl1ii,lfrupt does not 
have a target IPL at which it can be masked. When a HALT,::;~ii~rru.R11j1i-nrs INTID indicates 
the next highest priority pending interrupt. PAL code for intli~P~.:::f Pl:~:~jjjlµst check the ISR 
to determine if a HALT interrupt has occured. ~J 

Figure 3-
25

: Interrupt Id Register, INTID ,:~i1~lllllllllll~llllll111111jjljmHi1iiml~l:l:~:::::::::::::::;.;., ...... 

3.9.1.20 Aynchronous System Trap Request R~~ 
The Asynchronous System Trap Request :Q.¢.gister is a r~-d./write register which contains bits to 
request AST interrupts in each of the foufl1lli.D.1{P..~or m~i§'(USEK). In order to generate an AST 
interrupt, the corresponding enable bit i».::::the·:·:1'SWB:JJ.tQm be set and the current processor mode 
given in PS<4:3> should be equal or higfi., .. th.~~ th~ll11~lt associated with the AST request. 

Figure 3-26: Asynchronous sU~e/Jlst.~ Register, ASTRR 
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3.9.1.22 Sottware Interrupt Request Register. SIRR ,[1 /ll 
The Software Interrupt Request Register is a read/write register used t~:,:::~~~·J!i11~Qft.WH~e interrupt 
requests. A software request for a particular IPL may be requestedJ~gllli~hing tR~llli,iiWopriate bit in 
81

~::::28: Software Interrupt Request Register, SIRR wri~ ,.,, 

Table 3-13: SIRR Field Descriptions 

Name 

SIRR 18:4 RW Request softwar~:::m~rrupts. 
;::::·~·. ..:::;:., . 

4tllf~;:;:;:;., .. , .;:f lli!l!i1Jf 

3.9.1.23 HW Interrupt Clear register, ... ~ 
This is a write-only register, used .. :#.9lll~lea~;11mtge-s~:r1sttive hardware interrupt requests. 

Figure 3-29: Hardware lnter~~IHWINT_CLR 

Table 3-14: 

.iltlF .ill1lilllll~t .::::::::·:·. ·:::::· 

H~ie~riptions 
Name 

Ei~ ~.1: .. l:'.·.1::j:::.::;.i:l,l:l.:•::l:l:1:;.·_l::.:.:_~3~3~Wf SLCA 
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WIC 

WIC 

WIC 

WIC 

WIC 

Clears perf counter 0 interrupt requests. 

Clears perf counter 1 interrupt requests. 

Clears perf counter 2 interrupt requests. 

Clears correctable read data interrupt requests. 

Clears serial line interrupt requests. 
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.. :::::::~:· .. 

;;~;;;;~!;;;;e:~:;:;~;;nly re~s~r which contai.<U-1 pending 
Figure 3--30: Interrupt Summary Register, ISR read format ~ . .,, 

:=:imlmt
1
" .i1l!~!~!j!jt ''::1i11~1r 

Table 3-15: ISR read format Field Descripti4ili:::::::=: .... il!l\j\j\jW.. .d1l!lll!\\jj? 

Name 

ASTRR[3:0] 

SIRR[15:1] 

ATR 

I20 

I21 

I22 

123 

PCO 

PCl 

PC2 

PFL 

MCK 

CRD 

SLI 

HLT .i~~jjjjjj!~l\!j\~\\l!!!jj\jj~Illlll::::. 
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Extent Type 

3:0 RO AST requests 3=:=titN}.tgh O (USEK) at IPL 2. 

18:4 RO,O .. i~~lhftware inteIJ.#.[pt requests 15 through 1 corresponding to 

19 

20 

21 

22 .. ::::::::::::::::::::::HO:. Ei~ni.al hardware mterrupt at IPL 22. 

~.!.l.:l .. ~2l!!99~):.: :::: i::::a: :::::: ::: : :::~ 
.~:=~~~~~~f ~~:::: 

RO 

RO 

RO 

External hardware interrupt - Performance counter 2 (IPL 29). 
External Hardware interrupt - Powerfail (IPL 30). 

External Hardware interrupt - system machine check (IPL 
31). 

Correctable ECC errors (IPL 31). 

Serial line interrupt. 

External Hardware interrupt - halt. 
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:~ 1 ~::ial ~::~l::s::::;:t:~~::•:nte-only register used to tra~ILL off chip 
under the control of a software timing loop. The value of the Tl\'!1¥fili1Hs tra:ir~IB.ifi;d off chip on 
the SROM_CLK_H pin. In normal operation mode (not in debugt.l.~ffel, .. ::~~l~l§:SPJ.\it_CLK_H pin is 
overloaded and serves both the serial line transmission and the Iciiihe s.•iifltQ.M interface. 

Figure 3-31: Serial line transmit Register, SL_XMIT -~.=1.111.=ll . 
.. :::::~:·:·:·.······ . 

#l\#~ Ml 

:::~ 1 ~::al ::~~e::i:::::::~r ~~~~~:d-only register ~~: bit-serial data under the control 
of a software timing loop. The RCV bit i:qlib:~ SL_RCV.::f!¢ster is functionally connected to the 
SROM_DAT_H pin. A serial line interrupt:;:;~iiff.gJJ..estec~ffilienever a transition is detected on the 
SROM_DAT_H pin and the SLE bit in tl~Jif:J:OS:lt:;i~j~jll*l::::lififfng normal operations (not in test-mode), 
the SROM_DAT_H pin is overloaded aq@.H~forv~.s bolfi;lli.WiVi;erial line reception and the !Cache serial 

RO:i::t:rf:: Serial line rece~'-Llv~· 

.. ::=~~~~~~~[~~~;::· .·:·:·;:::;;:;:[:;·:~:~.~.·:~::;:~·~~;;:: .~:::::::::::::: .. ::;:~::::;: .. 

3.9.1.27 Performan~. re#r, PMCTR 
The Performance Q:Q1n:t_er ··p~i~fH!S a read/write register which controls the three on-chip perfor
mance counters .. lf.arifl~mce C<5ffii.fer interrupt requests are summarized in ISR (Interrupt Summary Register). ~ 

Figure 3-33=~::l;ll1l1lffldP.rmance Counter Register, PMCTR 
.. •:•:::::::::::·:·.·· ··~·:::;::;;~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:;:::::: •... 
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Table 3-16: PMCTR Field Descriptions 

Name 

CTR0[15:0] 

CTR1[15:0] 

CTR2[13:0] 

CTLO[l:O] 

CTLl[l:O] 

CTL2[1:0] 

SELO 

SEL1[3:0] 

SEL2[3:0] 

Ku 

Kp 

Kk 

Table 3-17: 

CounterO 
SelectO[O] 

O:Cycles 

Extent Type 

63:48 

47:32 

29:16 

15:14 

13:12 

11:10 

RW 

RW 

RW 

RW,O 

RW,O 

RW,O 

Description 

14 bit counter (;r 16 bit counter 

16 bit counter 

11 counter enable, r~hiif at freq 256 

~IT~:i:z~:~~: 
10 cotiiil .. ernim~· inW.W:i t at fre 65536 (16384) 

~~~~tat fre~ 256 

00 counter dis:iliI:illJfterrupt disable 
.::dU counter ena,W~,. interrupt disable 

31 R#1~:~:~::::P ~::36 (16384) 

7:4 RW~? .:Gitinterl..Select - see Table 3-17 

Fa~~:~~::::::::e:~i~ ;:::d~ 
8 :=::::::::::::::· Illlk::::::::::::::::::::l~jJl Kemel,Execut1ve, Supervisor mode. Disables measure-

~,~~!~~~~~! E~~~v;:;e::r~:'Je';,i;:;': ':!::Supervisor 

·······················"················"" ; ............. . 

~~' Counter2 
Select2[3:0] 

OxO: Long(>15 cycle) Stalls 

Oxl: reserved 
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Table 3-17 (Cont.): PMCTR Counter Select Options 

CounterO 
SelectO[O] 

1 :Instructions 

3.9.2 

Counterl 
Selectl[ 3:0] 

OxB:Loads 

OxC:Stores 

OxD:Icache 

OxE :Dcache Accesses 

Counter2 
Select2[3:0] 

Traps are faL1.i.IPR writ~~::tions unless noted otherwise. 
Unless explicitI~iililli@t.JB:I~" are not cleared or set by hardware on chip or on timeout 

reset.~~ 

3.9.2.1 DTB~ll~1~::::~1,.iiMilif:JfAddress Space Number 

The DTB_AS~lli~ter is a write-only register which, when not in PALmode, must be written 
with ap;;ll~t. ciJ:fjti.l\t.:::Pf the ITB_ASN register's ASN field. 

~' ~ 
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Figure 3-34: DTB_ASN 

6 
3 

5 5 
7 6 

0 
0 

+-----------+--------------------------------------+ 
I ASN <6:0> I IGN 
+------+----+--------------------------------------+ 

"" --~-
.: 

.. 

::·.·::.:· ..... =~.'. ...... ==.· ...... =~ ........ =1 ....... =1 ....... =1.·· ..... =1::: ........ =i= ....... =il ........ =1.:'. ..... :r .. :'..:~~ ... =i.:i: .. :~.';l···:;~ .. :~.~.:) .. :,1 .. :-~ .. ::~ ... =: •. ::.~:·:·.~ .• :·.~ ••• :.~.:::~ •• :~ •••• :· •• :;.:~ •• ::::···::.::::; ••••• :· ••• ::·: •.• := ••• :· ••• : •• :·_.::.::.::.=.~~ilfllllllll;;l:::. ~ 

+~----------------------------------------------~~~ 
;::::·~·. I c I c I :·.··4 

~----------------------~:: _________ :•~' 
.. i~11ll!ll!l~;r Jlmi;r ::; .... 

Table 3-18: DTB_ CM Mode Bitilllllf~11!1~11ltj~i!llilillll~f'. ./llll!llillll11jf 
CM<l> CM<O> 

0 0 

0 1 

1 0 

1 1 

... :.

·.·.:·:: .. ::·:.;:~·:r.:t:~'::;·1 .. ·;~.1.·.~.f r /lj@) ""::;:;:: ;::::::::::::::·· _.::~;~~~::::::. 

3.9.2.3 DTB_TAG, ~ T# 

The DTB_TAG:.::Jf.zj.~tel;;;::li,jjjjilWIJ.fe-only register which writes the DTB tag and the contents of 
the DTB_PT:{U~l.i~r to tR~;;1;pTB. To insure the integrity of the DTBs, the DTB's PTE array 
is updated ~flhlt~ilf~lh:f.~~rm the internal DTB_PTE register when the DTB_TAG register is 
written. ]3W:~:'.~nt!lj\jjffeVN1f1j~itten is chosen at the time of the DTB_TAG write operation by a 
not-last-u'§il.Hillf:fi!hm implemented in hardware. A write to the DTB_TAG register increments 
the TB ~ntrr p=5ifi\iiM~f..the DTB which allows writing the entire set of DTB PTE and TAG entries. 
The 'i:Dllllifiilm::::Poiiit:}jijj~li:;'initialized to entry zero and the TB valid bits are cleared on chip reset 

bu~treBet. 
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Figure 3-36: DTB_TAG, Dstream TB Tag 
::;i11!lli:.i.;:;=.1:,,:·:;l::.:::::l.:!;::.:',::::.::::.:::;:.:

1

':

1

.::,:.:::::.:., .. i.::::1.:·:~'~:;::~·:i.·.1.!.::li .. l'· I 
6 
3 

4 4 
3 2 

1 1 
3 2 

0 
0 

~~" ···~ 

+--------------+--------------------------+----------------+ 
.•.. 
:·.·.:.···::.:; .. :··:····:~: .. :~_ .. :·: ... ····:~.· .... :l.:· .... :~ .. :·.:1 .... :~ ..... :;:'. .. ···:i:::l·····:' .. ·····:'l::;.:~ .. ::.1 .. :·.'..:;:~_ .. :::;:

1 

__ :j.·:;:::·~.:~.:::~ .. :··;::.:; .. ·:·:.::·::···::.~ ... ·:·:.:.··::·~ ... :~ ... ·:~ ... ::.~ .... := .. ::::.···:·.··::.·::···:" .. :.::·:::::'llll111l11111l11iil::::. 

IGN VA<42 .. 13> IGN ~., +--------------+--------------------------+----------------+ 
····::::::::::::::·:··:-· .... :·:·:·.·:·.· 

lll!1!1l11!!1!1!11j11t::· 

a.s.~e ::::E ::;:; ::e::write register represen~DTB page table entries. 
The entry to be written is chosen by a not-last-used algorit'Fifiijj~f}1emented in hardware. Writes 
to the DTB_PTE use the memory format bit posi~ijt3s as de·~~B.~d in the Alpha SRM with the 
exception that some fields are ignored. In particqllfthE$tJ~;FN v~fi~· bit is not stored in the DTB. 

To ensure the integrity of the DTB, the PTE i!?,:l!!-~aU~!!!Jitt.~i.tit~ a temporary register and not 
transferred to the DTB until the DTB_TAG r=•bm11lisf\vriidlf As a result, writing the DTB_ 
PTE and then reading without an intervening nrf'fi~~i.\\11wr$.ll\~i.ll not return the data previously 
written to the DTB_PTE register. ":·::::::l;lllllllilj~jjjj~jf::· 

Reads of the DTB_PTE require two instr:a~tions. First, :t.:::r.ead from the DTB_PTE sends the PTE 
data to the DTB_PTE_TEMP register. :::l;~111ilm::.:.Yaluei~llil1teturned to the integer register file on 
a DTB_PTE read. A second instruct\~.Q .. reii<lfiii111lft1i~jjjj1le DTB_PTE_TEMP register returns the 
PTE entry to the register file. Rea9.i1'· th~ DT'IJ§llfp::· register increments the TB entry pointer 
of the DTB which allows reading t.liij~l~ntii:~Uset of DTB PTE entries. 

Figure 3-37: DTB_PTE, D~w 
+~=-=~+=~-----------==+~'..'..+'..~+~~+~~+~~+~:+~~+~~+~~+~:+~'..+~~+ 
I IGN I PFN<3 9: 13> .... .I rn~;j;j;~;j;~;j;j{;~:~:l::::.1. I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 

AJ1ll!ii1ll1J: ~--~===~ ;b~ore 
+---------> FOW 

+------------> ignore 
+---------------> ASM 

+--------------------> GH<l:O> 
+------------------------> ignore 

+---------------------------> KRE 
+------------------------------> ERE 

+---------------------------------> SRE 
+------------------------------------> URE 

+---------------------------------------> KWE 
+------------------------------------------> EWE 

+---------------------------------------------> SWE 

_Jij~i~~.-. Th~;jljlU~lds of the Page Table Entry are described in the ALPHA SRM. 
··:~::::;=~i~;t ft ;~f t~f ~~~~~~~~;;f :::::~~~~;~;~~~~r~ 

··~· 
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3"9"~e ::~:~;::: register is a read-only holding register for Dlll &ads of 
the DTB_P'rE require two instructions to return the P'rE data t~ulfii~1f.~gist~·;==:fiiij~~11ll~he first reads 
the DTB_P'rE register to the DTB_PrE_TEMP register and ret.&.Jils··:z~.J.4.lilfllJhe register file. The 
second returns the DTB_PTE_TEMP register to the integer r~ 

Figure a-as: DTB _PTE_ TEMP (lllllllllllllllll!!]1l~l!t!1l!1!11!1!1llllll1H11lllmf 
··:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·. 

+------------> FOR 

!--------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~[ lt ... 13> 

4ll!!!!!!!!l!l1iit111!!l!lll!!l!~f .ill== .. 
3.9.2.6 MM_STAT, Dstream M~--~er 

When D-stream faults or Dilt1Hf11.irity errors occur the information about the fault is latched 
and saved in the MM_S~-f~e~~li{lHlh~wVA, VA_FORM and MM_STAT registers are locked 
against further updates ·=li:lk~.qdlf:tre ... ,.f~Has the VA register. MM_STAT bits are only modified 
by hardware when the. regtlti~i~if.J1ot locked and a memory management error, DTB miss, or 
Dcache parity error o,¢.iillts. Th=~:11;a!S;I'AT is not unlocked or cleared on reset. 

Figure 3-39: M&.lre~ Fault Register 

63 17 16 

D 
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11 10 06 05 04103 02 01 00 

I I 
I +-->WR 
+----->ACV 

+-------->FOR 
+----------->FOW 

+-------------->OTB MIS; 
+----------------->BAD VA 

+------------------------>RA 
+----------------------------------------->OPCODE 
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Table 3-19: MM_STAT Field Descriptions 

Name 

WR 

ACV 

FOR 
FOW 
DTB_MISS 

BAD_ VA 

RA 

OPCODE 

Extent Type Description 

0 RO 
1 RO 
2 RO 
3 RO 
4 RO 
5 RO 
10:6 RO 
16:11 RO 

iltt .. iliilllll!lil}:· · ··:::111v 
3.9.2.7 VA, Faulting Virtual Address tll~~ sw· ii, 

When D-stream faults, DTB misses, or Dcach:==:=:~'~ll!l~;~aiir~ccur the effective virtual address 
associated with the fault, miss, or error is latched i~'-lfilitf:~ad-only VA register. The VA, VA_ 
FORM, and MM_STAT registers are lock:e.d against furthJ;~r updates until software reads the VA 

register. The VA IPR is not unlocked.:tf'·'' 

Figure 3-40: VA, Faulting VA Re-; .,4t:r. 

3.9.2.8 VA_FORM, Fo,,,~ress 
VA_FORM contaiqjjljib-e Y:ifjllal w.D table entry address calculated as a function of the faulting 
VA and the Virtu£HQ~~ll~ble .. BiJe (VA and MVPI'BR registers). This is done as a performance 
enhancement to . .the b~tiiiinA.lltniss PALflow. The VA is formatted as a 32-bit PTE when the 
NT_Mode bit~::iM~~s1»o~l~ll~i.i.lllJ~t. VA_FORM is a read-only IPR, and is locked on any D-stream 
fault, DTB ~!ii: .. o¥11111•n~ patity error. The VA, VA_FORM, and MM_STAT registers are locked 
against fudl~~ up.dplll~i~fsoftware reads the VA register. The VA_FORM IPR is not unlocked 
on reset. ,::11:.::~~*11 de·s~fibes VA_FORM when MCSR<SPO> is clear. Figure 3-42 describes 
VA FORM ~N~itl"fGSR<SPO> is set. 
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Figure 3-41: VA_FORM, Formatted VA Register for NT_Mode:O 

6 
3 

3 3 
3 2 

0 0 
3 2 

0 

0 
+----------------------------+------------------+------+ 

VPTB<63:33> VA<42:13> 0 I 
+----------------------------+------------------+------+ 

.:;~~~~m~~~m~~~~=~:::;:=·· 

Figure 3-42: VA_FORM, Formatted VA Register, NT_..., 

Table 3-20: VA_FORM Field DescriptiQI§.... .if~~~~:;:::· 

VA<42:13> 

VPTB 

VA<31:13> 

VPTB 

...... . ...................... . 
32:03 Rq~~l~lltlll S~bs~FJil!:lil~brlginal faulting Virtual Address,NT_Mode=O. 

63:33 RG~lff :SQual I?.~~r Table Base address as stored in MVPTBR,NT 

!~ft~:::::!~~:;:::"~~~:;:~~:~~ 
3.9.2.9 MVPTBR, Mbox '(,iM~se Register 

MVPTBR contains tq~lll~~ttml ··=~~iil~}of the base of the page table structure. It is stored in the 
Mbox to be used in,:~iJ~ul~ft th(}..YA~FORM IPR for the Dstream TBmiss PAL flow. Unlike the 
VA register, the ~~llllifhot l8ed against further updates when a Dstream fault, DTB Miss 
or Dcache parity effii~l~~§il.rs. 11.~:"MVPTBR is a write-only IPR that looks like this: 

Flgure3-43~~ 
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3.9.2.10 DC_PERR_STAT, Dcache Parity Error Status U .I 
When a Dcache parity error occurs, the error status is latched and ~~ved·'tfilllmi~bQt}fPERR_STAT 
register. The VA, VA_FORM and MM_STAT registers are lock~i11iilfinst filftli,iiWupdates until 
software reads the VA register. If a Dcache parity error is dete.@l.ffwhilf.jllB.~H)caghe parity error 
status register is unlocked, the error status is loaded into DC8R~.i$fAT~~~>. The LOCK bit 
is set and the register is locked against further updates (exc~liij1f6.flllilfe SE.B.h)it) until software 
writes a "one" to clear the LOCK bit. The SEO bit is set when a:·'ummh~dW~j!JY error occurs while 
the Dcache parity error status register is locked. Once.A~b.~ .. SEO biv;11m~~t it is locked against 
further updates until the software writes a "one" to DC.ill.lllllllS.1'611~0.:?.-. to unlock and clear the 
bit. Note the SEO bit does not get set when Dcache ~-ix:,::~¥~ilimlf.~: .. detected on both pipes 
within the same cycle. For this particular situation, the :PillW.~ij~l Dcache parity error status 
bits will indicate the existence of a second parity ~gpr. The·=::flO.j~ERR_STAT is not unlocked or 

cleared on reset. . I ,# ::!' 
Figure 3-44: DC_PERR_STAT, Dcache Pantr:diPo.r.Aft•tus illllllll;l::=' 

·· ·::;:::;;:~:~:~~~~~~~~~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~r .·:=i~~~~!~~~~~~f 

+~=-------------------------------------------------~-----------~~+~~+~~+~~+~~+~~+~~+ 
~--------------------------------------~~------------------1+--~--~--l+-l-~L{=~~~~. 

/J I +--~==~==~~~~~~~~~~m 
Table 3-21: DC_PERR_sA~s 
Name 

SEO 

LOCK 

DPO 

DPl 

TPO 

TPl 
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RO 

RO 

RO 

RO 

Set if second Dcache parity error occurred in a cycle after the 
register was locked. The SEO bit will not be set as a result 
of a second parity error that occurs within the same cycle as 
the first. 

Set if parity error detected in Dcache. Bits <5:2> are locked 
against further updates when this bit is set. Bits <5:2> are 
cleared when the LOCK bit is cleared. 

Set on data parity error in Dcache bank 0. 

Set on data parity error in Dcache bankl. 

Set on tag parity error in Dcache bank 0. 

Set on tag parity error in Dcache bank 1. 
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.:: .. 
::: ... 

:: .. :

·:.:·' ... :;'::.:.·:·:~:· .. :~: .. :~: .. ::.~.:·:1:·.:~':::·1:;,·~.:'.1:~:., , 

3.9.2.11 Dstream TB Invalidate All Process, DTBIAP 1,1 

3.9.2.12 Dstream TB Invalidate All, DTBIA 

the DTB NLU pointer to its initial state. .... . . /l~fll~l~r;::=·· 

3

•

9·:J: ::;t;;~:~;~;;~~::;;~:~tual ~·es~alidates fue DTB entry 

• A DTB entry whose VA field matches DTJ}.l,~2~:tSJ;:=·and.)~~:~se ASN field matches DTB_ 

• ~~~~::;whose VA field matches DTB~~ose ASM bit is set. 

Figure 3-45: DTBIS 

The DTBIS is writ~~X trap point. The DTB invalidate single 
operation will be ab4fi-itlJ?.Y.tilJ~ IB<'.J'f'only for the following trap conditions: ITB miss, 
PC mispredict, or:·:~li~H~li,B.fi~jl;w _MTPR DTBIS is executed in user mode. 

3·9·~~: M~~=:~:b~ter that controls features and records status in the Mbox. 
This register is cleai~~lmlibmi1i~~f.i~et but not on timeout reset. 
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Figure 3-46: MCSR, Mbox Control Register 

Table 3-22: MCSR Field Descriptions 
.«~ ~.!.:,::::'; .. :; . 

. :: .. 

: 
.. 

; 

... 

; 

... 

;
· ... :: .. ::··.::•: .. :~.:=.:;.·.:~.·.= .. :;.~ .. :;1 .. ::· .. :i·.:::!l.!!~1llf ... ;:.=~~~.=:·.::.::·.:· 

•• :
·.:.:.··.:·.: •• :·.·.·.:·::.~·.· ••• :.: ••• :·.::= .:::::::: .... 

Name 

M_BIG_ENDIAN 

SP<l:O> 

DBG_TEST_SEL<O> 
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Extent Type 

0 RW,O Mbox Bi~':WK•iimilf'enable. When set, bit 2 of the physical 
address is inverlli~Uf& all longword Dstream references. 

2:1 
··~·:::· 

RW,O .)§.µper page mq~~:·. enables. SP<l> enables superpage map
:tli~~tw.P.en v4tjfi°:41> = 2. In this mode, virtual addresses 

V'N&l-$13.~ ~@.jftlapped directly to physical addresses PA<39:13>. 

I' =~· o~~t_:!~!0:u~ri~~:e~~~Pi~; !~-~:r1:~ 
.Amm~;::=- Alffual ~dresses with VA<42:30> = lFFE(Hex). In this mode, 

~:~~~~~!ti~t;~~:Ji~~~§ 
a~lilllm::::·:·. .::ift:Y,O ····::::::~bug Test Select. The DBG_TEST_SEL<l:O> bits are used 

'" ~:~:£:!:~~~~:c€~;;J!~~i~~~i~~E~:;; 
" w ri~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~;'! ~:t ~~~~~· =:: ~:!t 1· is selected. When DBG_TEST_SEL<l:O> = (11), the debug 

RW,O 

5 RW,O 

packet selection is dynamically controlled by the state of the 
RFB_DATA_VALID signal from the Cbox. (Need a refer
ence to the Mbox test packet signal description.) These 
bits are used for diagnostic and test purposes only. 

Ebox Big Endian mode enable. This bit is sent to the Ebox to 
enable Big Endian support for the EXTxx, MSKxx and INSxx 
byte instructions. This bit causes the shift amount to be in
verted (ones-complemented) prior to the shifter operation. 

Mbox debug packet select. See DBG_TEST_SEL<O>. 
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3'9·~: D~~~~~:E:e::~s :0::a::::e:egister that controls dia~~es in the 
Dcache. This register is cleared on chip reset but not on timeoll:t.~lltf.lit- -.. ::::::;:11t1tlll~;::-

Figure 3-47: DC_MODE, Dcache Mode Register ·~ "" 
63 5 4 3 2 1 0 

+------------------------------------------+--+--+--+--+ 
RAZ I I I 

+------------------------------------------+--+--+--+--+ 

Table 3-23: DC_MODE Field Descript.lthl:: .. -. .:ill1h:: 

DC_ENA 0 R\VJ:ij~~~~V ~-9!tw~i~t1~1-the enable. Unless the Dcache has been dis-
_.llHr •l~d in.hardware (DC_DOA is set), the DC_ENA bit enables 

DC_FHIT 

DC_BAD_PARITY 
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·-:,::::::~~{~l1ll1} parity into the Dcache on integer stores that hit in the Dcache. 
it~1) ····:::::::f· This bit will have no effect on the tag parity written to the 

.if@F.. A1lt::- Dcache or the data parity written to the CBOX Write Data 
.Ammmv Buffer on integer stores. Note: Floating point stores should 

..::::::::::::;::· NOT be issued when this bit is set because it may result in 
bad parity being written to the CBOX Write Data Buffer. 

RW,O When set, this bit disables Dcache parity error reporting. 
When clear, this bit enables all Dcache tag and data par
ity errors. Parity error reporting is enabled during all other 
Dcache test modes unless this bit is explicitly set. 
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Table 3-23 (Cont.): DC_MODE Field Descriptions 

Name Extent Type 

DC_DOA 4 RO 

Description 
.·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·· ~ ••·····•·········· 

Hardware Dcache Disa~t~~ll~Wh~9:1lti~llil'W:. n6X~he is faulty and 
has been disabled undefj11,~rdw;M:il~oli8.:(a programmable/readable 
fuse resides in the MBt:ltQ~lmillDcacti,i11~ommand will be set 
to NOP, all D-stream ref~ti.i~~s ~!Mlfl;forced to miss in the 
Dcache, and outs~anding fills w.i,l~ljijlll:81ocked from filling the 
Dcache. When :g-·=~§..:.£1~ar;···uie Dcache can be enabled 
under software=:ll-ffillllll~m.fllfi?.=1). Note the DC_MODE 
register must be ·wai~.n ~~::::~8hware control at least once 
before the state of ili.llbfillll!)OA fuse is readable. 

;::;;.. ..:::::::::::::::::::~ 

NQ.:
"1!:= ... ·;=:.=·b.ll:~1.1:1:1.111l11f . ··:==:li11iij1111;.l=.r=i:!=l·.i111;:· 
.;,::~ /lllllll~111;::· 

The DC_MODE bits are only used for dia•l~M:~:f:llJd t~~~ljjf:For normal operation, they 
will only be supported in the following coriliM.mi\i9:P.: A1l1lf:' 

DC_ENA = 1 ":·::::::;;lllllllllllll!l!i!!lllillll1j1lf 
DC_FHIT = 0 

DC BAD PARITY = O 'ta.1~.;ll.l.ll'..:f.~i=.:I= .. ~.~~ .. ::: .. ::.:.~:...... .Jllllll::· 

DC=PERR_DISABLE = 
0 ~.l..~,~.l:l:l:l::_;.:1: .. 1 .. :1 .. :l .. :·_t .. :1.:l:I,, 

3.9.2.16 MAF _MODE, MAF Mode R~ if; A 

The MAF _MODE register is a r~ll~:rt.til!l~~gis.tjlj~lfhat controls diagnostic and test modes in the 
Mbox Miss Address File. This reg'f;f'ij~1li1~jtl~.a$il~;:on chip reset. Bit<5> is also cleared on timeout 
re set. ..::::::ll~l~ll~l:l::::::., "=:·:::::;;;i;t1~11l1!1!!Jllll!llf :::' 

Figure 3-48: MAF _MO~ster 

( .. _:.l.:::; .. ~! .. !'=1·:1l.;!,.i·;·i·!=!·:·!'=t=:.=.l,:::=:··.l··.1=:=.1:1:1:j·!·!·I ... 
.. ;.::::::::::::::::::::: .•.. 
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+------> DREAD NOMERGE 
+---------> WB FLUSH ALWAYS 

+------------> WB NOMERGE 
I I I I +---------------> MAF_NO_BYPASS 
I I I +------------------> WB CNT DISABLE 
I I +---------------------> MAF ARB DISABLE 
I +------------------------> DREAD_PENDING (READ ONLY) 
+---------------------------> WB_PENDING (READ ONLY) 
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Table 3-24: MAF _MODE Field Descriptions 

Name 

DREAD_NOMERGE 

WB_FLUSH_ALWAYS 1 

WB_NOMERGE 2 

MAF _NO_BYPASS 3 

WB_CNT_DISABLE 4 

MAF _ARB_DISABLE 5 

DREAD_PENDING 

WB_PENDING 

i~1~!~~j~~i~~f 

WB!lN:f)..RGE = o 
.. :=~~l~fj~;N6l.-~1f:fIBS = o 

NOTE 

·:·:·:·:·:·:·:::DREAD WB·:·:·KR,B DISABLE-0 

~_mSABLl;;:o -
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3.9.2.17 

3.9.2.18 

DC_FLUSH, Dcache Flush Register 

ALT_MODE, Alternate mode 

J1~11illillillJ: 

.. dlllll1liiliill1111111111i1111!1lll11llllll. 

HW LD and HW ST instructions. ·· · .::':·=·=·:':::::::::::::::::·· - - /111lf:;::::·· 

Figure 3-49: ALT_MODE ~ 

Table 3-25: ALT Mode 

ALT_MODE<4:3> Mode 

00 

01 

1 0 

1 1 

3.9.2.19 CC, Cycle Counte~7 
DECchip 21164-AA suppor6;l11iillif.il~ counter as described in the Alpha SRM. The low half of the 
counter, when enabledijlPcrem:~W,ijii:bf.~ each CPU cycle. The upper half of the CC register is the 
counter offset. CC<6i~~2> i$l:::writteif:iii a HW_MTPR to the CC IPR; bits <31:0> are unchanged. 
CC_CTL<32> is u~i.Qilo ~~lile 0111~djsable the cycle counter. The lower half of the cycle counter 
is written on a mf:~I:l{81i;fo tl\tlIP.c_CTL IPR. 

The CC regist~t::·:.i.;,·:::::~~illllliJtl~ll1i1;~PCC instruction as defined in the Alpha SRM (The RPCC 
instruction r~M1lii:::64-b}t:;:f:iffie). The cycle counter is enabled to increment only 3 cycles after 
the MTPR QmfcitJ.111~m\b.::.,.9d:cTL<32> set) is issued. This means that an RPCC instruction 
issued 4 ci,fifs aftifijflffll1iM,1>R CC_CTL that enables the counter will read a value that is 1 
greater tHifijjjl\~:::liliial coilli.t. The cycle counter is disabled on chip reset. 
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Figure 3-50: CC, Cycle Counter Register /J1 
63 32 31 """'*"" ··~ 

:.::.· ..... := .... :=:·_.:: .... :·· ... ····:~ ... ····:~ .. :~ ... :· ... ····:~ ... ····:1:; .. ···:;·······:1 ... ····:r ... ····:1 .... :1.:1: .. :1.:i· .. :l:~ .. :~.:1:;·;:.::·.:~.:.:=· .. :~ .. :~:~.:.:~: ..... :~.:~: .... :~~ ... :::: .. ::···:r····:~.= .. ::····:· ... :=:·.: .. :·_.: .. :;.::.= •• :;~~~;;;~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;=::: .. .. :A1iiir~~====:::::====::ilililililll~= 
+---------------------------+--------------------------+ 

cc, offset IGN 
+---------------------------+--------------------------+ 

Table 3-26: 
·~.1.1~.:!.:_r 

CC_CTL Fie.~%' 
Name 

Count<31:4> 

CC_ENA 

3.9.2.21 ocL~Test TAG Control Register 

The DC_;:~~,1-.1r.::.regist~r is a read/write IPR used exclusively for test and diagnostics. 

An aq.flllllh~;:~j11~l!!!t\iis register will be used to index into the Dcache array when reading or 
wri~inillhe .. :W.fiLTEST~TAG register. See Section 3.9.2.22 for a description of how this register is us" 

····=:;:::;;~I~f .. 
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Figure 3-52: DC_TEST_CTL, Dcache Test TAG Control Register 

I I 
I +--> BANKO 

Table 3-27: DC_TEST_CTL Field Descriptions ,Jl]J 

Name Extent Type 

BANKO 0 RW 

BANK I 1 RW .:&JJ~ache Bankl ,:f,~~ble. When set, writes to DC_TEST_TAG 
:::iiltihlli::w.rite to D.iihe bankl. This bit has no effect on reads. 

R:• :M~a1:'~~:i:~d:i~~:~ ~:u:':i:s/;!~: :ml: INDEX 12:3 

Al~1lllllllf:=-- .J1flt .. ,:h:, ... .-··::::· 

4~l11l1!1l!l!l!llllldllllllll1lf ::~@ltf' 
3.9.2.22 DC_TEST_TAG, Dcac~-~ 

The DC_TEST_TAG regist~flli~f'·a='::tl.MVw.P.te."lPR used exclusively for test and diagnostics. 

When DC_TEST_TAG is .t'-ia~ th~l!il~~ijjjl~H~he DC_TEST_CTL register is used to index into the 
Dcache and the value in ·'{Iffijjj~iilijljlg parity, valid and data parity bits for that index are read out 
of the Dcache and loadoo i:nl(j=:iiQiijjl\D.C. TEST_TAG_TEMP IPR register. A zero value is returned 
to the integer regist~!jjjfj:I~. lf.. BANl~ff~ set, the read is from Dcache bankO. Otherwise it is from 

Dcache bankl. .,:J1!!!!!!!!1l?' .lllllll!!!il~1W A@ll:· .. ,., .. 
When DC_TEST .. J\111iil~l§:ljljiffitte1,jm,he value written to DC_TEST_TAG is written to the Dcache 
index referenced b}/lHimMllu.~ jfi]jlihe DC_TEST_CTL register. The tag, tag parity, and valid bits 
are affected b:iillliJ,it.:::)vriWMjjjliifparity bits are not affected by this write (use DC_MODE<DC_ 
BAD_PARITY>,::i.fin':':fdl~.J:tit ni(J8~s). If BANKO is set, the write is to Dcache bankO. If BANKl is 
set, the wrjjljjjl;s to .JJiiifiljljpfnkl. If both are set, the write will occur to both banks. 

~~ 

·Q, 
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Figure 3-53: DC_TEST_TAG, Dcache Test TAG Register 

63 39 38 13 12 11 

Table 3-28: DC_TEST_TAG Field Descriptions"' ·~ 
TAG_PARITY 2 WO Tag P:iti~Ml1@!P::=bit ~t.f:iJ~ to the Dcache tag parity bit which 

covers ~;'-l~lllll1l~ftfgh 13 (valid bits not covered). 
OWO_ VALID 11 WO Octaword valia===mtl1l.f This bit refers to the Dcache valid bit 

::@[~:, the low ord~ful::~~kword within a Dcache 32B block. 
OWl_VALID 12 WO ::::11ll~l~word validUit 1. This bit refers to the Dcache valid bit 

.ilmll:~:=· ... fJtll.ll~~t:~ll.~ octaword within a Dcache 32B block. 
TAG 38:13 WQlllllt T~g<38~~iiHlJ'his refers to the tag field in the Dcache array. 

:dllllllllllllf Jfit-te: ~i;.:a§' is not stored in the array) 

::ll~lllll11l1l1l1l1llll::~l~~lllll1l11f :·· .::l~lllif' 
3.9.2.23 DC_TEST_TAG_TEMP:~iV'emp Register 

The DC_TEST_TAG_TEM~::if:igi=iaiiH.i.?.:-:·~ reaHlonly IPR used exclusively for test and diagnostics. 

Reading the Dcache tag ~I~'' reql~~~111llll~111~tep process. First, a read from DC_TEST_TAG reads 
the tag array and data :dliJ.l.f:mhJ.IVimd lo.ads them into the DC_TEST_TAG_TEMP register. An 

· undefined value is retytpecr'till1J.fit::l:~pteger register file. A second read of the DC_TEST_TAG_ 
TEMP register will ~f:l\hi *e Ildi~ii11ltest data to the register file. '4(/w 
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DC_TEST_TAG_TEMP, Dcache Test TAG Temp Regiil I 

+--------> TAG PARITY 

·! :; :: : : :: :: : : : : :- •• ·.=.=.~.~ .. : .. =.~.~:.=.~.~.~.~ ~:::. ; : : : : : : : ••.• 
• ·!·!·:·:·:·:·:· .•• ~: .• :~~.:~.~~:.r.~~.mr 

Table 3-29: DC_TEST_TAG_TEMP Field De~ • 
Name 

TAG_PARITY 

DATA_PAR0<0> 

DATA_PARO<l> 

DATA_PAR1<0> 

DATA_PARl<l> 

OWO_VALID 

OWl_VALID 

TAG 
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2 RO .;#if.!m Parity. Thi$::=bit refers to the Dcache tag parity bit which 
4llM®.t-:r.:a tag bit~j1li\hrough 13 (valid bits not covered). 

3 RO .::lth::· .. ri!1Ml!~}M:~jjll,,~ bit refers to the BankO Dcache data parity 
AH@l bi~ whicfi::liff.!ers the lower longword of data indexed by de_ 

.. lllli1!1!l1P=· J.~ct1)1l~tlEX>. 
4 .J.:J.P:::::: ... i~llQata P:Afi::ty. This bit refers to the BankO Dcache data parity 

&.~~~,;i~~~>~pper longword of data indexed by DC_ 

5 .:flHll~::::::::::g@~: DatlfParity. This bit refers to the Bankl Dcache data parity L _...,;~~~:~~~~>'.ower longword of data indexed by DC_ 

Er:::::i1l~ljjjjt~lln~1BP Data Parity. This bit refers to the Bankl Dcache data parity 

·~ ~~~;,r;~~~pper longword of data indexed by DC_ 

1.:.=~.::· .. i·.~~.!1-.!i .. !l!JjJ RO Octaword valid bit 0. This bit refers to the Dcache valid bit 
.. l~llllllll~f for the low order octaword within a Dcache 32B block. 

RO 

Octaword valid bit 1. This bit refers to the Dcache valid bit 
for the high order octaword within a Dcache 32B block. 

Tag<38:13>. This refers to the tag field in the Dcache array. 
(Note: Bit 39 is not stored in the array) 
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3·9=EC~h:::l·::~ specific IPRs for controlling Scache, Bcache,J?J!Ji!;~Il, and Jog. 
ging error information are listed below. These IPR's cannot be .. :tiilft:~~~fr W:f::itt~1r:lWlm the system. 
These IPRs have been placed in the lMB region of DECchip 2Ji~4-A4.~~~iN!;: 1/0 address space 
ranging from FFFFFOOOOO to FFFFFFFFFF. Any read or writjj~ji9.:.:.M#l~neqj~jfi>R in this address 
space will produce UNDEFINED behavior. The operating sys!~ftU~iH'oulq:::~ftJ.t map any address 
in this region as writeable in any mode. .fllllmjjlj~j~1llil~f' 

Table 3-30: CBOX_IPRS Descriptions ~ 
Register 

SC_CTL 

SC_STAT 

SC_ADDR 

BC_CONTROL 

BC_CONFIG 

BC_TAG_ADDR 

EI_STAT 

EI_ADDR 

FILL_SYN 

LD_LOCK 

3.9.3.1 
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Address 

FF FFFO OOA8 

FF FFFO OOE8 

FF FFFO 0188 

FF FFFO 0128 

FF FFFO 01C8 

~~:E::::::acherelaood~-
:l1llll~~l~]ii~~~~::::::.: .. 

(W) .::.,., Controls Bcache/System Interface and Bcache 

(R) 

(R) 

Contains Bcache configuration parameters. 

Contains tag and control bits for fills from 
Bcache. 

Logs Bcache/system related errors. 

Contains the address for Bcache/system re
lated errors. 

Contains fill syndrome or parity bits for 
fills from Bcache/memory. 

Contains the address for LDx_L commands. 

I +-------> SC_FHIT 
+----------> SC FLUSH 

+----------------> SC_TAG_STAT<S:O> 
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Table 3-31: SC_CTL Field Descriptions 

Field Extent 

SC_FHIT 0 

SC_FLUSH 1 

SC_TAG_STAT 7:2 

SC_FB_DP 11:08 

SC_BLK_SIZE 

DIGITAL CONFIDENTIAL 

Type 

(RW,O) 

(RW,O) 

(RW) 

Description 

~=~:e~itt~: ~! c~-:!rh:i:l::i~~':~ 
bits. Non-cacheabl~lliifeJ;.~li@s wirnlllit be forced to hit in 
the Scache and will 'tifai-~ ofi\4.tii. In this mode, only 
one Scache set may be ~;;.ab~siiM®i' Scache tag and data 

~~:e~~and tag bits specified by 
SC_TAG STA1fljld m1tU~~:l:fiied to write the Scache tag. 
Scache ~g wilt:'-11~~\~il~ address received by the Cbox. 
ScacheA!~gs will .~llllB:tten with the STx address. SC_ 
FHIT.J~ll~l\vill be cleaW.l::on reset. 

•:~:::::::!:~:~:~:e: 
write any c~lliQ!ittion of tag status and parity bits in the 

.::::::':· .. Scache. The.::p.~rity bit can be used to write bad tag parity. 

This bit can be used to select the Scache and Bcache block 
size to be either 64 byte or 32 byte. The Scache and Bcache 
will always have identical block size. All the Bcache and 
memory fills or write transactions will be of the selected 
block size. At the power up time this bit will be set and the 
default block size will be 64 byte. When clear, the block 
size will be 32 byte. This bit must be set to the desired 
value to reflect the correct Scache/Bcache block size before 
DECchip 21164-AA does the first cacheable read or write 
from Bcache or system. 
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Table 3-31 (Cont.): SC_CTL Field Descriptions 

Field Extent Type 

SC_SET_EN 15:13 (RW,1) 

Description 
.·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·· .................. . 

E~~=z~~:Gg~~:·E~:r:~ 
During chip test, bad setsjj*~nltlt~ Scache will be per
manently di•l.'-l:1::g;Y::.:-:blpwinit'"away their fuses. "Fuse 
Blower" me~ffili~HMIJlfiljlliillft· either all sets or one set. 
Any write to ~-l~ .. pedil¥i:Ml¥Iy disabled set will have no 
effect. Power-upii;i®,~jjjijffist first read this ipr to find out 
the go~i;~ts befot~ljij~bling them . 

.. ::;:::::::::::~ ··::::::::::::::::::: .. 

Table 3-32: 

.. il1l1l1iljF. .dll~lllllllljf ·,;;:1111jf~· 

SC_TAG_STAT Field Descrlpt.lo~/ 
Scache Tag Status<7:2> Description ···:·=::;::;nr 

,•:•. :•.·. 

SC_TAG_STAT<7:4> 

SC_TAG_STAT<3:2> 
~~~~;bits 7, 6, 5, 4 respectively 

-::::::::::::::::- .•:•. ··~·::;:::l~l~~;t.~f. 
;:::::::::::::;-' .;j~~~~~~~~~f 

3.9.3.2 Scache Status Register, s6#' I 
The Scache status register is read oMY,:~l~ill~i::.Il::iilllEleared or unlocked by reset. Any PAL code read 
of this register unlocks SC_J\IJ1lti~!1d "SMi~W.iT and clears SC_STAT. 

If an Scache tag or data pd.i.~r;;lt;milillj~@t..~:~t~d during an Scache lookup, the SC_STAT register 
is locked against further .::dl.a~te~dfi~Wifi-~equent transactions. 

-~~ 
+~~----------=~+=~+=~AA~~~!!!!~l[~=+~1.i1~---~·:::~~rn~~:~------~~+~~-----~+ 
I RAZ I I .. :::;:1:1:;:1i::· !::~~1:fL6 I LS.~::M I L3 I L2 I 11 I LO I S2 I Sl I so I 
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Table 3-33: SC_STAT Field Descriptions 

Field Extent 

SC_TPERR 2:0 

SC_DPERR 10:3 

CBOX_CMD 15:11 

SC_SCND_ERR 16 

Type 

(RO) 

(RO) 

(RO) 

~~~;!~:~~h!3;,~0~:::h::d 
These bits, when sef'lfiffifa~ . .tb4i.HScache read resulted 
in a data pari:!;Y.. error and hi.II~:' which LW within the 
two OWs hagjllfi.i)ll~¥:::P:ill.~Y.. error. These bits are loaded 
if an LW ~ifim:::HfitlQW:i.lllfjid from the Scache during 

~i::!:~tn at~. Bit 3 corresponds to LWO 

If SC-:QIL<SC_FHlqMs set, this field will be used for 
loadi.iil1,lle It,\Y..paritJl~~§~~s read out from the Scache. 
Thijll!Biid irlfil~:~tes .. :th;:::-Scache transaction that resulted 
in:ll1illll·~~iilll~fug qfllllW:ta parity error. This field will be 
wril'f!ilfilllih~ ti-qj.i.H'he actual Scache error bit is written. 
The s~;~fMHi:Mij~btion may be D-read, I-read, or Write 
command f~~fifii~~ Mbox, Scache victim command, or the 

.::::.... system command being serviced. See Table 3-34 for the 

, ~!~~E~t;.~~~;;~;:;;;.~ 
Table 3-34: SC_CMD Fie~~ 
lx , 
00 

01 

Description 

Set Shared from System 

Read Dirty from System 

Invalidate from System 

Scache Victim 

Scache I-read 

Scache D-read 

Scache D-write 

3.9.3.3 s,~::er, SC_ADDR 

The 8ff~;l~iJ;Iress ·r:~ster is read only. It is not cleared or unlocked by reset. The address gets 
loa4.ifJHn t~fillllfegister every time the Scache is accessed if one of the error bits in the SC_STAT 
re~il:t~i~ ... niJrset. If an Scache tag or data parity error is detected, then this register gets locked 
preveHii.Ji1!1li.r.~her updates. This register is unlocked whenever SC_STAT is read . 

... :,::::::ll1lllllllllllll!llllt 
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For Scache Reads the address bits <39:4> are valid to identify the,~g.en to the 
Scache. Address bit <4> identifies which ow was accessed first. For e'[~UU~~he !ti~up, there is 
one tag access and two data access cycles. If there is a hit, two qwf.~::~re 'i¥~Qjl~fitil:ljJ& consecutive 
CPU cycles. Tag parity error is detected only while reading tll~llllJJ~fQW;;:::::Ho·WiVfur, data parity 

error can be detected on either of the two OW s. :ll!llllllllll:::== .. ::::llllll~~llllll!~jjjllll~fllllllllll1~l~: 
If SC_CTL<SC_FHIT> is set, SC_ADDR is used for storing tiji.l~iiWand ~ilJus bits. For each 
tag in the Scache, there are unique valid, shared, dirty and rriS:aizy ei~t\i~~Ji· a sub-block (32B) 
basis. Tag and parity bits are common for both sub-bloc~.~ .. Jn Force :HUnHSde, ONLY reads and 
probes will load the SC_ADDR register. The Scache "111111B.UiiM3l!~h~::.:~nd status from the set 
which is enabled. In this mode, tag and data parity checiW!t;#re:::~ii~i.liH and the SC_ADDR and 
SC STAT iprs are not locked on a error. "::::tllllllllll::::.. ,::illlllllllll::' 

In ~C_FHIT mode, to write the Scache and reacM1J.jick th:lll
1

lllC:. block and corresponding tag 
status bits, a minimum of 5 cycle spacing is reqJl.ft~=d b.AAween l-Di::Scache write and read of the 

s;~~-;;:~~-:_:~::::~------------------------~YJ;: I RAO I 0 I SC ADD R ... :,:~:: RAO I 

~::~;~~~~~~::;~:~~:3.·--~-~~~~::~~~~:-;t~.:~----~: 
I RAO I 0 I TAG<3 8: 15> I Ml :::1::;:;:]!§0 I o::i:::€::ti::t I Vl I D 0 I SO I VO I TP I RAO I 

+----------> SC TAG PARITY 

RAO --> Read As One 

3.9.3.4 Bcache Control .. :BQister;::::aga1,lNTROL 

The Bcache contr°(l)~ly. 
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Table 3-35: 

Field 

BC_ENABLED 

ALLOC_CYC 

EI_CMD_GRP2 

DEC Chip 21164-AA (EV5 CPU) Specification, Revision x, October 1993 

Extent 

0 

1 

When set, the MB command will be driven to the DECchip 
21164-AA external interface command pins to be acknowl
edged by the system interface. When clear, it is unpre
dictable if MB command will be driven to the command 
pins. However, system should never CACK the command 
if this bit is clear. 
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Table 3-35 (Cont.): BC_CONTROL Field Descriptions I 
Field Extent 

CORR_FILL_DAT 4 

VTM_FIRST 5 

EI_ECC_OR_PARITY 6 

BC_FHIT 7 

II 
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Type 

(W0,1) 

(W0,1) 

Description 

~~:~~:~:G\!la:==i~ 
to the Scache or Dcac"Jm~:~:~!Jf"th.~ .. ~dMHs correctable, it will 

;ltl:be::hdi;··~.:.iWf!h:mbB;acheECorCmerno~y 
WI rec11~;:::m1ven::::.w.::::w;~:::t;1cac e e1ore error is 
detected. If thJ11•r il:ll~f;;~table, corrected data will be 
returne~ again, ~l~Will be invalidated, and error trap 
will be,:;llken. This·':lii1;Mlill be set on reset. 

Set . .fJi!l1~!~s~~ wit~-t a victim buffer. On a Bcache 
mi~~Il[~DEq~}ltff 211.$kM will first drive out the victim-

~~"'rllil!~:.r.1.l~s~h:n8J~=m:~~e~l:a:~/~!~0:s~ 
terns wit'ff111l#J.lfiijl"buffer. If clear, on a Bcache miss with 
victim, DECc'ffiff 21164-AA will first drive out the read 

,}~:~:::::: ... miss follow~~_hpy the victim address and command. This 

(WC:W, ~%::::~ether to operate the external inter
.::::::::::::;::: .. : ... fac~·::Jin•w·ECC or Byte parity mode. When set, DECchip 

.. /lll11JlllllJ~\\l' .illlll~1164-M generates/expects QW ECC on the data check 

I 
(WO) 

to private transitions without going to the System. 

For STx, value of status, parity and tag bits specified by 
BC_TAG_STAT field will be used to write the Bcache tags. 
Bcache tag and index will be the STx address received by 
the BIU. It will write the Bcache tag RAM's with the STx 
address minus the Bcache index. BC_FHIT bit will be 
cleared on reset. 

This bit field can be only used in BC_FHIT mode to 
write any combination of tag status and parity bits in the 
Bcache. The parity bit can be used to write bad tag parity. 
These bits will be undefined on reset. See Table 3-36 for 
the encodings. 
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Table 3-35 (Cont.): BC_CONTROL Field Descriptions 

Field 

BC_BAD_DAT 

EI_DIS_ERR 

TL_PIPE_LATCH 

BC_ WAVE 

PM_MUX_SEL 

Extent 

14:13 

15 

16 

18:17 

Type 

(W0,0) 

(W0,1) 

(WO,O) 

Description 
.·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·· ·················· 

~~~~t~~~~=~=~~i:~~ 
bit <14> is set, data 13I~lllii~ .. 8.Q~ ... $.::flg are inverted. When 
the same OW is read from ,~iljl~~che, DECchip 21164-
AA will detec.~~li~table/un~·off~ctable ECC error on both 

::~~~=~;~::::~:i:::: 
any ~.~ll!:(parity) ~'liiMm a fill data received from the 
Bcac!fij@8r m.'-;mpry, ot=lll,iache tag or control parity error. 
It aj~flgnqf:~il==~yst~m.,.iiddress/command parity error. No 

~~:In when this bit is set. This bit will 

When set~:::::i;ifWli::!causes DECchip 21164-AA to pipe the 
system contror:pfos (ADDR_BUS_REQ_H, CACK_H, and 

Jk:::::: ... DACK_H) f®:::~ne sys clock. This bit will be cleared on 

. ::::ll11~11~!~1lb~~~.;.. ill11~1!lll~1l~1f 
cwq*~~::· TM~ijl\W~~j;IJ.f~B will determine the number of cycles of wave 

.. {l]f:.. .:::::.,.Pipelirliij'::that should be used during private reads of the 
.. i@llf Ai@lBcac~M~· Wave pipelining can not be used in 32 byte block 

. ..,.::::::;;l@l:· The read repetition rate must be greater than 3. For ex-

·.
·.:.:l .. l.~.l.l .. ~:.~j.·l.l~.~1111t ..... ample it is not permitted to set BC_CONFIG<BC_RD_ 

.. illllllll?· SPD> to 5 and BC_CONTROL<18:17> to 2. 

(WO,O) 

This bit field is used for selecting the BIU parameters 
to be driven to the two performance monitoring counters 
in the Ibox. See Table 3-37 for the encodings. See the 
Performance Monitoring chapter for the detailed function
ality. On power-up, this field will be initialized to a value 
of 0. 

This bit field is used for selecting the first group of 8 Cbox 
signals driven to the Mbox for debug purpose. See XX 
chapter for the details of these signals. On power-up, this 
field will be initialized to a value of 0. 
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Table 3-35 (Cont.): BC_CONTROL Field Descriptions 

Field Extent Type 

DIS_BAF _BYP 26 (WO,O) 

DIS_SC_ VIC_BUF 27 (WO,O) 

Description 

~~e·~z;:u~C~! 7.S:~e!:!~: 
READ-MISS or WiUl:E::~:tii~l~l1the Bim~ Thus the Bcache 
Index pins will chand®~l~~H~l~l{~ raw11iifbcache READ speed. 
When clear, if reads are hi~~~mi the Scache and and 

!~:r~:=c~~ ll,~!ljii:!~e0:v'!RI~~;;ct:e cB!~: 
On ower-u '':1iii~el~l~iiif=lti~\nitialize~ to a vafue :r 0. p p, "=::;:;:;:;:;:;:;:::: .. ::::;:;:;:;:;:;:• 

When s,~~' the ori~~=fiI,~ache victim buffer will disabled. 
Any ~he miss, 'a~lijpcating a dirty block will write 
bac~::~W dir!f:dilock tH~iJ~=and then process the miss. This 
m~.if~11~s fo;{l,~bug~n~:·~purpose only. On power-up, this 
:fiellfflllM.ill !Nllilfiitiali:ml" to a value of 0 . 

. ··=:::::;:;:;:;:r;:;:;:::;:::::;:~:;:;:;:;;=·· ::::;:~:;:~:;:~=:· 

Table 3-36: BC_ TAG_STAT Field Description 

··~ 

Bcache Tag Status<12:8> 

BC_TAG_STAT<12> 

BC_TAG_STAT<ll> 

BC_TAG_STAT<lO> 

BC_TAG_STAT<9> 

BC_TAG_STAT<8> 

Table 3-37: PM_MUX_~:;Jt"": 
PM_MUX_SEL<21:19> 

OxO 

Oxl 

Ox2 

Ox3 

Ox4 

Ox5 

Ox6 Ox7" 
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System Requests 

PM_MUX_SEL<24:22> Counter2 

OxO Scache Misses 

Oxl Scache Read Misses 

Ox2 Scache Write MisseE 

Ox3 Scache Shared Writ. 

Ox4 Scache Writes 

Ox5 Bcache Misses 

Ox6 System Invalidates 

Ox7 System Read Reque 
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3.9.3.5 Bcache Configuration Register, BC_CONFIG 

The Bcache configuration register is write only. 

Table 3-38: BC_CONFIG Field Descriptions 

Field Extent Type 

BC_SIZE 

RESERVED 

BC_RD_SPD 

BC_WR_SPD 

BC_RD_WR_SPC 

2:0 

3 

7:4 

11:8 
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(W0,1) 

(W0,0) 

(W0,4) 

This field is used to i~df~;te::~:tb~lll\~iie of the Bcache. On 
power-up, t~l:lD.il~l.~11 be t=mtiilfzed to a value of lMB 

:::;e ~encodings. 
This fi~W is used=llijM@'1cate to the BIU the read access 
time ~fl1A\~ Bcache, M.:'=i~µred in CPU cycles, from the start 
of a ~J' un9:!:1ijata is=:~.@ld at the input pins. The Bcache 
remUlij>"eed ,:ffi:ist be::::with in four to ten CPU cycles. On 
~ fi#ll be initialized to a value of four 

For sysUm~illllw.:it'liUt a Bcache, the read speed must be 
equal to sy§=l~il~~' to CPU clock ratio . 

. =:=:·.·· The Bcache .. r~a·d and write speeds must be within three 

.~,#~~;~~:~d -bc_wrt_spd) < 4 

cw:g~')'. .. Thi=~::=fl'=i~ljJs used to indicate to the BIU the write time of 
.. i@11f Altthe Bca~He, measured in CPU cycles. The Bcache write 

::::... "!·::::::lmttr1=·· it is up to the system to direct system wide data movement 
.AM1mt ..... in a way that is safe. ONE must be the minimum value 

At\llf' ill1::::::. for this field . 

. illtllllllll1~1f BIU will always insert 2 CPU cycles between private 
Bcache reads and private Bcache writes in addition to the 
number of CPU cycles specified by this field. The maxi
mum value should not be greater than the Bcache READ 
speed when Bcache is enabled. 
On power-up, this field will be initialized to a read/write 
spacing of seven CPU cycles. 

(W0,0) Must Be Zero. 
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Table 3-38 (Cont.): BC_CONFIG Field Descriptions 

Field 

FILL_ WE_ OFFSET 

RESERVED 

BC_WE_CTL 

RESERVED 

Extent 

18:16 

19 

28:20 

35:29 

Type 

(W0,1) 

(W0,0) 

(WO,O) 

Description 
.•:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:" ·················· 

Bcache write enabl~:l~11~·:::~tI-m11l@l!11·.·ifr~ Sysclock edge, 
for fills from the s min. 'lli·:·:·~1ffetHl111ies not affect rivate 

Y.:.:·:·:·:·:·:· .. ·:·:···:·:·!... ·:·:·:·:·:·:·: p 
writes to Bcache. I€1;~~1ld11auriniUPls from the system, 
when writing the Bcac'HtN1~fd~.t~nf.~je the number of CPU 
cycles to wait before driving::l~ii@JI~ write pulse value as 

h::;'~;'i:~v!~:·in the range of one 
to seven cpu::·~~- ilMm'tt~t· never exceed the sysclock 
ratio. (E.g., if tll'=ljiliffl~bk ratio is 3, this field must not 
be larg~t::tthan 3.) ··t'@lj1i?wer-up, this field is initialized to 

~a;~:;:;~~·=~.°~~:~ 
bit is sef·:t°RillllD~e pulse is asserted. If the bit is clear 
the write puis~1:l1~~ not asserted. Each bit corresponds to 

il1:~:::::: ... a CPU cycl~b::A.t the start of a Bcache write cycle, write 
::\ll1jl111j\jii.J.!§.e will :A~hs be de-asserted for one CPU cycle. After 

::l::::::;:.. ····:::::~1ll1f:t.~i}~, bit <20> of the register is used to assert the 

u~::~":,:,,!~~u;~x:ilb~~::~ 1:'m~8~1~ ;;~: 

Table 3-39: BC_SIZE Fie,A:::"' 
Bcache Size<2:0> 

000 

001 

010 

011 

100 

101 

110 

111 
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3.9.3.6 External Interface Status Register, El_STAT /J I' 
The External Interface (El) Status Register is read only. Any PAL ··~~1~i11111l~Li~llllthis register 
unlocks and clears it. Read of EI_STAT will also unlock EI_i\BdfiW·Bc_'fX{jj\j\lfigd FILL_SYN 
registers subject to some restrictions listed below. This regi&.fi.W:=t;·:·=·n.~miil~.~k~=a or cleared by 

reset. :1ll!!!!!!!ll!::::::.:·:=:=:fllllljjjl!~1111f:::::::::::::;'.lllll!l!ll!!J: 
Fill data from Bcache or memory could have correctable (c) o.f11;Ufilllrectajjl~f(u) errors in ECC 
mode. In parity mode, fill data parity errors are treated as uncorrectJillil~liiard errors. System 
address/cmd parity errors are always treated as unco~fiitlhl~:':·b.~rd·==·:~i?=ors irrespective of the 
mode. The sequence for reading, unlocking, and clearl~~111!1~!--ll1~ll~-TAG, FILL_SYN, and 
EI_STAT are as follows: ··:q~i1\\j\\lll\ll111l1llh:~lllll!\1!1\j\\\f·: .. ,::=:=:::::::·· 

1. Read EI_ADDR, BC_TAG, FILL_SYN: Can be f:-tad in ari~H~iler. Doesn't unlock or clear any 
register .illl1]f . ·::::l1lllll1l1l1lfo: .. 

2. Read E~_STAT register: Reading of this remil~:·wililllnnlock:::;l~~ADDR, BC_TAG, FILL_SYN 
registers as described below. EI_STAT wiJJjljli1i9. \1:~WffuloQ.Jiff' and cleared on read subject to 
conditions listed below. ·'%f,:~· 

Table 3-40: Loading/Locking Rules for Ext~rnal lnterfac~ .. RBgisters 

Corr. Error Uncorr. Error 2nd HardJi~ .. I Lock Reg 
Action when El_STAT 
is read 

0 0 

1 0 

0 1 

1 

1 (.~! ... 1_i.:1:.:1. .. :·.::.1.:::::.:·::~::_::::1·i:::.::::.:.::.:=.:::.=~:=:l:~.1:1:1:1··.i;:~:.:~.1r. 
.. ::::~:~i~i;~;~;i~:;::::::~: .. 

0 1 

no 

no 

yes 

yes yes 

no already locked 

no already locked 

clear and unlock ev
erything 

clear and unlock ev
erything 

clear and unlock ev
erything 

clear (c) bit don't un
lock. Transition to 
(0,1,0) state. 

clear and unlock ev
erything 

clear (c) bit don't un
lock. Transition to 
(0,1,1) state . 

1 These are special 2llf;;:=Ji~\\~ill~i~1e .. tNlt when EI_ADDR was read, only correctable error bit is set and registers are not 
locked. By the tim~l11£STA'tlml;fiiilll:~~rrectable error is detected and the registers get loaded again and locked. The value 
of EI_ADDR reaQ:1llftU~r i~diftonifi@=.ii1id. Therefore, for the (1, 1, x) case, when El_STAT is read correctable error bit is 
cleared and regis1~1.*l1ji:~•il1tmlocked -~r cleared. Software must re-do the ipr read sequence. On the second read, error bits 
are in (0,1,x) st~~~. ~lf!i~M~J,W..~ iprs are unlocked, and El_STAT is cleared . 

. :;::::~:~:;:~:~:~:~:~::::::::.. ·::::::;:;:::~:;::::::::::::::::::.:· 

• ~rror ~rrectable, the registers are loaded but NOT locked. On second correctable 
-:#if:ttf:'= .. :r;flsters are neither loaded nor locked. 

• :R:~l.ll~:::~re locked on first uncorrectable error except the second hard error bit. 
··:·::::::11l111j1jjjj11il11t· 
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RAO --> Read As One 

Table 3-41: El_STAT Field Descriptions .:::... _;:., .. 

Field Extent 

BC_TPERR 28 

BC_TC_PERR 29 

El_ES 30 

COR_ECC_ERR 31 

UNC_ECC_ERR 

EI_PAR_ERR 

FIL_IRD 

SE0_~35 

3-56 PALcodeandlPRs 

RO 

RO 

External Interface address/command parity error. This bit, 
when set, indicates that an address and command received by 
the CPU has a parity error. 

This bit is only meaningful when one of the ECC or parity 
error bits is set. FIL_IRD is set to indicate that the error 
which caused one of the error bits to get set occurred during 
an I-ref fill and clear to indicate that the error occurred during 
a D-ref fill. 

Second external interface hard error. This field indicates that 
the fill from Bcache or memory or the system address/command 
received by the CPU has a hard error while one of the hard 
error bit in the El_STAT register is already set. 
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3·9·::e~:e;~:~;:::rf::r::d::=:g:~:· r~:~~:~; register contai~~:ess asso-
ciated with errors reported by EI_STAT register. Its content is W~fiJh~~ .. oHl~jji~Jflen one of the 

63 40 3 9 

j~:~::::::. 
3.9.3.8 Bcache Tag Address Register, BC_TAG_AQl.iHf --==::t1111111~11~\=· 

BC_TAG_ADDR is a read-only IPR. Unless loQ-.lj~== th;~11illb_~AG!:illnR register is loaded with 
the results of every Bcache tag read. When a t~11it:::td11ibnti:dl1liJ:krity error occurs this register is 
locked against further updates. Software may rei8ljjjfill111f~.gijj~fr by using the DECchip 21164-AA 
specific 1/0 space address instruction. This registe?Mlllli.n1~ked whenever EI_STAT register is 
read. This register is not unlocked by reset. "'·=:::::it~=· 

i~\l\i1~t::==·=... ..::.~~.~~.·11.!J.·ll.!.ili\jf 
.~~------------~~.~~----------------~"~~.~~.~~--~· 
I RAO I TAG (38 •• 20] .i11l1~1f .. RAO/!li~:I RO I R;(?...J RO I ROI ROI RAO I 

I +---> HIT 

.. ;:::::::~::::::::::::~: .. 

RAO --> Read As One 

Unused tag bits in t~~WfAG fiem==::ijf1iftt~ register are always zero, based on the size of the Bcache 
as determined by th,f.a=tt~_&1,~ field::::gt the BC_CTL register. 

3·9·:e ~:~~:~::~only register. It is loaded but not locked on a correctable 
ECC error, ~(iJiif'lf!t::M.otli·M: .. correctable error does not re-load it. It gets loaded and locked if 
an uncorre:diJ5ie &.eBl~li:Bt11;pr parity error is recognized during a fill from Bcache or memory as 
shown in ,:911=: .. ~-: Tfr~:1;1=FILL_SYN register is unlocked when the EI_STAT register is read. 
This registe}:llMB~il~~unlocked by reset. 

If th~Af:iifi~1!1li11::i::::llll!~!l~ode and an ECC error is recognized during a cache fill operation, the 
synQtj~e nll1\\1~ssociated with the bad quadword are loaded in the FILL_SYN register. FILL_ 
S'1.ftf~,.0] cgfi~ins the syndrome associated with the lower quadword of the octaword, and FILL_ 
SYN~ifi.~\*$.J.\jjjj~fo.tain the syndrome associated with the higher quadword of the octaword. A syn
drome \i~ti,.;ljhf:~~ro means that no errors where found in the associated quadword. See Table 3-42 
for a list o:f=~~~fomes associated with correctable single-bit errors. 
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If the chip is in parity mode and a parity error is recognized dhe _1'tperation, 
the FILL_SYN register indicates which of the bytes in the octawordlifiJik~.d .:::tlflty. FILL_ 
SYNDROME[7 .. O] is set appropriately to indicate the bytes withi~}.::~tb.@)owef:11Blford that were 
corrupted and FILL_SYN[15 .. 8] is set to indicate the corrupted D.-~;1~\VJ~b.4.btP.e:::ipper quadword. 

1 1 
6 5 

0 0 
8 7 

0 
0 

+------------------------------------+----------+----------+ 

Data Bit 

00 

01 

02 

03 

04 

05 

06 

07 

08 

09 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

RAZ 

Syndrome(llex) 

CE 

CB 

D3 

D5 

D6 

D9 

DA 

DC 

23 

25 

26 

IC 
E3 

E5 
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I I 

10 

20 

40 

80 
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Table 3-42 (Cont.): Syndromes For Single-Bit Errors 

Data Bit 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

Syndrome(Hex) 

E6 

E9 

EA 

EC 

Fl 

F4 

4F 

4A 

52 

54 

57 

58 

5B 

5D 

A2 

A4 

A7 

AB 
AB 

AD 

Check Bit 

:1!.1 .. i_:.·:'1.:.:i·: .. :!1_ .. : .. :' •. , ... : .. ::.i .... :' ... ::_:: ... :··: .... : .... :;.: ..... :!: .... :.;:· ... :~ ..... :' ...... :;····:;······:·.;._,···: .... :'· .... :: ...... ::: .... : ... '.:·· ... :::_ .. :._.:·,·.··::' .. : .. ::;.:;.::! ... i_,,.~~ J 
~ 

.:i\j\j\j\j\\~f' kl' 
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Table 3-42 (Cont.): Syndromes For Single-Bit Errors 

Data Bit 

62 

63 

Syndrome(Hex) 

70 

75 

RAO -->Read As One 

3.9.4 PAL Restrictions 

3.9.4.1 

Check Bit 

,a,,,, .·.:.=~.~~.ll;.~11.ll"· 
~ 

.i~ii1111111~1t ·" I 

.: 
.... 

:· .. :· .. :·.:= ... :·.~ ... ···::······:~.:~ .... :.:l···:= ..... :=:·.:l···:;~ ... ····:'..~ .... :'.:~ ... ··:'..~ ... ··:'.:i.::1::··.i:·::~ .. ~:·,:~.:~:~.:~:~.::.::···:;.::::: .. :·.: .. := .... ::*.·::.·::.· •• :~ ••• :::·.:, •• :· ••• :· •• :·.· •• :·· •• :·=_.::::;.:'::~.J.Jtl~l~l~l~lth:::: . "::::::::lif .iiiiiiiliili[::::::··"·":::::!!!!!iii!i!if 

and FETCHx. The list o(:~~al .mtll~lm1tructions is: LDx, LDQ_U, LDx_L, HW _LD (virtual), 
STx, STQ_U, STx_C, HW:I[l:T::::(Yiti.Jhn,·:,:ififi FETCHx. Load instructions are LDx, LDQ_U, LDx_ 
L, and HW _LD. Store ~.nslffii.ii.i.ftl:;:.~re STx, STQ_U, STx_C, HW _ST. 

Table 3-43: PAL 4ct*5, 
.;:~1f iif K::... .iiiiiiiiit:· ,:::l:l:i:i:i:i:· 

The following in cy~}J;i~lllilllll~lllllllllllK:.:.. !iP~ctions(note:numbers refer to. cycle number): 
Yifchecked 
by PVC: 

3--60 PALcode and IPRs 

"'·::::::liii11~1llllllllllllll~l~l°HW _REI or HW _REl_STALL in cycle O 

"'·::::::~o MFPR EXC_ADDR in cycle 0, 1 

No HW _REI or HW _REl_STALL in 0, 1 

PAL must slot to EO 

No other Mbox instruction in 0 

No other virtual reference in 0 

NoMboxMTPRorMFPRinO 

No MFPR MAF _MODE in 1,2 

No MFPR DC_PERR_STAT in 1,2 

y 

y 

y 
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Table 3-43 (Cont.): PAL Restrictions Table 

The following in cycle 0: 

Any Store instruction 

Any Virtual Mbox instruction 

Any Mbox instruction or WMB, if 
it traps 

Any lbox trap except pc mispred, 
itbmiss, or OPCDEC due to user 
mode 

HW _REI_STALL 

MTPR any undefined IPR num
ber 

ARITH trap entry 

Machine_check trap entry 

MTPR Any lbox IPR (including 
PALtemps) 

Restrictions(note:numbers refer to ~~N 
::;~~~~~~~;~?:" 

No MFPR DC_PERR_STAT in 1,2 

No MTPR DTBIS in 1 

No MFPR EXC_SUM or EXC_MA$J.f in cycle 0, 1 

No register file:::read or write i:nJ~s:l,2,3,4,5,6,7 

:i.t~:::~cleO,l 
No ·.r,·.ea:iJ::~m;:::Q=:rCDE.~:::~J:istruction in 0 

~;~~;ffiR·:s(·::. 
: :::, ::· F~/ ~LSTAL~ ilien no HW _REI_STALL m 0,1 

MTPR ICSR: SDE 

Must be followed by HW _REI_STALL 

HW _REI_STALL must be in the same !stream octaword 

No MFPR IFAULT_ VA_FORM in 0,1,2 

No CALL_PAL in O,l,2,3,4,5,6,7 

No HW _REI in 0, 1,2,3,4,5,6 

MTPRPS No HW_REI in 0,1,2 

Yifchecked 
by PVC: 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 
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Table 3-43 (Cont.): PAL Restrictions Table ll ,1 
The following in cycle 0: Restrictions(note:munbers refer to ~~' 
MTPR CC, CC_CTL 

MTPR DC_FLUSH 

MTPR DC_MODE 

MTPR DC_PERR_STAT 

MTPR DC_TEST_CTL 

MTPR DC_TEST_TAG 

MTPR DTB_ASN 

MTPR DTB_CM, ALT_MODE 

MTPR DTB_PTE 

MTPR DTB_TAG 

MTPR DTBIAP, DTBIA 

MTPRDTBIA 

MTPR MAF _MODE 

~G 

.. Jl!!l1!111? 

No outstanding DC fills in 0 

~~~::~ODE,M~R.MM_MODE, 
DC "Milii~iiDC:.PEdfsTAT, DC TEST CTL, DC TEST TAG in 2 

No MFPR MAF _MODE in 1,2 

No virtual Mbox instructions in 0,1,2,3,4 

No MFPR MCSR in 1,2 

No MFPR VA_FORM in 1,2,3 

No MFPR VA_FORM in 1,2 

No outstanding DC fills in 0 

No MFPR DC_TEST_TAG_TEMP issued or slotted in 1 

No LDx instructions slotted in 0 

Yifchecked 
by PVC: 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 

y 
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Table 3-43 (Cont.): PAL Restrictions Table 

The following in cycle 0: 

MFPR DTB_PTE 

MFPRVA 

······························· ·············•·· 

Restrictions(note:numbers refer to c .... ~~ 

~=~=:~~~~tween~ and 
No MTPR DC TEST CTL DC TEST TAG in o r::::::::::::::::w 

:::::=:~:~i~~ 
No virtual Mbox instruct1.e:ni:; m 0,1,2 ":::::::::::::::::;:;:;: 

Must be done in ARITl!f:~-~H.F.;iE ciil'=lj::DTBMISS_SINGLE, 
UNALIGN, DFAULT ~js an~MQ:BMI~ ff<>w after the VPTE load 

;:::::::::::::;·· .. :::::::::::::::· .• :::::!!::·~·. 

Table 3-44: Cbox IPR Restrictions Table 

Store to SC_CTL, BC_CTL, BC_ 
CONFIG except if no bit is changed 
other than: 
BC_CTL<ALLOC_CYC>, 
BC_CTL<PM_MUX_SEL>, or 
BC_CTL<DBG_MUX_SEL> 

Store to BC_CTL that only changes 
bits: 
BC_CTL<ALLOC_CYC>, 
BC_CTL<PM_MUX_SEL>, or 
BC_CTL<DBG_MUX_SEL> 

Load from SC_STAT 

Load from EI_STAT 

Must be preceded by MB 

Yifchecked 
by PVC: 

y 

y 

y 

y 
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3.10 Revision History 

Table 3-45: Revision History 

Who 

EV5 team 

EV5 team 

EV5 team 
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When 
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Chapter 4 

External Interface 

4.1 Chip Interface 

Figure 4-1: DECchlp 21164-AA System Interface 

CMD H<3:0> 

ADDA H<39:4> 

ADDA BUS REQ H 

CACK H 

DATA<127:0> H 

FILL DONE EARLY H 

FILL ERROR H 

DACK H 

DIGITAL RESTRICTED DISTRIBUTION 

SYSTEM 
MEMORY 

AND 

1/0 
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4.1.1 Overview 

The DECchip 21164-AA chip is contained in the 503 pin package. All of the extra pins, compared 
to EV4, are used for power and ground. This means that the system interface will remain a 128 
bit bi-directional data bus. The only way to improve the bandwidth of the system interface is to 
cycle it faster and to use it more oft.en. 

The cycle time of the system interface will be some integer multiple of the DECchip 21164-AA 
cycle time. The minimum multiple is 3x. The maximum multiple is 15x. The tested points 
between the min. and max. are TBD. The DECchip 21164-AA team will focus on the testing of 
values that our SYSTEM partners plan to use. Some testing of all possible values will be done. 

DECchip 21164-AA can be used to build systems with or without a module level Bcache. The 
read and write speed of the Bcache can be programmed independantly of the Sysclock ratio and 
each other. Some care must be taken to make fills and read/read dirty transactions work. The 
cache system supports a block size of 32 bytes or 64 bytes. The block size is selected by mode bit. 

Section 9.1 lists the DECchip 21164-AA signal pins. Figure 4-1 shows a simple picture of the 
system interface. 

Chapter 8 describes the AC requirements for DECchip 21164-AA. 

,,. DECchip 21164-AA can take one command/address from the SYSTEM at a time. The Scache and/or 
Bcache will be probed to determine what must be done with the command. If nothing will be 
done, the command is ACKed and removed. If a Bcache read, set shared, or invalidate is required 
it will be done as soon as the Bcache is free. The command will be ACKed at the start of the 
Bcache transaction. 

In general, the DECchip 21164-AA BIU can hold one or two misses and one or two Scache victim 
address. These four addresses along with the SYSTEM request will ARB for the Bcache. Data 
movement for the SYSTEM is the highest priority for the Bcache. This includes fill, reading dirty 
data, invalidates, and set shared. If there are no SYSTEM requests for the Bcache, a DECchip 
21164-AA command will be selected. 

All transactions between DECchip 21164-AA and the SYSTEM are non-pended, except for fills. 
DECchip 21164-AA may request up to two fills from memory (if the SYSTEM allows two). Any 
read or write transaction in the cache must be completed once it is started. 

Blocks in the Scache/Bcache that have data movement pending to them will not be read or written 
by the CPU until the data movement is completed. The SYSTEM will not be prevented from reading 
or writing blocks in the Scache/Bcache. For example if the CPU has requested a write to a clean 
block, it will not be allow to access that block until the block until the write completes, but the 
SYSTEM will always be able to access the block. 

The SYSTEM may have one or more Bcache victim buffers. Each time a Bcache victim is produced, 
DECchip 21164-AA will stop reading the Bcache until the SYSTEM takes the current victim. Bcache 
operations will then resume. 

DECchip 21164-AA requires wrapped reads on INT16 boundaries. The valid wrap orders for 64 
byte blocks are selected by bits PA<5:4>, they are: 

• 0, 1, 2, 3 

• 1, 0, 3, 2 
• 2, 3, 0, 1 
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• 3, 2, 1, 0 . 

For 32 byte blocks the valid wrap orders are selected by PA<4>, they are: 

• 0, 1 
• 1,0 

WRITE BLOCK and WRITE BLOCK LOCK commands from DECchip 21164-AA will not be 
wrapped. They will always write INT16 zero, one, two, and three. BCACHE VICTIM commands 
will provide the data with the same wrap order as the read miss that produced them. 

4.1.2 Physical Memory Regions 

DECchip 21164-AA physical memory is divided into three regions. The first region is the first half 
of the physical address space. It is treated by DECchip 21164-AA as memory-like. The second 
region is the second half of the physical address space except for a lMByte region reserved for 
Cbox IPRs. It is treated by DECchip 21164-AA as non-cachable. The third region is the lMbyte 
region reserved for Cbox IPRs. 

In the first region, writeback caching, write merging and load merging are all permitted. All 
DECchip 21164-AA accesses in this region are 32-byte or 64-byte depending on the block size. 

DECchip 21164-AA does not cache data accessed in the second and third region of the physical 
address space. DECchip 21164-AA read accesses in these regions are always 32-byte requests. 
Load merging is permitted, but the request includes a mask to tell the SYSTEM environment 
which INT8s are accessed. Write accesses are 32-byte requests, with a mask indicating which 
INT4s are actually modified. DECchip 21164-AA will never write more than 32-bytes at a time 
in non-cached space. 

DECchip 21164-AA does not emit accesses to the Cbox IPR region if they map to a Cbox IPK 
Accesses in this region that are not to a defined Cbox IPR produce UNDEFINED results. 

Table 4-1: Physical Memory Regions 

Region 

memory-like 

non-cacheable 

Cbox IPR region 

Address Range 

0000000000-
7FFFFFFFFF(hex) 

8000000000-
FFFFEFFFFF(hex) 

FFFFFOOOOO
FFFFFFFFFF(hex) 

4.1.3 Possible Configurations 

Description 

Writeback cached, load and store merging allowed 

not cached, load merging limited 

Cbox IPRs, accesses do not appear on the pins un
less an undefined location is accessed (which produces 
UNDEFINED results) 

The DECchip 21164-AA cache system allows for several system configurations. They can be 
broken into two classes: those that use the write invalidate cache coherence protocol and those 
that use the flush based protocol. Table 4--2 shows the components that would make up the 
system designs that are possible with DECchip 21164-AA 
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Table 4-2: System Designs 

Scache Duplicate Bcache Duplicate 
System Type Sc ache Tag Bcache Tag Lock Reg. 

Write Invalidate Yes No No No No 
Write Invalidate Yes Yes No No Required 

Write Invalidate Yes No Yes Required Required 

Flush Yes No No No No 
Flush Yes No Yes No No 
Flush Yes No Yes Yes Required 

In a write invalidate based design, DECchip 21164-AA will expect the SYSTEM to use the READ 
DIRTY, READ DIRTY/INVALIDATE, INVALIDATE, and SET SHARED, commands to keep the 
state of each block up to date. 

In a flush based design, DECchip 21164-AA will expect the READ and FLUSH commands to be 
used to remove blocks from the cache. 

4~ 1.4 Maintaining Cache Coherence 

In a coherent design, DECchip 21164-AA requires the SYSTEM to have some properties to make 
things work. 

DECchip 21164-AA requires the SYSTEM to allow only one change to a block at a time. This means 
that if DECchip 21164-AA wins the bus to read or write a block, no other node on the bus will be 
allowed to access that block until the data has been moved. 

If DECchip 21164-AA attempts to write a clean/private block of memory, it will send a SET 
DIRTY command to the SYSTEM. At the same time the SYSTEM might be sending a SET SHARED 
or INVALIDATE command to DECchip 21164-AA for the same block. The bus is the coherence 
point in the SYSTEM, so if the bus has already changed the state of the block to shared, setting the 
dirty bit is the wrong thing to do. DECchip 21164-AA will not resend the SET DIRTY command 
when the ownership of the ADDRESS/CMD bus is returned. The write will be restarted and use 
the new tag state to generate a new system request. 

It is also possible for the SYSTEM to send an INVALIDATE at the same time DECchip 21164-AA 
is attempting to do a WRITE BLOCK or WRITE BLOCK LOCK In this case DECchip 21164-
AA will abort the WRITE BLOCK transaction, service the INVALIDATE, and then restart the 
WRITE BLOCK transaction. 

In both of these cases if the SET DffiTY or WRITE BLOCK is started by DECchip 21164-AA, and 
then intenupte~ by the SYSTEM, DECchip 21164-AA will resume the same transaction unless the 
SYSTEM request was to the same block as the request DECchip 21164-AA had started. In this 
case the DECchip 21164-AA request will be restarted internally by the CPU and it is unpredictible 
what transaction DECchip 21164-AA will next present to the system. 

DECchip 21164-AA will maintain the processors Dcache as a subset of the Scache. If a Bcache is 
present, the Scache will be maintained as a subset of the Bcache. 

The processors Icache is not a subset of any cache and is incoherent with the rest of the cache 
system. 
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4.1.5 Cache State 

The following tables describe the DECchip 21164-AA multiprocessor cache coherence protocol, 
a modification of the protocol described in the Laser System Bus Specification Revision 1.2. 
DECchip 21164-AA will not take an update to a shared block, the block will always be invalidated. 

Table 4-3: cache States 

v s D 

0 x x 
1 0 0 

1 0 1 

1 1 0 

1 1 1 

Table 4-4: System Actions 

System Tag Probe 
Command Results 

Read Miss 

Rd_ ex Miss 

Write Miss 

Read Hit, -Dirty 

Read Hit, Dirty 

Rd_ex Hit, -Dirty 

Rd_ex Hit, Dirty 

Write Hit 

State of cache line assuming tag match 

Not valid 

Valid for read or write. This cache line contains the only cached copy of 
the block and the copy in memory is identical to this line. 

Valid for read or write. This cache line contains the only cached copy of 
the block. The contents of the block have been modified more recently than 
the copy in memory. 

Valid for read or write but writes must be broadcast on the bus. This block 
MAY be in some other CPUs cache. 

Valid for read or write but write must be broadcast on the bus. This block 
MAY be in some other CPUs cache. The contents of the block have been 
modified more recently than the copy in memory. 

Bus Response New Cache State Comments 

-Shared, -Dirty No change 

-Shared, -Dirty No change 

-Shared, -Dirty No change 

Shared, -Dirty Shared, -Dirty 

Shared, Dirty Shared, Dirty This cache supplies the data 

-Shared, -Dirty Invalid 

-Shared, Dirty Invalid This cache supplies the data 

-Shared, -Dirty Invalid 
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Table 4-5: 

ProceS&or 
Command 

Read 

Read 

Write 

Read 

Read 

Write 

Read 

Read 

Write 

Read 

Write 
Write 
Write 
Write 

Processor Actions 

Cache Probe 
Results 

· Invalid 

Invalid 

Invalid 

Miss, -Dirty 

Miss, -Dirty 

Miss, -Dirty 

Miss, Dirty 

Miss, Dirty 

Miss, Dirty 

Hit 

Hit, Dirty, -Shared 

Hit, Dirty, Shared 

Hit, -Dirty, -Shared 

Hit, -Dirty, Shared 

DECchip 21164-AA 
ADDRCMD 

Read Miss 

Read Miss 

Read Miss Mod 

Read Miss 

Read Miss 

Read Miss Mod 

Victim, 
Read Miss 

Victim, 
Read Miss 

Victim, 
Read Miss Mod 

NOP 

NOP 

Write Block 

Set Dirty 

Write Block 

Bus Response New Cache State 

-Shared -Shared, -Dirty 

Shared Shared, -Dirty 

-Shared -Shared, Dirty 

-Shared -Shared, -Dirty 

Shared Shared, -Dirty 

-Shared -Shared, Dirty 

-Shared -Shared, -Dirty 

Shared Shared, -Dirty 

-Shared -Shared, Dirty 

NOP No change 

NOP -Shared, Dirty 

-Shared -Shared, -Dirty 

NOP -Shared, Dirty 

-Shared -Shared, -Dirty 

If DECchip 21164-AA requests a READ MISS MOD, DECchip 21164-AA expects the block to be 
returned -shared, dirty. However, if the system returns the data shared, -dirty DECchip 21164-
AA will follow with a WRITE BLOCK command. Doing this might expose the system to livelock 
problems. 

4.1.6 DECchip 21164-AA Interface 

The interface can be divided into two parts. The SYSTEM interface and the Bcache interface. Both 
parts share the data bus. 

The SYSTEM interface is made up of a bi-directional command and address bus, and several 
control signals. They are described in Section 4.1.6.1. The Bcache interface signals are described 
in Section 4.1.6.2. 
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4.1.6.1 System Interface . 

These are the signals that make up the SYSTEM interface. All are driven and received by DECchip 
21164-AA on the rising edge of Sysclock. 

• ADDR_H<39:4> 
Bi-directional 
This is the address of the requested data or operation. If bit 39 is asserted, the reference is 
to non-cached memory. 

• CMD_H<3:0> 
Bi-directional 
Table 4-6 lists the encodings for the commands that DECchip 21164-AA can drive on the 
CMD bus. Optional commands can be disabled in systems that do not require them. It is 
unpredictable if DECchip 21164-AA will drive a disabled command to the SYSTEM, however, 
no CACK should ever be sent for a disabled command. 

Table~: DECchlp 21164-AA Commands to the System 

CMD<3:0> Command Optional Comments 

0000 NOP No Nothing 

0001 LOCK Yes New lock register address 

0010 FETCH No DECchip 21164-AA passing a FETCH to the SYSTEM 

0011 FETCH_M No DECchip 21164-AA passing a FETCH_M to the SYSTEM 

0100 MEMORY BARRIER Yes MB instruction 

0101 SET DIRTY Yes Dirty bit will be set if shared is still clear 

0110 spare 

0111 spare 

1000 READMISSO No Request for data 

1001 READMISSl No Request for data 

1010 READ MISS MODO No Request for data, modify intent 

1011 READ MISS MODl No Request for data, modify intent 

1100 BCACHE VICTIM No Bcache victim should be removed 

1101 spare 

1110 WRITE BLOCK No Request to write a block 

1111 WRITEBLOCKLOCK No Request to write a block with lock 

Table 4-7 lists the encodings for the commands that the SYSTEM can drive on the CMD bus. 
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Table 4-7: System Commands to DECchlp 21164-AA 

CMD<3:0> Command 
-

0000 NOP 

0001 FLUSH 

0010 INVALIDATE 

0011 SET SHARED 

0100 READ 
0101 READDffiTY 

0111 READ DffiTY/INV 

• ADDR_CMD_PAR_H 
Bi-directional 

Comments 

Nothing 

Remove block from caches, return dirty data 

Remove the block 

Block goes to the shared state 

Read a block 

Read a block, set shared 

Read a block, invalidate 

This is the odd parity on the current command and address bus. DECchip 21164-AA will take 
a machine check if a parity error is detected. The SYSTEM should do the same if it detects an 
error. 

• VICTIM_PENDING_H 
Output 
Indicates that the current read miss had generated a victim. Systems may want to hold off 
requesting the command/address bus until the victim has been removed. 

• ADDR_BUS_REQ_H 
Input 
If this signal is asserted before the rising edge of a Sysclock, DECchip 21164-AA will not drive 
the ADDRESS or CMD busses during the next cycle. 

• CACK_H 
Input 
If this signal is asserted before the rising edge of a Sysclock, DECchip 21164-AA will drive 
the next address and cmd during the next cycle. 

• CFAIL_H 
Input 
CFAIL has two uses. It should be used during the CACK cycle of a WRITE_BLOCK_LOCK 
command to indicate that the write has failed. It can also be used in cycles were CACK is 
not asserted to force an lbox timeout event which, in tum, causes a partial reset of DECchip 
21164-AA and will trap to the MCHK PAL code entry point. 

• RES_H<l:O> 
Output 
Table 4-8 lists the encoding of DECchip 21164-AA responses to SYSTEM requests. 
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Table 4-8: DECchlp 21164-AA Responses to System Commands 

RES<l:O> Command Comments 

00 NOP Nothing 

01 NOACK Data not found or clean 

10 ACK/Scache Data from Scache 

11 ACK/Bcache Data from Bcache 

• INT4_VALID_H<3:0> 
Output 
During writes, these wires are used to indicate which INT4 of data are valid. This is useful 
for non-cached writes that have been merged in the write buffer. During reads, these wires 
indicate which INT8 bytes of a 32 byte block need to be read and returned to the processor. 
This is useful for reads to non-cached memory. 

• SCACHE_SET_H<l:O> 
Output 
During a read miss request, these pins will indicate the Scache set number that will be 
filled when the data is returned. This information can be used by the SYSTEM to maintain a 
duplicate copy of the Scache tag store. 

• FILL_H 
Input 
If this signal is asserted in Sysclock N, DECchip 21164-AA will provide the address indicated 
by the FILL ID to the Bcache in Sysclock N +2. The Bcache will begin to write in that Sysclock. 
At the end of the write, DECchip 21164-AA will wait for the next Sysclock and then begin 
the write again (It may take more than one Sysclock to write the Bcache). 

• FILL_ID_H 
Input 
If this signal is asserted in Sysclock N, DECchip 21164-AA will provide the address from miss 
register 1. If it is deasserted, the address in miss register zero will be used for the fill. 

• FILL_ERROR_H 
Input 
If this signal is asserted while a fill is pending from memory, it will indicate to DECchip 
21164-AA that system has detected an invalid address or hard error. System will still provide 
an apparently normal fill sequence with correct ECC/parity though· the data is not valid. 
DECchip 21164-AA will trap to the MCHK PAL code entry point. 

• DACK_H 
Input 
For Fills, if this signal is asserted before the Sysclock edge, it will indicate to DECchip 21164-
AA that fill data was valid that Sysclock and DECchip 21164-AA should switch to the next 
address at the Sysclock edge. 
For writes, if this signal is asserted before the Sysclock edge, it indicates that DECchip 
21164-AA should provide the next address and data at the Sysclock edge. 

• FILL_NOCHECK_H 
Input 
Do not check the parity or ECC for the current data cycle on a fill. 
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• SYSTEM_LOCK_FLAG_H 
Input 
This wire indicates the state of the system lock flag. During Fills, DECchip 21164-AA will 
AND the value of the system copy with its own copy to produce the true value of the lock flag. 

• IDLE_BC_H 
Input 
When this wire is asserted, DECchip 21164-AA will finish the current Bcache read or write. 
The CPU will not be allowed to start a new read or write until the wire is deasserted. Systems 
must assert this wire in time to idle the Bcache before a fill arrives. It can also be used to 
improve the response time of DECchip 21164-AA to SYSTEM requests. 
The time required to idle the Bcache is a function of the internal design of DECchip 21164-AA, 
the block size, the read and write speed of the Bcache, the amount of tri-state overlap that 
must be avoided, and the Sysclock ratio. Take the larger of: 

read_idle = 3 + (block_size/16)*BC_RD_SPD + tri-state_ram_turn_off 
or 

write_idle = 5 + (block_size/16)*BC_WRT_SPD + tri-state_cpu_turn_off 

and round up to the next Sysclock value. This is the number of Sysclocks required between 
DECchip 21164-AA receiving IDLE_BC until the Bcache will be idle. 
For example if the Sysclock ratio is 6, BC_RD_SPD is 4, BC_WRT_SPD is 5, block size is 
32B, and two idle CPU cycle are required to tum off the RAM drivers, for reads, and zero 
are required to tum off DECchip 21164-ANs write drivers, then it will take max(3+2*4+2, 
5+2*5+0)/6 = 3 Sysclocks to idle the cache. If IDLE_BC is asserted in Sysclock N, then the 
first fill data could be written in Sysclock N+3. 
For FILL requests, IDLE_BC can be de-asserted any time after the fill starts. 

• DATA_BUS_REQ_H 
Input 
If this signal is asserted in Sysclock N, DECchip 21164-AA will not drive the data bus in 
Sysclock N+2. Before asserting this signal the system should assert IDLE_BC for the correct 
number of cycles. If this signal is deasserted in Sysclock N, DECchip 21164-AA will drive the 
data bus in Sysclock N+2. 

4.1.6.2 Bcache Interface 

These signals make up the Bcache interface. Reads and writes of the Bcache that do not involve 
the SYSTEM will begin on any CPU clock. If the Bcache read or write involves receiving or sending 
data to the SYSTEM, then the access will begin on a rising Sysclock edge. 

• INDEX_H<25:4> 
Output 
These wire are used to index the Bcache. 

• DATA_H<127:0> 
Bi-directional 
This bus is used to move data between DECchip 21164-AA, the Bcache, and the SYSTEM. 

• DATA_CHECK_H<15:0> 
Bi-directional 
Either even byte parity or INT8 ECC for the current data cycle. 
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• TAG_DATA_H<38:22> 
Bi-directional 
Bcache tag data bits. This allows for Beaches in the 4MB to 64MB range. 

• TAG_DATA_PAR_H 
Bi-directional 
Odd parity for TAG_DATA_H<38:22>, the SYSTEM should force unused bits to zero. 

• TAG_VALID_H 
Bi-directional 
The current tag contains a valid block. DECchip 21164-AA will assert this pin during fills. 

• TAG_SHARED_H 

Bi-directional 
The block is in the shared state. During fills the SYSTEM should drive TAG_SHARED _H with 
the correct value. 

• TAG_DIRTY_H 
Bi-directional 
The block is in the dirty state. During fills the SYSTEM should assert this bit if the DECchip 
21164-AA request was a READ MISS MOD, and the shared bit is not asserted. 

• TAG_CTL_PAR_H 
Bi-directional 
Odd parity for TAG_ VALID_H, TAG_SHARED_H, and TAG_DIRTY_H. During fills the sys
tem should drive the correct parity based on the state of the V, S and D bits. 

• TAG_RAM_OE_H 
Output 
This signal will be asserted by DECchip 21164-AA during any Bcache read. 

• TAG_RAM_ WE_H 
Output 
This signal will be asserted by DECchip 21164-AA, using the write pulse register contents, 
during any tag write. During the first CPU cycle of a write, the write pulse will be de-asserted. 
In the second and following CPU cycles of the write, the write pulse will be asserted if the 
corresponding bit in the write pulse register is asserted. 

• DATA_RAM_OE_H 
Output 
This signal will be asserted by DECchip 21164-AA during any Bcache read. 

• DATA_RAM_WE_H 

Output 
This sign.al will be asserted by DECchip 21164-AA, using the write pulse register contents, 
during aily data write. During the first CPU cycle of a write, the write pulse will be de
asserted. In the second and following CPU cycles of the write, the write pulse will be asserted 
if the corresponding bit in the write pulse register is asserted. 
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4.1.7 DECchlp 21164-AA Interface Command Descriptions 

• FETCH/FETCH_M 
From DECchip 21164-AA 
These commands are issued by DECchip 21164-AA when the FETCH and FETCH_M instruc
tions are executed. 

• FLUSH 
From SYSTEM 

The FLUSH command will cause a block to be removed from the DECchip 21164-AA cache 
system. If the block is not found, DECchip 21164-AA will respond with NOACK If the block 
is found and the block is clean, DECchip 21164-AA will respond with NOACK The block will 
be invalidated in the Dcache, Scache, and Bcache. If the block is found and dirty, DECchip 
21164-AA will respond with ACK/Scache or ACK/Bcache. If the data was found dirty in the 
Scache it will be driven at the pins in the same Sysclock as the ACK/Scache. If the data is 
found dirty in the Bcache, the Bcache read will start on the same Sysclock as ACK The block 
will be invalidated in the Dcache, Scache, and Bcache. 

• LOCK 
From DECchip 21164-AA 
This command is used to load the System lock register. The state of the SYSTEM lock reg
ister flag is used on each fill to update the DECchip 21164-AA copy of the lock flag. See 
Section 4.1.8.12 for the full story. 

• MEMORY BARRIER 
From DECchip 21164-AA 
This command is issued by DECchip 21164-AA to synchronize read and write accesses with 
other processors in the SYSTEM. DECchip 21164-AA issues this command when a MB instruc
tion is executed. DECchip 21164-AA will stop issuing memory reference instructions and wait 
for the command to be acknowledged before continuing. 

• NOP 
From DECchip 21164-AA or SYSTEM 

Nothing. This command should be driven by the owner of the CMD bus if it has nothing to 
do. 

• READ 
From SYSTEM 
The READ command will probe the Scache and Bcache to see if the requested block is present. 
If the block is present, DECchip 21164-AA will respond with ACK/Scache or ACK/Bcache. If 
the data is in Scache, the data will be driven on the DATA bus in the same Sysclock as the 
ACK If the data is in the Bcache, a Bcache read will begin in the same Sysclock as the ACK 
If the block is not present in either cache, DECchip 21164-AA will assert NOACK on the RES 
wires. 

• READ DIRTY 
From SYSTEM 
The READ DIRTY command will probe the Scache to see if the requested block is present 
and dirty. If the block is not found, or the block is clean, and the SYSTEM does not contain 
a Bcache, DECchip 21164-AA will respond with a NOACK If the block is found and dirty 
in the Scache, DECchip 21164-AA will respond with ACK/Scache and drive the data on the 
DATA bus. If the block is not found in the Scache, and the SYSTEM contains a Bcache, it is 
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assumed to be in the Bcache. DECchip 21164-AA will respond with ACKJBcache, index the 
Bcache to read the block, and will change the block status to the shared dirty state. 

• READ DIRTY INVALIDATE 
From SYSTEM . 
This coinmand is identical to the READ DIRTY command except if the block is present it will 
be invalidated from the caches. 

• READ MISSn 
From DECchip 21164-AA 
This command is used to indicate that DECchip 21164-AA has probed its caches and that the 
addressed block was not present. 

• READ MISS MODIFYn 
From DECchip 21164-AA 
This command is used to indicate that DECchip 21164-AA plans to write to the returned 
cache block. Normally the dirty bit should be set when the tag status is returned to DECchip 
21164-AA. 

• SETSHARED 
From SYSTEM 

The SET SHARED command is used by the SYSTEM to change the state of a block in the cache 
system to shared. The shared bit in the Scache will be set if the block is present. The Bcache 
tag will be written to the shared not dirty state. DECchip 21164-AA assumes that this is ok, 
because the SYSTEM would have sent a READ DIRTY if the dirty bit were set. 
If the block is found in the Scache, DECchip 21164-AA will respond with ACK/Scache. 
Otherwise, if the SYSTEM contains a Bcache, the block is assumed to be in the Bcache and 
DECchip 21164-AA will respond with ACK/Bcache. If the SYSTEM does not contain a Bcache 
and the block is not found in the Scache, DECchip 21164-AA will respond with a NOACK 

• SET DIRTY 
From DECchip 21164-AA 
DECchip 21164-AA wants to write a clean, private block in its Scache and wants the dirty 
bit set in the duplicate tag store. The CPU will not proceed with the write until an CACK 
response is received from the SYSTEM. When the CACK is received, DECchip 21164-AA will 
attempt to set the dirty bit. If the shared bit is still clear the dirty bit will be set and the 
write completed. If the shared bit is set the dirty bit will not be set, and DECchip 21164-AA 
will request a WRITE BLOCK The copy of the dirty bit in the Bcache will not be updated 
until the block is removed from the Scache. 

• INVALIDATE 
From SYSTEM 
DECchip 21164-AA will probe the Scache and invalidate the block if it is present. If the 
Bcache is present the block will be changed to the invalid state without probing. 
If the block is found in the Scache, DECchip 21164-AA will respond with ACK/Scache. 
Otherwise, if the SYSTEM contains a Bcache, the block is assumed to be in the Bcache and 
DECchip 21164-AA will respond with ACK/Bcache. If the SYSTEM does not contain a Bcache 
and the block is not found in the Scache, DECchip 21164-AA will respond with a NOACK 

• BCACHE VICTIM 
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From DECchip 21164-AA 
If there is a victim bUffer in the SYSTEM, this command is used to pass the address of the victim 
to the SYSTEM. The read miss that produced the victim will preceed the BCACHE VICTIM 
command. The VICTIM_PENDING wire will be asserted during the read miss command to 
indicate that a BCACHE victim command is waiting, and that the Bcache is starting the read 
of the victim data. 

If the SYSTEM does not have a victim buffer the BCACHE VICTIM command will preceed 
the read miss commands. The BCACHE VICTIM command will be driven, along with the 
address of the victim. At the same time the Bcache will be read to provide the victim data. 

• WRITE BLOCK 
From DECchip 21164-AA 
DECchip 21164-AA wants to write a block of data back to memory. DECchip 21164-AA will 
drive the command, address, and first INT16 of data on a Sysclock edge. DECchip 21164-AA 
will output the next INT16 of data when a DACK is received. When the SYSTEM asserts 
CACK, DECchip 21164-AA will remove the command and address from the pins and begin 
the write of the Scache. CACK can be asserted before all the data is removed. 

• WRITE BLOCK LOCK 
From DECchip 21164-AA 

·1 This command is the same as a WRITE BLOCK except that a CFAIL may be asserted by the 
SYSTEM to indicate that the data can not be written. this command is only used for STx_C in 
non-cached space. 

4.1.8 Transactions 

This section will describe how the commands are used to move data in and out of DECchip 
21164-AA and its cache system. 

Figure 4-1 shows the resources that can be used by the CPU and SYSTEM. They are listed here. 

• 2 CPU commands and addresses 
• 2 Scache victim address 
• 2 System command and address 

4.1.8.1 Read Miss 

DECchip 21164-AA will start a Bcache read on any CPU clock. The index will be asserted to the 
RAM for a programmable number of CPU cycles in the range of 4 to 10. The tag will be accessed 
at the same time. At the end of the first read, DECchip 21164-AA will latch the data and tag 
information and begin the read of the next 16 bytes of data. The tag will be checked for a hit. 
If there is a miss, a READ MISS or READ_MISS_MOD command along with the address will 
be queued to the CMD/ADDRESS bus. It will appear on the pins at the next Sysclock edge. 
Figure 4-2 shows the timing of a Bcache read and the resulting READ MISS request. 

Figure 4-2 shows the READ MISS command being CACKed as soon as it is sent. This will allow 
DECchip 21164-AA to make additional READ MISS requests. It is also possible for the SYSTEM 

to defer the CACK until the fill data is returned. This allows the SYSTEM to use CMD<O> for the 
value of FILL_ID. The CACK should arrive no later than the last fill DACK. 
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Figure 4-2: Read Miss 

SYSCLOCK - 5 CPU CYCLES, BCACHE - 4 CPU CLOCKS 
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4.1.8.2 Read Miss with victim 

DECchip 21164-AA supports two models for removing displaced dirty blocks from the Bcache. 
The first assumes that the SYSTEM does not contain a victim buffer. In this case the victim must 
be read from the Bcache before the new block can be requested. In the second case, if the SYSTEM 
does have a victim buffer, DECchip 21164-AA will request the new block from memory while it 
starts to read the victim from the Bcache. The victim command and address will follow the miss 
request. 

In either case, DECchip 21164-AA treates a miss/victim as single transaction. If the assertion 
of ADDR_BUS_REQ or IDLE_BC causes the BIU sequencer to reset, both the miss and victim 
transactions will be restarted from the begining. For example if DECchip 21164-AA is operating 
in victim first mode and it sends a BCACHE VICTIM command to the SYSTEM and then the system 
sends an INVALIDATE to DECchip 21164-AA, DECchip 21164-AA will restart the Bcache read 
and resend the BCACHE VICTIM command and data and then the READ _MISS. 

The next two sections describe each of these methods of victim processing. 

4.1.8.2.1 Without a Victim Buffer 

If the SYSTEM does not contain a victim buffer, DECchip 21164-AA will stop reading the Bcache as 
soon as the miss is detected. This will be sometime during the second read. A BCACHE VICTIM 
command will be asserted at the next Sysclock along with the victim address. A Bcache read of 
the victim will. also be started at the Sysclock edge. When the DACK is received for the first part 
of the victim, DECchip 21164-AA will begin reading the next part of the victim. CACK can be 
sent anytime dUring the processing of the victim. DECchip 21164-AA will send out the READ 
MISS command in the Sysclock after the CACK is received. Figure 4-3 shows the timing of a 
victim being removed. 
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Figure 4-3: Read Miss with Victim 
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4.1.8.2.2 With a Victim Buffer 

., When the miss is detected, if the SYSTEM has a victim buffer, DECchip 21164-AA will wait'for the 
next Sysclock edge and then assert a READ MISS command, the read miss address, the VICTIM_ 
PENDING wire, and index the Bcache to begin the read of the victim. When the SYSTEM asserts 
CACK, DECchip 21164-AA will send out the BCACHE VICTIM command along with the victim 
address. Each assertion of DACK will cause the Bcache index to advance to the next part of the 
block. Figure 4-4 shows the timing of a read miss with a victim. 

Figure 4-4: Read Miss with Victim Buffer 
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4.1.8.3 Fiii 

The fill wires are used to control the return of fill data to DECchip 21164-AA and the Bcache if 
it is present. The IDLE_BC_H wire must be used to stop CPU requests in the Bcache in such a 
way that the Bcache will be idle when the fill data arrives (but not the fill command). FILL_H 
should be asserted at least two Sysclocks before the fill data arrives. The FILL_ID_H wire should 
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be asserted at the same time to indicate if the fill will be for a READ MISSO or READ MISS 1. 
DECchip 21164-AA will use this information to select the correct fill address. If FILL and FILL_ 
ID are asserted at the end of Sysclock N, then DECchip 21164-AA will assert the Bcache index 
and begin a Bcache write during Sysclock N+2. The SYSTEM should drive the data onto the DATA 
bus and assert DACK before the end of the Sysclock cycle. This will cause DECchip 21164-AA 
to move on to the next fill address and begin another write of the Bcache. The SYSTEM must 
allocate the right number of Sysclock cycles to allow the writing of the Bcache if it is present. 
For example if the Bcache requires 17ns to write and the Sysclock is 12ns, two Sysclock cycles 
will be required for each write. 

During the first fill of a block, the SYSTEM should also drive the correct values on the TAG_ 
SHARED, TAG_DIRTY, and, TAG_PARITY wires. DECchip 21164-AA will assert TAG_ VALID 
and write the Bcache tag store during the first fill. 

Figure 4-5: Fiii 
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4.1.8.4 Write Block 

The WRITE BLOCK command will be used to complete writes to shared data, to remove Scache 
victims in Bcache-less systems, and to complete writes to non-cached memory. 

The WRITE BLOCK LOCK command follows the same protocol. The LOCK qualifier might allow 
the SYSTEM to be more aggressive on non-interlocked writes. 

DECchip 21164-AA will assert the WRITE BLOCK command along with the address and the first 
16 bytes of data at the start of a Sysclock. If the SYSTEM takes away the ownership of the CMD 
and ADDRESS bus, DECchip 21164-AA will hold on to the write and wait for the ownership of 
the bus to be returned. If the block in question is invalidated, the write will be restarted by the 
CPU and will result in the READ MISS MOD request instead. 

When the SYSTEM has taken the first part of the data it should assert DACK This will cause 
DECchip 21164-AA to drive the next 16 bytes of data at the next Sysclock edge. 

If the SYSTEM asserts CACK, DECchip 21164-AA will output the next command in the next 
Sysclock. Receiving the CACK indicates to DECchip 21164-AA that the write will be taken and 
that it is safe to update the Scache with ',write data. 
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During each cycle the INT4_ VALID_H<3:0> wires will indicate which INT4 parts of the write are 
really being written by the processor. For writes to cached memory, all of the data will be valid. 
For writes to non-cached memory, only those INT4 with the INT4_ VALID_H<n> signal asserted 
are valid. 

Figure 4-6 shows the timing of a write block command. 

Figure 4-6: Write Block 
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4.1.8.5 Set Dlny, Lock 

Figure 4-7 shows the timing of a SET DIRTY command and a LOCK command. 

The SET DIRTY command is used by DECchip 21164-AA to inform a duplicate tag store that a 
cached block is changing from the not-shared clean state to the not-shared dirty state. When the 
CACK is received from the SYSTEM, DECchip 21164-AA will attempt to set the dirty bit. If the 
shared bit has been set since the original probe of the Scache, or the block has been invalidated, 
DECchip 21164-AA will restart the write. This will produce a new request which reflects the new 
state of the block. If the block is still in the not-shared clean state, the dirty bit will be set and 
the write completed. 

The LOCK command is used by DECchip 21164-AA to pass the address of a LDx_L to the SYSTEM. 
A system lock register is required in any system that filters write traffic with a duplicate tag store. 
If the locked block is displaced from the DECchip 21164-AA caches, DECchip 21164-AA will use 
the value of the system lock register to determine if the LDx_USTx_C sequence should pass or 
fail. 
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Figure 4-7: Set Dlny, and Lock 
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4.1.8.6 Flush 

The FLUSH command can be used to remove blocks from the DECchip 21164-AA cache system. 
If the block is dirty, the block will be read from the caches to allow the updating of memory. 
Figure 4-8 shows the timing of a FLUSH transaction. 

Figure 4-8: Flush 
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4.1.8.7 Read Dirty, and Read Dlrty/INV 

The READ DIRTY command is used to read modified data from the cache system. The block is also 
transitioned into the shared state. Figure 4-9 shows the timing of a READ_DIRTY transaction. 
The Scache will be probed and the data read if it is found. The state will also be set to shared. 
If the data is not found in the Scache, it is assumed to be in the Bcache. DECchip 21164-AA will 
start the read of the Bcache and write the tag to the shared state. 
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The READ DIRTY/INV command is identical to the READ DIRTY command except the block is 
transitioned to the invalid state instead of the shared state. 

Figure 4-9: Read Dirty 
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4.1.8.8 Invalidate 

The INVALIDATE command can be used to remove a block from the cache system. Unlike the 
FLUSH command, any modified data will not be read. The Scache will be probed and invalidated 
if the block is found. The Bcache will be invalidated without probing. Figure 4-10 shows the 
timing of an INVALIDATE transactions. 

Figure 4-1 O: Invalidate 
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4.1.8.9 Set Shared 

When DECchip 21164-AA revieves a SET_SHARED command, it will probe the Scache and change 
the state of the block to shared ifit is found. DECchip 21164-AA will assume that the block is in 
the Bcache and write the state of the tag to shared, not-dirty. Figure 4-11 shows the timing of a 
SET_SHARED command. 

Figure 4-11: Set Shared 
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4.1.8.1 o Non-cached Reads 

Reads to physical addresses that have bit 39 asserted will not be cached in the Dcache, Scache, 
or Bcache. They will be merged like any other read in the miss address file. To prevent several 
reads to non-cached memory from being merged into a single 32 byte bus request, software must 
insert MB instructions. The miss address file will merge as many Dstream reads together as 
it can and send the request to the BIU via the Scache. The BIU will not merge two 32 byte 
requests into a single 64 byte request. The BIU will request a READ MISS from the SYSTEM. 

DATA_ VALID<3:0> _H will indicate which of the four quadwords are being requested by software. 
The SYSTEM should return the fill data to DECchip 21164-AA in the normal way. DECchip 21164-
AA will not write the Dcache, the Scache, or the Bcache with the refill. The requested data will 
be written in the register file or !cache. 

4.1.8.11 Non-cached Writes 

Writes to physical addresses that have bit 39 asserted will not be written to any of the caches. 
They will be merged in the write buffer before being sent to the SYSTEM. If software does not 
want writes to merge it must insert MB or WMB instructions between them. 

When the write buffer decides to dump data to non-cached memory the BIU will request a WRITE 
BLOCK Each data cycle, DATA_ VALID<3:0> will indicate which INT4s within the INT16 were 
really written. 
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4.1.8.12 Locks 

The LDx_L instructions will be forced to miss in the Dcache. When the Scache is read, the Lock 
register in the BIU will be loaded with the physical address and the lock flag set. The BIU will 
send a LOCK command to the SYSTEM so it can load its lock register. The SYSTEM lock register 
will only be used if the locked block is displaced from the cache system. The lock flag will be 
cleared if any of the following things happen: 

• Any write from the bus occurs to the locked block (FLUSH, INVALIDATE, or READ_DIRTY_ 
INV). 

• A STx_C by the processor. 

The SYSTEM copy of the lock register is required on systems that have a duplicate tag store to filter 
write traffic. The direct mapped Icache, Dcache, and Bcache along with the sub-setting rules, 
branch prediction, and !stream prefetching can cause a lock to always fail because of constant 
Scache thrashing of the locked block. Each time a block is loaded into the Scache, the value of the 
lock register will be ANDed with the value of the SYSTEM_LOCK_FLAG signal. If the locked 
block is displaced from the cache system, DECchip 21164-AA will not see bus writes to the locked 
block, in this case the SYSTEM's copy of the lock register will correct the processor copy of the lock 
flag when the block is filled into the cache via the signal SYSTEM_LOCK_FLAG_H. 

Systems that do not have a duplicate tag stores, and send all probe traffic to DECchip 21164-AA 
are not required to have a copy of the lock flag. They should wire the SYSTEM_LOCK_FIAG_H 
to TRUE. 

When the STx_ C is issued the Ibox will stop issuing memory type instructions. The store will 
update the Dcache in the normal way, and be placed in the write buffer by itself. It will not be 
merged with other pending writes. The write buffer will be flushed. 

When the write buffer gets to a STx_C in cached memory, it will probe the Scache to check the 
block state. When the STx_ C passes through the Scache, an invalidate will be sent to the Dcache. 
If the Lock flag is clear, the STx_C will fail. If the block is not-shared dirty, the write buffer will 
write the STx_C data into the Scache. Success will be written to the register file and the lbox 
will begin issuing memory instructions again. If the block is in the shared state, the BIU will 
request a WRITE BLOCK LOCK If the WRITE BLOCK LOCK is CACKed, the Scache will be 
written and the Ibox started as above. If the WRITE BLOCK LOCK is CFAILed, the STx_C will 
fail. No data will be written. 

When the write buffer gets to a STx_C in non-cached memory it will probe the Scache to check 
the block state. It will miss. The state of the Lock flag will be ignored. The BIU will request a 
WRITE BLOCK LOCK If the WRITE BLOCK LOCK is CACKed, the lbox is started as above. 
If the WRITE BLOCK LOCK is CFAILed the STx_C will fail. No data will be written. 

4.1.9 Clocks 

4.1.9.1 CPU Clock 

External logic will supply DECchip 21164-AA with a differential clock at twice the desired internal 
clock frequency via the CLK_IN_H and CLK_IN_L pins. DECchip 21164-AA divides this clock 
by two to generate the internal chip clock. 
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4.1.9.2 System Clock 

The CPU clock is divided by a programmable value between 3 and 15 to generate a system clock, 
which is supplied to the external interface via the SYS_CLK_OUTl_H,L pins. Table 5-1 for the 
valid ratios of System clock to CPU clock. 

SYS_CLK_OUTl is delayed by a programmable number of CPU cycles between 0 and 7 to produce 
SYS_CLK_OUT2_H, L. 

The output of the programmable divider is symmetric if the divisor is even, and asymmetric with 
SYS_CLK_OUTl_H and SYS_CLK_OUT2_H TRUE for one extra CPU cycle if the divisor is odd. 

The false-to-true transition ofthe SYS_CLK_OUTl_H is the "Sysclock" used as a timing reference 
throughout the specification. 

4.1.9.3 Reference Clock 

The SYSTEM may supply a reference clock to which DECchip 21164-AA will synchronize SYS_ 
CLK_OUTl_H. To do this the frequency of SYS_CLK_OUTl must be ever so slightly higher than 
that of REF _CLK_IN. This will cause the rising edge of SYS_CLK_OUTl to drift back towards 
the rising edge ofREF _CLK_IN. DECchip 21164-AA will detect when the edges meet and stall the 
internal clock generator for one CLK_IN cycle. This will move the rising edge of SYS_CLK_OUT 
back in front of REF _CLK_IN. Figure 4-12 attempts to show this timing. 

Figure 4-12: Reference Clock Timing 
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4.1.9.4 Sysclock to Bcache cycle time ratios 

The Bcache cycle time may be faster, the same, or slower than the Sysclock. 

Reads and writes that are private to DECchip 21164-AA and the Bcache may start on any CPU 
clock. There is no relation between the Sysclock and the Bcache accesses. 

If the SYSTEM is involved in a Bcache transaction, each read or write will start on a Sysclock. It 
is up to the SYSTEM to control the rate of the Bcache transactions using the DACK wire. 

The Bcache will be written during WRITE BLOCK, WRITE BLOCK LOCK, READ DIRTY, and 
READ DIRrY INV commands that source data from the Scache. The write of the first part of 
the block will start in the Sysclock that drove the command/response and address to the SYSTEM. 
The SYSTEM must allow enough time for the write to complete before asserting DACK The next 
write will start on the Sysclock edge that DACK was asserted on. 

When DECchip 21164-AA receives the fill indication for the SYSTEM it will start writing the 
Bcache in the N+2 Sysclock. At the end of the write time, DECchip 21164-AA will wait for the 
next Sysclock edge. If DACK is not asserted, the Bcache write will begin again at the same 
index. If DACK is asserted, the index will advance to the next part of the fill and the write will 
begin again. The SYSTEM must provide the data and DACK signal at the correct Sysclock edges 
to complete the fill correctly. 
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4.1.1 O Tri-state Overl~p 

The ADDRESS/CMD bus and the DATAtrAG bus must be operated in a way that prevents more 
than one driver from driving the bus at a time. This section will describe the features in DECchip 
21164-AA that might be used to prevent tri-state overlap. 

The owner of each bus must drive the bus to some value each cycle. 

In general DECchip 21164-AA assumes that its drivers tum on and off very fast (0.5ns to lns 
range). SRAMs turn on and off slowly. System drivers fall someplace in the middle. 

Figure 4-13 shows DECchip 21164-AA and the SYSTEM taking turns driving the CMD/ADDRESS 
bus. If ADDR_BUS_REQ is asserted at the end of a Sysclock 0, the next cycle on the 
CMD/ADDRESS bus belongs to the SYSTEM. DECchip 21164-AA will tum off it's drivers at the 
start of the Sysclock 1. The SYSTEM must tum on it's drivers during Sysclock 1, but must in
sure that the driver doesn't turn on before DECchip 21164-AA turns off. DECchip 21164-AA will 
sample the state of the CMD/ADDRESS bus at the end of Sysclock 1. 

If ADDR_BUS_REQ remains asserted, the SYSTEM should continue to drive the CMS/ADDRESS 
bus. 

'lb pass the bus back to DECchip 21164-AA, the SYSTEM should turn off its drivers during a 
· Sysclock and de-assert ADDR_BUS_REQ. DECchip 21164-AA will not sample the state of the 

bus if ADDR_BUS_REQ is de-asserted. At the next Sysclock edge, DECchip 21164-AA will drive 
the bus. 

Figure 4-13: Driving the CMD/ADDRESS Bus 

0 1 2 3 
SYS CLK OUTl .••.•.. 11111111 •••...• 11111111 ...•..• 11111111 •.••• 
ADDR BUS REQ •• 11111111111111111111111. .••••.•••••••••••••••.•• 
DECchip 21164-AA DRV ON-----IOFF--------------------------ION----------
SYSTEM ORV OFF------ION------------IOFF----------------------

DECchip 21164-AA samples here A 

The DATA bus can be driven by DECchip 21164-AA, the Bcache, or the SYSTEM. 

For DECchip 21164-AA Bcache Writes followed by DECchip 21164-AA Bcache Reads, we assume 
that DECchip 21164-AA stops driving the DATA bus well in advance of the Bcache turning on. 

For DECchip 21164-AA Bcache Reads followed by DECchip 21164-AA Bcache Writes, DECchip 
21164-AA will insert a programmable number of CPU cycles between the read and the write. This 
will allow time for the Bcache drivers to tum off before turning on the DECchip 21164-AA data 
drivers. These rules apply to WRITE BLOCK, WRITE BLOCK LOCK, READ, READ DffiTY, and 
FLUSH commands as well. 

DECchip 21164-AA will not prevent tri-state overlap at the start of a fill. The SYSTEM must assert 
IDLE_BC early enough to allow all the drivers to tum off before the SYSTEM turns on its drivers. 

At the end of the Fill, DECchip 21164-AA will wait READ-> WRITE programmable number of CPU 
cycles before starting a read or write. This time should allow the SYSTEM to turn off it's drivers. 
If this is not enough time, the system may assert DATA_BUS_REQ to gain addition cycles. 
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4.1.11 Restrictions 

This section will document restrictions on the use of DECchip 21164-AA interface features. 

4.1.11.1 Fiiis after other transactions 

If the system is removing data from DECchip 21164-AA with any of the system commands, or 
if the system is removing a Bcache victim from the Bcache and it wants to follow any of these 
transactions with a fill, then the earliest assertion of the FILL signal is the Sysclock after the 
last DACK 

Fills followed by Fills is a special case. Fills can be pipelined back to back to use 100% of the 
data bus bandwidth. 

This restriction may be lifted in the future. 

4.1.11.2 Sending System commands 

A SYSTEM can send up to TWO commands to DECchip 21164-AA. It must then wait for the 
assertion of the RES_H signal for the first command before it can send the third command. 

4.1.11.3 CACK for WRITE BLOCK commands 

When DECchip 21164-AA requests a WRITE BLOCK or WRITE BLOCK LOCK, the SYSTEM can 
DACK the data before asserting CACK The SYSTEM must assert CACK no later than the last 
DACK 

4.1.11.4 No Bcache Systems 

SYSTEMS without a Bcache must have a block size of 64 bytes and all three sets in the Scache 
must be enabled. 

4.1.11.5 Scache duplicate tag store 

SYSTEMS without a Bcache that do have an Scache duplicate tag store are also required to maintain 
tags for the two blocks in the DECchip 21164-AA Scache victim buffer. 

NOTE 

FETCH and FETCH_M commands will no longer be auto acked by DECchip 21164-AA. 
They will always be driven to the SYSTEM for acknowledgement. 
SET DIRTY, LOCK, and MB commands have been merged in to a single command 
group in the BC_CONTROL<El_OPI'_CMD> ipr. 
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4.1.12 ECC/Parlty 

The chip will support INT8 ECC for the external Bcache and memory system. ECC will be 
provided by the CPU for each INT8 that is written into the Bcache. Fill data read from the 
Bcache and memory will be checked by hardware. Uncorrected data will be sent to the Dcache, 
and register files. Single bit errors will be corrected by hardware. The Scache and Icache will be 
filled with corrected data. Double bit errors will be detected. If the SYSTEM has indicated that 
the data should not be checked, no checking or correcting will be performed. 

Each data bus cycle will deliver one INT16 worth of data. ECC is calculated as ECC(data<63:0>) 
and ECC(data<127:64>). This allows ECC to be calculated on each side of the chip. Figure 4-14 
shows the code. Two IDT49C460 or AMD29C660 parts can be cascaded to produce this ECC code. 
A single IDT49C466 will also support this ECC code. 

The code provides single bit correct, double bit detect, and all l's and all O's detect. 

If the DECchip 21164-AA is in parity mode, it will generate byte parity and place it on the DATA_ 
CHECK_H<15:0> for writes. Parity will be checked for reads. Parity for data<7:0> will be driven 
on DATA_CHECK_H<O> and so on. 

Fl,9ure 4-14: ECC code 

11 1111 1111 2222 2222 2233 3333 3333 4444 4444 4455 5555 5555 6666 cccc cccc 
0123 4567 8901 2345 6789 0123 4567 8901 2345 6789 0123 4567 8901 2345 6789 0123 0123 4S67 

CBO .111 .1 •• 11.1 •• 1 •• 111 .1 •• 11.1 •• 1. 1 .•• 1.11 •• 1. 11.1 1 ••• 1.11 •• 1. 11.1 1 ••• 
CBl 111. 1.1. 1.1. 1 .•• 111. 1.1. 1.1. 1 ••• 111. 1.1. 1.1. 1 ••• 111. 1.1. 1.1. 1 •••• 1 •• 
CB2 1 •• 1 1 •• 1 .11 •• 1.1 1 •• 1 1 •• 1 .11 •• 1.1 1 •. 1 1 •. 1 .11 •• 1.1 1 •• 1 1 •• 1 .11 •• 1.1 •• 1. 
CB3 11. •• 111 ••• 1 11.. 11. •• 111 ••• 1 11.. 11. •• 111 ••• 1 11.. 11. •• 111 ••• 1 11 ••••• 1 

CB4 •• 11 1111 • • • • • • 11 .• 11 1111 • • • • • • 11 •• 11 1111 • • • . • • 11 •• 11 1111 • • • • • . 11 1. •• 
CBS •..••.•• 1111 1111 1111 1111 .•.....• 1111 1111 •••••••• 1111 1111 .1.. 
CB6 1111 1111 • • • • • ••••••• 1111 1111 1111 1111 ................ 1111 1111 •• 1. 
CB7 1111 1111 • • • • • • • • . ... 1111 1111 . . . • • ... 1111 1111 1111 1111 . .. . • •• 1 

CB2 and CB3 are calculated for ODD parity (an odd number of "l"s counting 
the CB) 

CBO, CBl, CB4, CBS, CB6, CB7 are calculated for EVEN parity (an even number 
of "1 "s counting the CB) 
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For x4 RAMs, Dave Hartwell has provide the following bit arrangement that will detect nibble 
errors. 

Figure 4-15: x4 bit arrangement 

CBO CBl CBS CB6 
CB2 DO 04 05 
C83 CB4 07 08 
CB7 02 03 Dll 

01 06 010 013 
09 014 018 021 

012 016 017 022 
015 019 020 023 
024 025 027 030 
026 028 029 031 
032 034 035 037 
033 036 038 040 
039 041 043 046 
042 044 045 047 
048 050 051 053 
049 052 054 056 
055 057 059 062 
058 060 061 063 
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4.2 Revision History -

Table 4-9: Revision History 

Who When Rev Description of change 

Pete Bannon 12116/91 0.8 DRAFT 0.8 text 

Pete Bannon 12131191 0.9 DRAFT 0.9 text 

Pete Bannon 3/ 1192 1.0 FILL ERROR, new non-cached read 

Pete Bannon 3/27/92 1.2 New WS focus interface 

Pete Bannon 3/27/92 1.3 New victim sequence 

Pete Bannon 4121/92 1.4 New ECC code 

Pete Bannon 11/30.192 1.5 general update 
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Chapter 5 

Reset and Initialization 

5.1 SYS_RESET_L and DC_OK_H 

The DECchip 21164-AA reset process starting from a powered off state uses two input signals, 
SYS_RESET_L and DC_OK_H. Until power has reached the proper operating point, DC_OK_H 
must be deasserted and SYS_RESET_L must be asserted. After power has reached the proper 
operating point, DC_OK_H is asserted. After that, SYS_RESET_L is deasserted. 

From a powered on state, the reset sequence begins with SYS_RESET_L assertion. In any case, 
after SYS_RESET_L is deasserted, DECchip 21164-AA begins a sequence of operations: Icache 
BiSt, followed by an optional automatic lcache initialization via an external serial ROM interface, 
and finally dispatching to the RESET PALcode trap entry point. 

If DC_OK_H is not asserted, SYS_RESET_L is forced asserted internally. 

SYS_RESET_L forces the CPU into a known state. Chapter 3 gives the reset state of each IPR 
and Section 9.1 gives the reset state of the pins. 

While DC_OK_H is deasserted, DECchip 21164-AA provides its own internal clock source from 
an on-chip ring oscillator. When DC_OK_H is asserted, the DECchip 21164-AA clock source is 
the differential clock input pins, CLK_IN_H and CLK_IN_L. 

SYS_RESET_L must remain asserted while DC_OK_H is deasserted and for a period of time 
after DC_O:K_H assertion which is at least TBD internal CPU cycles in length and at least TBD 
Sysclock cycles in length. After that, SYS_RESET_L is deasserted. SYS_RESET_L deassertion 
generally should be synchronous with respect to Sysclock. 

ISSUE 

Does DECchip 21164-AA have to support asynchronous deassertion of SYS_RESET_L? 

When DECcbip 21164-AA is running off the internal ring oscillator, the internal clock frequency 
is in the range TBD. Also the Sysclock divisor ratio is forced to TBD and the SYS_CLK_OUT2_x 
delay is forced to TBD. After DC_OK_H is asserted, the Sysclock divisor and SYS_CLK_OUT2_x 
delay are determined by input pins while SYS_RESET_L remains asserted. See Section 5.2. 
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5.1.1 Power Up Requirements 

The DECchip 21164-AA chip uses a 3.3V power supply. This 3.3V power supply must be stable 
before any input or bidirectional pin rises above 4V. 

The VREF_H input pin must have reached the correct stable operating point before DC_OK_H 
is asserted. See Chapter 7. · 

5.1.2 Pin State with DC_OK_H Not Asserted 

While DC_OK_H is not asserted (and SYS_RESET_L is asserted), every output and bidirectional 
DECchip 21164-AA pin is tristated and pulled weakly to ground by a small pull-down transistor. 

5.2 Sysclock Ratio and Delay 

While in reset, DECchip 21164-AA reads Sysclock configuration parameters from the interrupt 
pins. Table 5-1 shows how the Sysclock divisor is determined and Table 5-2 shows how the 
SYS_CLK_OUT2_x delay is determined. These inputs should be driven with the correct configu
ration whenever SYS_RESET_L is asserted When these inputs change while SYS_RESET_L is 
asserted, it takes TBD internal CPU cycles before the new Sysclock behavior is correct. 

Table 5-1: System Clock Divisor 

mQ_H<3> mQ_H<2> IRQ_H<l> IRQJl<O> Ratio 

L L H H 3 

L H L L 4 

L H L H 5 

L H H L 6 

L H H H 7 

H L L L 8 

H L L H 9 

H L H L 10 

H H H H 15 

all other values unspecified effect 
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Table 5-2: System Clock Delay 

SYS_MCH_CHK_ PWR_FAIL_mQ_ MCH_BLT_mQ_ 
mQ_H H H Delay 

L L L 0 

L L H 1 

L H L 2 

L H H 3 

H L L 4 

H L H 5 

H H L 6 

H H H 7 

5.3 BiSt 

Normally upon deassertion of SYS_RESET_L, DECchip 21164-AA automatically executes !cache 
BiSt (Built in Self-test). If PORT_MODE_H<l> is asserted, the test port is in debug test interface 
mode and BiSt is bypassed. Otherwise, the Icache is automatically tested and the result is made 
available in ICSR and on TEST_STATUS_H<O>. Internally, the CPU chip reset continues to be 
asserted throughout the BiSt test process. 

5.4 Serial ROM 

After Icache BiSt completes, an optional serial ROM Icache load sequence begins. If SROM_ 
PRESENT_L was not asserted when SYS_RESET_L transitioned to deasserted, the serial ROM 
load process is skipped, internal CPU reset is deasserted, and PALcode execution begins at the 
RESET trap entry point. If SROM_PRESENT_L was asserted when SYS_RESET_L transitioned 
to deasserted, the serial ROM load sequence is completed prior to deassertion of internal CPU 
reset and PALcode execution at the RESET trap entry point. 

Figure 5-1 gives a timing diagram of a serial ROM load sequence. Chapter 11 describes the 
format of the Icache data. Every data and tag bit in the Icache is loaded by this sequence. 

Figure 5-1: Serial ROM Load Timing 

SYS_RESET_L 

SROM_OE_L 

SROM_CLK_H 

sample SROM_DAT_H 

!--------
__________ , -~1----

___________ 1---\_1---\_I- -\ __ _ 
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5.5 Cache lnitlallzation 

Regardless of whether Icache BiSt is executed, the Icache is flushed during the reset sequence 
prior to serial ROM load. If serial ROM load is bypassed, the Icache is initially in the flushed 
state. 

The Scache is flushed and enabled by internal reset. This is required if serial ROM load is 
bypassed. The initial !stream reference after reset is location 0. Since that is a cacheable-space 
reference, it will probe the Scache. 

The Bcache is disabled by reset. 

The Dcache is disabled by reset. It is not initialized or flushed by reset. 

5.6 BIU inltiallzatlon 

After reset, the Cbox is in the default configuration dictated by the reset state of the IPR bits 
which select the configuration options. (Note that the Bcache configuration registers are not 
initialized by reset.) The Cbox response to system commands and internally generated memory 

. accesses will be determined by this default configuration. Systems should be compatible with tbs 
-~ default configuration or arrange to change it before initiating any accesses to cacheable space. 

Since the initial PALcode trap entry point is in cacheable space, system environmennts which are 
not compatible with the default configuration must utilize the serial ROM Icache load feature to 
initially load and execute a PALcode program which will configure Cbox IPRs as needed. 

5. 7 Unitialized state 

A number of IPR bits are not initialized by reset. These are error reporting registers and some 
other IPR states. These must be initialized by initialization PALcode. 

5.8 Timeout Reset 

The lbox contains a timeout timer which times out when a very long period of time passes with 
not one instruction completing. When this timeout occurs, an internal reset event occurs which 
clears sufficient internal state to allow the CPU to begin exeuting again. Registers, IPRs, and 
Caches are not affected. Dispatch to the PALcode MCHK trap entry point occurs immediately. 

5.9 Clock Reset 

A TBD method will exist which allow a chip tester to initialize the Sysclock divider logic. This 
allows for deterministic operation during.chip test. Due to the size of internal logic propagation 
delays as compared to the normal speed of the internal CPU clock, it will be necessary to run the 
internal CPU clock at a low speed while initializing the Sysclock divider. 
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5.10 IEEE 1149.1 Test Port Reset 

TRST_L must be asserted whenever SYS_RESET_L is asserted or DC_OK_H is deasserted. 

Continuous TRST_L assertion during normal operation can be used to prevent the IEEE 1149.1 
Test Port from affecting DECchip 21164-AA operation. 
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5.11 Revision History 

Table 5-3: Revision History 

Who 

JHE 

JHE 

5-6 Reset and lnltlallzatlon 

When Description of change 

1-March-1992 Brief statement of plan. 

30-November- Update 
1992 
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I I 
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Chapter 6 ·~ 
Error Handling ~ 

S.

1 Th:~::::rview of DECchip 21164-ANs ekLgy. Each internal cache (lcache, 
Dcache, and Scache) implements parity protection f~;=:l:i~jjj:~h1d data. ECC protection is imple
mented for memory and Bcache data. (The implementa.iioh provides detection of all double-bit 
errors and correction of all single bit er::lt~~J:,: .. Oorrect~j~:· !stream and Dstream ECC errors are 
corrected in hardware without PALcog~ iTI:t~!li.h~Q.n./jQEache tags are parity protected. The lbox 
implements logic which detects wh~#Uho progfi@.jjj)ti~~:· been made for a very long time (a TBD 
number of CPU cycles of issue stalkiWinfimt.-ely rep:®l'ted traps) and forces a machine check trap. 

PALcode handles all error traps .. ::i&Jii#.llli1f~ecW~lll~nd correctable error interrupts). At the time 
the error is handled, PALcode bliii§i.jjji);jJ.ii~mt .. f.iifue pointed to by the HWRPB. . 

Where possible, the addres~it.~ljlf~.~~:~lljj~l.tlllll~~:= reported to the operating system. Most of the 
!stream errors are retryabli@B;y-:=::•l.,.;;QP.eratlfi'g system. In some other cases, the system may 
be able to recover from a.P,jjjjjhor .. Jllllll\\flt;ating all processes which had access to the affected 

m:::rl:~~:· .. ~~· 
:::.: ~:::: :!ift::::ruction causing the parify error is executed. 

• EXC_AQDfi~li~~'-l.in:§.. eitR1I· the PC of the instruction that caused the parity error or that of 
an ear!:~~lj;ha~:g.ii~~lrction. 

• ICPEQl§.Uf.A\ltl'PE or=·=DPE set. 

• Re~!$!~i~l~lllllljll11~1ll!1l!lll!lllli1111llll1:::::: .... 
• N::~iUlfiil11Jcaclit¥lil~ifi1ot flushed by hardware in this event. If an Icache parity error occurs 

~ly in"::ml1 PALcode routine at the machine check entry point, an infinite loop may result. 

• -::1lll8lt~ui~i~dation: Flush the Icache early in the MCHK routine. ,, 
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6.2.2 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 

• 

• 

6.2.3 

• 
• 
• 

• 

• 
• 
• 

• 

.:

·.··.· .. =.:_:_: .. ~_:_~:.~_· .. 1;_~_-i.~.1 .. _1,_ 

.lllllllliil!l[ll::: 
Scache data parity error • !stream a = .I 
Machine check occurs before the instruction causing the parj~~
Bad data may be written to the Icache or Icache Refill Buf.'=f:~l;:~a -~~lft'-t-~cf~:::;f 

::!7::::::~::~ a;~u:~ :,~t~~!::;:s;emove bad data. w:ln Buffer may be 
flushed by executing enough instructions to fill the refill buffer w.itlflli.i~w data (32 instruc-
tions). Then flush the Icache again. ..i~~HU~;;~:~:~::::::::::======·=·:........ ·==:::::::::::::::::=:=··· 

~~=::. ~~~;_~~;:o;~t, SC_SCND_ERR s~tiple errors . 
SC_ADDR: Contains the address of the 32B b~:@tlf contain=mllllfhe error. (Note: bit4 indicates 
which octaword was accessed first, but the elJfiJ.:==may ... be in"lQ$·er octaword). 

Note: If the !stream parity error occurs e~tllf~~ ~MiJ~1~AL9ml~:=·routine at the machine check 

~:::~~~:ia:o~fi~~ted~:PP:~r::~, i~~lor the operating system to "flush" 
the block of data out of the Scache by requesting -~PB1Bll~hf data with the same Bcache index, 
but a different tag. This may not b~. feasible on tB;g··=·phrity errors, since the tag address is 
suspect. If the requested block is lf.t.b~:Q. with rn~d~toblems, then the "bad data" has been 
replaced. If the "bad data" is ma~!u~cP.f:jj;f:Iwr~::ffil}'=en the new data tries to replace the old 
data, another parity error may ~@IJdt dufiiiilllmil~\rriteback (this is a reason not to attempt 
this in palcode, since a MCHK :fitifu Pm~p,de i·s===•l\Vays fatal). 

;;;;;~c;~~k ;; ~s~~~~::::=~~:l:~::~ted. 
Not retryable. Prob.~j,Jl~~::W.°=n~~llllt·~ .. ,.:iliii==··to recover by deleting a single process because the 
exact address is unkn6W:iilillllflllllllllll:'.:' 
Recommendation_ijjjjf.rush ·-:~~~lllllf~l:ib-e to remove bad data. The Icache Refill Buffer may be 
flushed by execrtli#g eni:µgh instfuctions to fill the refill buffer with new data (32 instruc
tions). Then ~J~Hf"th~~;~jl@.fchejjl~in. 
SC_STAT: SC=f:IM~~:0~::1iif, SC_SCND_ERR set if there are multiple errors . 

SC_STAT:·:::ii~~;clfii!ll!11l1fn 
SC_AD:0Bf~1~Eoqfijn:~ .. the .... aldress of the 32B block containing the error. (Note: bit4 indicates 
which ~Vj\Vorq~~j}tjljj1li,tmssed first, but the error may be in either octaword). 
Note: :::li~ih~:-Jil~:~~,:::~itity error occurs early in the PALcode routine at the machine check 
ent~2i~te loop may result. 

q, 
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·
2

·~ ~~c:~:eec:e:
8

o~::y ::::~: s::r:~ h::::~::~~. R 

• Not retryable, but may only need to delete the process if Q,iji=t;::::~QU .. id: .. t~::::if single process 

and no second error occurred. :jlll!l!!!l!!L ..... ,.::f;~jll!!!!1f lf:::::::::::i;!l!!!!!l!!!!~: 
• SC_STAT: SC_DPERR<7:0> set , SC_SCND_ERR set if the\iUitf.ll:fuultj.j}f:· errors 
• SC_STAT: CBOX_CMD is DRD, DWRITE, or READ_DIRTY ..... ,,,,.... .iliiliflllllllllilf 

• SC_ADDR: Contains the address of the 32B block cq.ftfaiu.ng::Jhe. ... ;;;~;:· (Note: bit4 indicates 

6·2·~ ::::~::d:::c::~~~e::::: 7.l!J!aword). 
• Not retryable. Probably won't be able totij@:~}Wf@jJjy d~!!!Jhg a single process because the 

exact address is unknown. ··=:::::::~~rnllllfo:.,.. .ittt 
• SC_STAT: SC_TPERR<7:0> set , SC_SCND_ERR:~~l~lii1l1Bl!~fi:~re are multiple errors 

• SC_STAT: CBOX_CMD is DRD, DW;&[rE, READ_Q.Ji.TY, SET_SHARED, or INVAL 

• SC_ADDR: records physical addres~tion with error. 
6

•

2

; d~abconfined~a~n~eproress 
• DCPERR_STAT: DPO qtl!!,$:i::::1~~i;i\iliQQ..i.:::~~t. SEO set ifthere are multiple errors. Note: For 

multiple parity error~~;ilf.;:~he .~if~::::~J:il~;;' the SEO bit will not be set, but more than one error 
bit will be set. _ .::::ljllltljjjjjjjj!!l~llllt~11!!1!!!~!~!:'.::· .... ,.. 

• VA: Contains the ,W.W;ual aClif.ii~t:e:f the quadword with the error. 

• MM_STAT lock~d~!j!1'5onJi}.]!ts ~·~if~liri info about instruction causing parity error. Note: Fault 
information on,AWJi'er idilhictit.1l in same cycle may be lost. 

6.2.7 Dcach~~ 
• Machin~lj1feck]~i~m~i::::M~chine state may have changed. 
• DCP.ST~~jj~pijlill1lTP1 set. LOCK set. SEO set if there are multiple errors. Note: For 

multipf~mij..§ljjirrors in the same cycle, the SEO bit will not be set, but more than one error 

bit,:::!i~h2~ .. ,s~~1l11!!!!!!1!!11tii1t:=' 
• v.&W1'Hi:i&ns the:''f.~hual address of the Dcache block (hexaword) with the error. 

• .::l!l~~s~llhocked. Contents contain info about instruction causing parity error. WR bit set 
·::;:;;Qji.\):~~l]-~urred on a store. Note: Fault information on other instruction in same cycle may 

be:::11'=~jl!!~lj!1lti;i:i::::::., .. 
• Probably:::~fi't be able to recover by deleting a single process, because exact address is un

known, and" a load may have falsely hit. 
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6.2.8 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

• 

• 

6.2.9 

• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

~::::~c:e::::::::::e :~n:::::: ::~:::g ::::: y) 
Bad data may be written to the Icache or Icache Refill Bu:W&~1;i1=~a .. M'-i!Ul.t:~d~:::it 
Retryable if there are no multiple errors. f~ll .. ::::l~ill~~l~~~jjp:::::::::::::;jjf~jk 
Must flush Icache to remove bad data. The !cache Refill ~1111111:~ be.~llll'shed by executing 
enough instructions to fill the refill buffer with new data (32 .. instfl.ifiib.s). Then flush the 
Icache again. .il1ll1l11M1:l::::::::::::::::.:·:........ ·::::::::::::::::::w· 

EI_STAT: UNC_ECC_ERR set, SEO_HRD_ERR se{ll~ll!!~ilil'''lllltiple errors . 
EI_STAT: EI_ES set if source of fill data is memory/sy~i•::jj!Jar if Bcache . 
EI ST1A'T·. FIL IRD 1· s set "::::lll_:.:_:.:::::.:::::.::·:.:.:l::.:::·:.::::.1::::.:::: .. ~.:: .. :_ .. 

fi .. ::;~~~~t;;~~;::· 
EI=ADDR: co~ains the physical address bit$.:lli.D~:4 ofJ!be o·~tllBrd associated with the error . 

FILL_SYN: contains syndrome bits associ~i.ilrwitJij~jJt'e ~~·~:~ octaword. This register con
tains byte parity error status if in parity rf.iijl.~~l:l::::::llllf ./f~ff 
BC_TAG_ADDR: holds results of external c~~~1illlll&jli:dlfif external cache was enabled for 
this transaction. ··"::::::;:ltjlf::· 

Note: If the Istream ECC or parity ~1)f;Q! occurs ea~bhjn the PALcode routine at the machine 
check entry point, an infinite loop rii1ii1Iif:fi.y)t. :illllll1~[1f' 
Recommendation: On data ECC/apty"·::~l~l[litlllj,ii[y be feasible for the operating system to 
"flush" the block of data out of thil~~caG.Q.~ by"¥Mi;~sting a block of data with the same Bcache 
index, but a different tag. If tJ.ijfreqYliiled 9.J.~ck is loaded with no problems, then the "bad 
data" has been replaced. If.::il.ij[;;:::J>qff.~lliata':;l~ifmarked dirty, then when the new data tries 
to replace the old data, anotflff-lllB@=l.~.~riJf~~l~~hor may result during the writeback (this is a 
reason not to attempt thi~t:i!b:P..alcoli~tjfib.i~Wa MCHK from palcode is always fatal). 

::::::h:::::~:a:~::::::~rs (Bcache or memory) 
Not retryable, butlllHI~y oni;::;Wllillllo delete the process if data is confined to a single process 
and no second e.f:I~ ocdired. -.. :,::::::::· 

:~~~~~ ~!~~:~;!::~/~::::~ :::a:;l:~:::;:ors . 
EI=ADP~illl~;~:~-J~~l~lib.:~ -~~;·sical address bits 39:4 of the octaword associated with the error . 

~!~~~=~r~!~:;ci.:~~-with the failing octaword. This register con-
BCi+!!T.f:\G._ABfi:U~llll~gJ.,ds results of external cache tag probe if external cache was enabled for 

qoil~4ft7 
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·
2
·:0 M~=:hc::go::::t:e;::O:h: ~~:::: causillg the err~"" 
• Bad data may be written to the Icache or Icache Refill Buff.4~11l~~a .~-.iftlt~~t:::t· 
• Retryable if there are no multiple errors. 'l1j11jl1l11[ ... ::::J~ll1l1llllJ:::::::::::::i11jjjjjjjjj1ji~ 
• Must flush Icache to remove bad data. The Icache Refill :Bftlf.4i1l11;y b~~1liished by executing 

enough instructions to fill the refill buffer with new data (32 .. instt§l=fiib.s). Then flush the 
lcache again. ::~ljlillll:l:l::::::::::::::::·:·:......... ·:!:::::::::::::::::,: .. · 

• EI_STAT: BC_TPERR or BC_TC_PERR set, SEO_Hfilfil~fiiblill~l~ere are multiple errors. 

~ ~~;~f ;¥~!:£~n:~:;.::!&1.:~~:::::.:e:c::~~ 
processed according to the status bits in the taft#~im@.:tii.~ the control field parity. PALcode 
can distinguish fatal from non-fatal occurrences by .. cHi.ijlfhg for the case in which a potentially 
dirty block is replaced without the \f:i.~tim being prQ.p_e.rly written back and the case of false 

6

·

2

-:

1 :::~::::~;::'.:: :::bYed. 
• Not retryable, but may only ~:~~i1l~lll1i.~l~tfill~iW~ process if data is confined to a single process 

and no second error occur,d~llll:tlcacfi=~llfi.Hli~i1l:aetermined based on the tag alone, not the parity 
bit. The victim is proce.~~13::::~~iir..di.!lg W~li:he status bits in the tag, ignoring the control field 
parity. PALcode can ~~IJbgui,~fillllf.~IJ.lllif.~pm non-fatal occurrences by checking for the case in 
which a potentially dJ:li\J;?.Jpg;\\~~··rep,~IM without the victim being properly written back and 
the case of false hi~ wH~lllllill\f~g parity is incorrect. 

• EI_STAT: BC_T~JiiJR or i3'5!-lBiERR set, SEO_HRD_ERR set if there are multiple errors. 

• EI_STAT: EI_E., .. ·:~!llll~~~.::.ll.\l.\~11 .. ll.lll1lf "!·::::::l:J" 
• EI STAT: FIL::::mt.). 1s::::ilear .. illjjjjjjf· 
• EI=ADDR: co~mfi.l,jj!1tli;:::Rbii.J.~~l address bits 39:4 of the octaword associated with the error. 

6.2.~ 2 B::~:::x:::Yc::::~g probe. 
• Machia~ cRttililli~urs. Machine state may have changed. 

: ~~=~RR set, SEO_HRD_ERR set if there are multiple errors. 
• -::lll\;~4pr contains the physical address bits 39:4 of the octaword associated with the error. 

• Bc:'l.l~.PR: holds results of external cache tag probe if external cache was enabled for 
this trrut~a~ii'on. 
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• ::::a~l~~~~~~!~~-AA deU!cts a command or address parity~ is uncon-
6.2.13 System reads of the Bcache ~A "'!W 

• ~r~~::! 2!~~t~~~~s not check the ECC on outgoing Bc'-'3bad, the receiving 
6

•

2

.:

4 D::::::1::4~:r::w:~:rc:::~:h:C~::~~:: Icache. The 
Dcache is completely invalidated. The data Jfi1j1[the BcacHij1j111mrtains the ECC error, but is 
scrubbed by palcode in the correctable erroii~jlter~t routiit,~: (Using LDxL, STxC. If the 
STxC fails, the location can be assumed to Jlll~~cr.d.) .illlti:!:· 

• A separately maskable correctable error iri~i&btl~~l~~Ur§llilll}pL 31 (same as machine check). • i~:;~~;:e~earing ICSR<crde>.) '~ 

• EI STAT· COR ECC ERR set ilt~::::::... ·::~::::::.: .. : :~=~~~~ :~~E~~e:ti: :::::~~otherwise. 
• EI_ADDR: contains the physi~A111~dd:q~l::·bits .. :·3:~~~ of the octaword associated with the error. 

• FILL_SYN: contains syndroW.i:11~tts :d~Jbciattf.t1i~\vith the octaword containing the ECC error. 

• BC_TAG_ADDR: Unpredict~b~~l~diiillll~~-d~lii~h correctable errors) 
• Note: There will be pe~~JIM:-£~ d~:iil~\f~n in systems when extremely high rates of cor

rectable ECC errors are.::Ri~:se#~l\k!!~t..to til~::l.ntemal handling of this error (the implementation 
utilizes a replay trap ~p:::aut9.al1i1tk~che flush to prevent use of the incorrect data). 

6.2.15 Fill Timeout,~: 
• For systems in .. ;t.;utch :fUll~imeqy~ can occur, the system environment should detect fill timeout 

and cleanly t~m~~~[~~JP=e ref'-ij-nce to DECchip 21164-AA. If the system environment expects 
fill timeouts t(?iji.Dmft. shgj,t~t detect them. If it does not expect them (as might be true in 
small syst~m~::::.witE?i~.~ll:'-.ifuory access timing), it is likely that the internal lbox timeout 
will eventmD;ll]l~tect "~F~iijh if a fill fails to occur. To properly terminate a fill in an error 
case, th~ljfitL --:IBID.R_H pin is asserted for one cycle and the normal fill sequence involving 
the FiltilJI, ~j~f;~ifii,f:· and DACK pins is generated by the system environment. 

• FILL~~-~·fl assertion forces a PALcode trap to the MCHK entry point, but has no other 

e~1~~im1i11t~::::;;"":::::;;:llllll!i1111i1l1~1li~~lh:· 
• :rjj\j,:::::::t(j@ptemal:::i§tatus is saved to show that this happened. If necessary, systems must 

::d.~e thi~l~~f:1futus, and include reads of the appropriate status register(s) in the MCHK palcode. 

~ 
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6

.

2

.:

6 D:;c:::l:_:::sc:::~kable machine check interrupt4At ~:Y sysrem 
environments to signal fatal errors which are not directl}:ii4RHi·ct.mbltP.::.,a··:;~id access from 
DECchip 21164-AA. It is masked at IPL 31 and anytime J1IPch~1tjjl]J~i~!¥.µ is in PALmode. 

• ISR: MCK set. ~~ 

6

.

2

.:

7 

~::~~::~:Wets a timeout, it causes a PAUo~HK entry point. 
• Simultaneously, a partial internal reset occur~;.:: .. most ~'~iilllli~cept IPR state is reset. This 

should not be depended on by systems in wh~ftnfill timeoa~flll~cur in typical use (e.g., oper
ating system or console code probing locatiqJl~lllfo dgtM;rmine''::if::'certain hardware is present). 
The purpose of this error detection mech~mi[ is ~fl~l~heI11@Kto prevent system hang in order 

• ~~;:~:s~~~~i;~::~. stack frame. 4~ 

6.2.18 CFAIL_H and not CACK_H ,,,~ ,,. 

• Assertion of CFAIL Hin a syscl~k::·cy~I~l11i~illllAhithll1bACK His not asserted causes DECchip 

• !~;~t::~:m~~:~~~;ral i~~l reset~ 
• Simultaneously, a partial inti!i~~bf:i~~t ocf.U~:~ most state except IPR state is reset. 

• ICPERR_STAT: TMR set.'.::::i:llll1l1lll1l;lt::::.;"::::::::;;;t1lllll111l1l!i1l!111111~1~~1llllilll!lll1llr 
• This can be used to rest:t.fif;B&lchip 2t114-AA and the external environment to a consistent 

state after the externajl~l~~~~in~llJ.lit,t,1;!de.tects a command or address parity error. 
• Note: There is no in~l~!:::~P.i.:lfl:;·'·';:i~lf'to differentiate the CFAIL_Wno CACK_H case from 

the timeout reset ~.?,se·:::::l:(jfiill~.~ary, systems must save this status, and include reads of the 
appropriate statu~fjfjgister(~%mlllllh.~ MCHK palcode. 

6
.
3 
• M::~ fl:~~~~ data on Istream errors. The Icache Refill Buffer may be 

flushed 9,il\l~~~~\W,g.; .. eno'il:i'h. instructions to fill the refill buffer with new data (32 instruc-

• ~:~~he again. 

• IF E.X.C.~XfiliB.lj11-::::Pal, THEN HALT (reason_for _halt = mchk_from_pal) (???need to unlock 

·A.···~ 
• ·{llM\\\MQ.;§~fuchk> set, THEN HALT (reason_for_halt = dbl_mchk) (???need to unlock regs???). 
• s:~t11ififj~~mchk>. 
• Issue- .. ~~lll'J1l:lear out Mbox/Cbox before reading Cbox registers or issuing DC_FLUSH. 

• Flush Dcache to remove bad data on Dstream errors. 
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• Read ICSR. 

• Read ICPERR_STAT . 

: ~:!i~t:~::::~e:c~a::)~o ensure read of SC_AD~ subsequent read 
• Read EI_ADDR, BC_TAG_ADDR, FILL_SYN. J1llll1i1l11j1l1i~!li!llll1~~mjjj\jjjjjj~lmm:t:~::::::::::::::·:·:·.· 
• Use register dependencies or MB to ensure reads oliti.i.~ijB.~ll~M~TAG_ADDR, FILL_SYN 

finish before subsequent read of EI_STAT. ··:::111lllllmlt:ii1~~1!11W:· 
• Read EI_STAT and save (unlocks EI_ADDR,B.Q!fAG_Anfi.liJLL_SYN). 

• Read EI_STAT again to be sure it is unlock~dilll~hro~1lltway ·;:iJt1t. 

• Check for non-retryable cases. If any one qfttl~ f<~~Jii\ting::it:~ true, then skip retry: 

: :~=~~~=~~;~ ~' 
• EI_STAT<ei_par _err> 

EI STI A 'T h d i.='..~=.;.t.ij::=.t.:.:.:.i.=::=;t::=·;t:: •• t.·.=.:t:: .•. =::;:::;:.=:::·:··'··.:;.... ••·•· •• ::=·.=;1.r;r.~:1~.;l; .. 1:,;~? 
• _ rt < seo_ r _err> .... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.... ,.::::::::::::::" 
• EI_STAT<unc_ecc_err> AND :N.OT El~T..lt.ird> 

• 

: ii 
• 
• 
• 

• If none of the above::lljf!ijM!:t~~fthen .. 'l~~ther we have a retryable iread, or the source of the 
MCHK is a FILL_~~:r{('.}B!l~l~l1i\fl.d code for query of system status. 

• Set the retry flaK:~llthe Jog~ii'.~lliflfii:e if any one or several of the following are true ( and none 
of the above condiif~ns.dlt!re true'~· 
• 
• 
• 

• 

• 
• ICPERR_STAT 
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• DCPERR_STAT 
• MM_STAT 
• VA (read unlocks VA and MM_STAT) 
• SC_ADDR from register file 
• SC _STAT from register file 
• BC_TAG_ADDR from register file 
• EI_ADDR from register file 
• FILL_SYN from register file 
• EI_STAT from register file 
• LD_LOCK 

• unlock the following iprs: 
• ICPERR_STAT (write Ox1800) 

• 

• 

: ~~:~k ~~ !~etic errors '" i.,, I' 
• If arithmetic error found, ~g~\\\i~· ARITRfilllF routine (which builds stack frame and 

• ~~::;;~~~~~e~unlocklc~4l~ «.*¥ 
• Report the Processor Uncorf~-).~j]11'cHJ.il]j~t·cording to Operating System specific require-

• 
• 
• Use register d~'1de9§.,.S or :M.~ to ensure reads of EI_ADDR, FILL_SYN finish before sub-

: ~::I:~~:t~:~~~~~~~LE=R FLAG in the logout frame, skip 
frame b·~ng:::litlllb:::t.o scrub memory location routine. 

• Build~dll!&ge.~:~11~~~11.i~I~f 
• Wrif.:~1~UB'.' size off sets etc. 

·~~' 
4'::llltl\j1See~r codel'o be processor correctable error and write . 

.. /lfjjjjjjj~~:::.Wtjdjjjj~I_ADDR, FILL_SYN, EI_STAT (BC_TAG_ADDR is unpredictable, so don't save 
"::::::::~l\l\\]\\\1!~~i~l11111111~!;::: .. 

• Scruff;:\i:iim~mory location by using LDQ_USTQ_C to one of the quadwords in each octa
word of tH~tl3cache block whose address is reported in EI_ADDR. No need to scrub IO space 
addresses as these are non-cacheable. 
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• 
• 
• 
• 

• 

• 

6.5 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

6.6 

• 

.. "" ~<-" ACK the CRD Interrupt by wr1tmg a 0 to HWINT_CLR<crdc>ffe..a"-.EW' I 
S
lfeMt MCECSE<Sd<ppcc>e>is. set Oogging disabled), dismiss the interrupt. ·~.l.:l.=;,=l_il,:l:=l.,=l:=_l.:=:_;:.1:· .. _:.=;·=·l .. :l.:l·=:=.'.:l·=·~.::l.::1_::l.=l_f?' .;:;:tl~l~~~lllllllll~l~lf 
No need to unlock any registers because conditions that wdftttf~;~•111i11l&~ ;~uld also cause 
a MCHK VA will not be locked because DTB_MISS and F.ift~T.:::d.iflli?~~\l~s will not ever be 
interrupted. ·=:;ll1Illtljljljljll:::=·· iflll' 

Report the Processor Correctable MCHK according to Op~;:ti~gi!lll~I~~ specific require-

;~~~: Only read EI_STAT once in the CRD flow,~:ou KNOW there is a 
correctable error (ISR<crd> set). If an uncorrectable "881: .. W:~ie to'"occur just after a second 
read from EI_STAT were issued, then there cqp.ld be ·ifllljfi,iifbetween the unlocking of the 
register and the loading of the new error statqj~%otential~lilf:i~.ulting in the loss of the error 

~=~::NTERRUPT Flow %((/V/ 
Got here through interrupt routine 4.~_cause ISR<MQ~;tbit set . 

Read MCES ::;illlflllll!!!!l!l1lll~lllMtl::::::.,.. ,.::;ljl1l!lllll11if· 
If MCES<mchk> set, THEN H~11:;:Jrea·s~$.f:q{4ljfilt = dbl_mchk) (???need to unlock regs???) 

~:~1!C!~:~~~:me buildin~'~o n:!retry flag . 

Report the System U ncorrEf~§Ji1d\l~fHK.::ilAif:ording to Operating System specific require-

..::::=:::::::::' .Allllllllil!lif 

''V 
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6.7 Revision History 

Table 6-1: Revision History 

Who 

JHE 

JEM 

JHE 

JEM 

JEM 
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When 

1-March-1992 

13-Nov-1992 

19-Dec-1992 

6-May-1993 

2-Sep-1993 

ll I 
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Chapter 7 

DC Characteristics 

7 .1 Overview 

DECchip 21164-AA is capable of running in a CMOS!ITL environment or an ECL environment. 
The chips will be tested and characterized in a CMOS environment. The specifications below 
assume a CMOS/I'TL environment. Differences for an ECL environment are noted in Section 7 .2. 

7.1.1 Power Supply 

In CMOS mode the VSS pins are connected to O.OV, and the VDD pins are connected to 3.3V, +/-
5%. 

The VREF _H analog input should be connected to a l.4V +/-10% reference supply. 

7 .1.2 Input Clocks 

CLK_IN (_H,_L) is expected to be a differential signal generated from an ECL oscillator circuit, 
although non-ECL circuits may also be used. It may be AC coupled, with a nominal DC bias of 
VDD/2 set by a high-impedence (i.e. > lK) resistive network on chip. It need not be AC coupled 
if VDD is used as the VCC supply to the ECL oscillator. See the AC Characteristics chapter for 
more detail. 
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7 .1.3 Signal pins 

Input pins are ordinary CMOS inputs with standard 'ITL levels, see Table 7-1. Once power has 
been applied and VREF _H has met its hold time, the majority of input pins can be driven by 5.0V 
(nominal) signals without harming DECchip 21164-AA. There are some signals that are sampled 
before VREF _H is stable, and these signals can not be driven above the power supply. These 
signals are: 

• DC_OK_H 

• ECL_OUT_H 

• TRST_L 

• TDI_H 

• TDO_H 

• TMS_H 

• TCK_H 

Output pins are ordinary 3.3V CMOS outputs. Although output signals are rail-to-rail, timing is 
specified to standard 1TL levels, see Table 7-1. 

Bidirectional pins are ordinary 3.3V CMOS bidirectional. On input, they act like input pins. On 
output, they drive like output pins. 

Once power has been applied, input (except noted above) and bidirectional pins can be driven to 
a maximum DC voltage of 5.5V without harming DECchip 21164-AA (it is not necessary to use 
static RAMS with 3.3V outputs). 

Table 7-1: CMOS DC Characteristics 

Parameter Requirements 

Symbol Description Min Max Units 'lest Conditions 

TrI., Inputs/Outputs 

Vih High level input voltage 2.0 v 
Vil Low level input voltage 0.8 v 
Voh High level output voltage 2.4 v loh = -lOOuA 

Vol Low level output voltage 0.4 v lol = 3.2mA 

Power/Leakage 

Icin Clock input Leakage -50 50 uA -0.5<Vin<5.5V 

lil Input leakage current 10 10 uA O<Vin<Vdd V 

lol Output leak.age current (three- -10 -10 uA 
stat.e) 
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7.2 ECL 100K Mode · 

In ECL lOOK mode a combination of on-chip and off-chip circuits provide ECL lOOK compatible 
interfaces. 

7 .2.1 Power Supply 

In ECL lOOK mode the VDD pins are connected to O.OV, and the VSS pins are connected to -3.3V, 
+/- 5%. 

7 .2.2 Reference Supply 

In ECL lOOK mode the VREF _H input is connected to a reference supply at VDD-1.3V. The best 
way to generate the reference supply is to use the VBB output provided by several chips, such as 
the ECLinPS MClOOElll. 

7 .2.3 Inputs 

In ECL lOOK mode inputs appear to be ordinary ECL lOOK inputs, with the exception that they 
lack the pull down resistor that is normally present in ECL lOOK circuits. 

7 .2.4 Outputs 

In ECL lOOK mode external resistors create the correct ECL lOOK levels. The following stylized 
circuit is used. 

I I 
I +---+ I 

CPU 1------IRl 1-------------1 ECL lOOK 
I +---+ I I 
I SO ohms +-+ I 

!RI 

7 .2.5 Bidirectionals 

121 100 ohms 
+-+ 

I 
-+-

-2. 0V 

In ECL lOOK mode the bidirectional pins should be converted into unidirectional input and output 
busses as close to DECchip 21164-AA as possible. The DECchip 21164-AA chip bidirectional bus 
is buffered and driven onto the system output bus. The system input bus is driven onto DECchip 
21164-~s bidirectional bus using cut-off drivers controlled by the CPU's output enables. 

The same resistor network used on output pins is used on bidirectional pins. 
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7 .3 Power Dissipation 

Table 7-2 Shows the estimated power maximum consumption at 286Mhz. Power consumption 
scales linearly with frequency in the frequency range 225Mhx to 312Mhz. 

Table 7-2: DECchlp 21164-AA Estimated Power Dissipation @Vdd:3.45V 

Speed Min Typ Max Units 

286 Mhz TBD TBD 60 Watts 
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7 .4 Revision History · 

Table 7-3: · Revision History 

Who When Description of change 

Pete Bannon December 16, Include EV4 text 
1991 

JHE December 16, Updates 
1992 
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Chapter 8 "'--;} 

AC Characteristics I ~ 

8 1 0 . .::·:::·:·:::::·· .;·::.:.·:·;::;·;:.,::.·=:.·=:.=::.=::·=:.=:.·::··:,·.:.:.~:: . 

. This:::::::escribes the AC timing specifica~kj~P 21164-AA running in a CMOS 
or TTL environment. Timing parameters are given "t6i~rnS~Fnominal speed DECchip 21164-AA 
operating at an internal frequency of 294 MHz (3.4 ns) ..... =·=:::::r 

S.

2 Th:·::::~~o:C:::SC_CLK_~~ntemal frequency of the time base for 
DECchip 21164-AA. Input clock~iif! di~i~d-b:yf.\Wo on-chip to generate a 50% duty cycle clock 

i~~;:~;~i;~;:;;n~ c~~hlng schemes ~run DECchip 21164-AA syn-
1. DECchip 21164-AA ~ftlfgenE};-~:::;itW,111~~~rive out a System clock, SYS_CLK_OUTl_H,_L. It 

runs synchronous to·:tfjijj\•wiii~l cloc1f at a selected ratio of the internal clock frequency. 

2. DECchip 21164-A$;:~wiIT;~'-ll~a~~e to a REF_ CLK_IN_H supplied by the system. System 
clock REF _CLK-:+~l1Hs rP..Ilnin1~lll,ijlli selected ratio of DECchip 21164-Ms internal clock fre
quency. Refer~li!fcio.f?.:ilJ=s syp.~h.ronized to the internal clock by an on-chip Digital Phase 
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::·:np~~:~:~:S::LK_IN_H,_L pro~de the time-base for DEC~<tLC_OK_H 
is asserted. The terminations on these signals are designed to be CJ?:!iflh~1~.k~¥il~·:·:@~tem oscillators 

::ga~:t:: D::~~:;~~::~~La::::~:~:: is shown below: '-? 
r- -·--·-----·-·-·-·-i 
j I 

j Package Pin i 
I ! 
I ! i. __________ . ___________ 1 

Z0=300HMS 

TD=200 pS 

High Resistance 

r 
This is designed to apprq!i~,k~~:·::'.lllllhlHh::::t:~mination for the purpose of impedance matching 
for those systems (if an)f:i\l\~@ru.~q1~\lB.five.:'==tRiht clocks across long traces. Furthermore, the high 
impedance bias driver.alI8Wj.Wit~i.:l~:ck source of arbitrary DC bias to be AC coupled to DECchip 
21164-AA. The peak-dpeak "8:11\\l&de of the clock source must be between 0.6V and 3.0V as 
seen by DECchip 2ltli~A4.~::::~ith·~:~il;lj!i1~:;square-wave" or a sinusoidal source may be used. Note 

::::e::~11::sa:es~rs. 
Name 

8-2 AC Characteristics 

1.7 

17.0 

50 +/- 10 

0.6 

TBD 

Unit 

nS 

nS 

percent 

V (peak to peak) 
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8.3 Pin Characteristics 

8.4 Back-up Cache Loop Timing 

DECchip 21164-AA can be configured to support an op~ck-up Cache (Bcache). 
DECchip 21164-AA initiated private Bcache read or write (SWi.i\tiillliJhims) transactions are inde
pendent of the system clocking scheme. Bcache loopi1111~jming 1Hi1ii11i;):>e an integer multiple of the 
DECchip 21164-AA cycle time. Outgoing Bcache indei(i$id data pirt~lllite driven off the internal clock 
edge and the in-coming Bcache tag and data pins a:lfiH'-tc4tl1~~lbn t\M~··=::~~me internal clock edge. 

Table 8-2: Output Driver Characteristics ~ 
Spec 

Maximum Driver Delay 

Minimum Driver Delay 

DATA<127:0> 

DATA<127:0> 

INDEX<25:4> 

INDEX<25:4> 

DATA<127:0> 

DATA<127:0> 

Note: 

1. 

DIGITAL CONFIDENTIAL 

Name 

Tdd 

Tmdd 

Name 

Tdsu 

Tdh 

Tiod 

Tioh 

Tdod 

Tdoh 

Notes 

1 

1 
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Figure 8-2: BCache Timing 
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:~:~ms s:~~Cu~~ t::::_::~::l_H,L outputs of DECchip ~~~m clock 
will have the following timing. Note that all timing is with respecttillliKij:·tj.~~; .. ed~i.il=br the internal 
CPU CLK, this allows the setup and hold times to be specified ind-nden:t11lll\V~llelative capacitive 
loading of SYS_CLK_OUTl, ADDR, DATA and command pins. RE'fir!P.L.J.i!.JN_I(~@pst be tied to VDD for proper operation. ~...., 

Table 8-4: Systems Using SYS_CLK ::~llllllll~ll~lllllll1llllllll1l\ll@1H1:;:~::::::::::::::::.:w.·. 
Pin Spec 

SYS_CLK_OUTl output delay 

SYS_CLK_OUTl Min. output delay 

DATA_BUS_REQ, input setup 
DATA<127:0>, ADDR<39:4> 

DATA_BUS_REQ, input hold 
DATA<127:0>, ADDR<39:4> 

ADDR<39:4> 

ADDR<39:4> 

DATA<127 :0> 

DATA<127:0> 

Non-Turbo Mode 

ADDR_BUS_REQ 

ADDR_BUS_REQ 

CACK, DACK 

CACK, DACK 

Tu.rho Mode 

output delay 

output hold time 

output delay 

::::::1~1li11111i11:;::::::.. ··,·=:::::l:l1Hlj1~~1111r.~l.=.;.1~::·:11:=_~:J.:J.:_:~.~~.;;:~ 
Note: .:t111iillll!l?l;l:l:l:l:lllll~l1jj!!l!!!ii11l1l 

Value 

3.8nS 

-1.0nS 

3.4nS 

-1.0nS 

1.lnS 

OnS 

Tdsu 

Tdh 

Taod 

Taoh 

Tdod 

Tdoh 

Tabrsu 

Tabrh 

Tntacksu 

Tntackh 

Ttacksu 

Ttackh 

Notes 

1 

1,2 

1,2 

3 

3 

1. Alie 0.4riSlll:accounts for on chip driver mismatch and clock skew. 
2. ·=::::l~iljl~Ullllite transactions initiated by DECchip 21164-AA, data is driven 1 CPU cycle later. 

3. In 1\iil111IJ\i.d.e, control pins are piped on-chip for one SYS_CLOCK_OUTl before usage. 
····::;:::;;~~~;~::--
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Figure 8-3: SYS_CLK System Timing il11 
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:~:~ms R:~::e;e:r~~O~h::r own system clock expect the DECch~~ronize its 
SYS_CLK_OUTl_H,L outputs to their system clock. The DECchiJ.d~l!Hiif4-A&:::M.sel111l~fDigital Phase 
Locked Loop (DPLL) to synchronize its SYS_CLK_OUTl pins to thAlll~stetnll-ll~plied to the REF_ 
CLK_IN pin. The DPLL scheme requires the internal CPU CLK ti111b.Ml:::f.Jl£tly.'.flter than the clock 
applied to the REF _CLK_IN pin. Phase locking is accomplished by=!-i:flffg th~:Ji~emal CPU CLK to 
stall for one phase whenever the rising edge of REF _CLK_IN is detected t.flll.i.V~ .. occured just before 
the ?s~ng ~dge o~the in~emal CPU CLK t~~t causes a risi11~~j-~;iP:f:::.§;;~;,~tk_OUTl_H. Note that 
all timmg is specified with respect to the rismg edge of REl.fa:WV,'.m.1l.R*-1i1M1llllllllllllllfl? 

Table 8-5: Systems Using REF _CLK &.. -v-
Pin Spec 

DATA_BUS_REQ, input setup 
DATA<127:0>, ADDR<39:4> 

DATA_BUS_REQ, input hold 
DATA<127:0>, ADDR<39:4> 

ADDR<39:4> 

ADDR<39:4> 

output delay 

output hold time 

DATA<127:0> 

DATA<127:0> 

CACK, DACK 

CACK, DACK 

.I 

Value 

1.lnS 

0.5 x Tcycle 

Name 

Tdsu 

Tsdadh 

Traod 
Traoh 

Trdod 
Trdoh 

Tntrabrsu 

Tntrabrh 

Tntracksu 

Tntrackh 

Ttracksu 

Ttrackh 

Notes 

1 

1,2 

2 

3 

3 

Notes:~' 
1. Ji~ .. 0.9fi$.m1ccounts for on chip skews which include - 0.4nS for driver mismatch and clock 

.i1il.,w.; ~dl~l:Phase detector skews due to circuit mismatch (0.2nS) and delay in REF _CLK_IN 
····attijlji¥.ildi.~ package (0.3nS). 

2. Fo~··::~iill~-ftt:~;transactions initiated by DECchip 21164-AA, data is driven 1 CPU cycle later. 
3. In Turbo·Mgde, control pins are piped on-chip for one SYS_CLOCK_OUTl before usage. 
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The operation of the Digital Phase Locked Loop (DPLL) is sho~.,8~en the 
internal CPU CLK rising edge is coincident with the rising edge of R~$.@l&.":-Ufiiili\s shown at 
A in Figure 8-4, the DPPL will cause the internal CPU CLK t9.::::;~t.1~.tch··rai~Hli.=iUPhase (1 cycle 
of OSC CLK IN) as shown at B. This stretch will cause REF o.fikJ1l11iN t.G:::leacf=efi~ .. internal CPU 
CLK by-one phase (shown at C), however the CPU CLK is alw~f:l11~~ligl)jjl[fd~lir than the external 
REF_ CLK_IN and will over time gain on REF_ CLK_IN as shq8h ... ~t~1Qt'Evefi.\lially the gain will 
equal one phase and a new stretch phase will follow. ':::111lilfiijfr==·· .. illjjijjiF 

Although systems which supply a REF _CLK_IN do not ~~ .... ~YS~~Ll~flf=,1i, a relationship be
tween the two signals exists since the DECchip 21164$#.ll1l8:f.t§N§~Q.~K_OUT1 internally to 
determine timing during system transactions just as in··:tl!iil~YS!\1P.H1~1ijhsed systems. 

Figure 8--4: REF _CLK System Timing .Ill ~-
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.::ll~1j1ii!l!i11j1lf ;::llll1l1i1ll1l1?· J11~1::::::==:r 
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8.4.3 Timing - Other Pins 

Table 8-6: Asynchronous Input Pins 

REF_CLK_IN_H SYS_RESET_L 

CLK_MODE_H 

SYS_MCH_CHK_IRQ_H 

DC_OK_H 

P\VR_FAIL_IRQ_H 

Table 8-7: Timing for SYS_CLK Ratio Programming ~ 
Spec 

IRQ_H hold time 

from deassertion of SYS_RESET_L 

Table 8-8: Other Pin List 

~,:;~;iy FILL_H i#'~_ID_H 
FILL_ERROR_H FILL_~~~E~:lf'1" .ith: ··sYSTEM_LOCK_FLAG_H 

IDLE_BC_H 
TMS_H ····:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·. 

SROM_PRESENT_L 

Output Only 

VICTIM_PENDING_H 

SCACHE SET H .::::::::::::::" TAG RJal:::::QE H 

SROM_OE_L 

TAG_DIRTY_H 

DIGITAL CONFIDENTIAL 

TRST_L 

INT4_VALID_H 

TAG_RAM_ WE_H 

TDO_H 

CPU_CLK_OUT_H 

DATA_CHECK_H 

TAG_VALID_H 

TAG_CTL_PAR_H 
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Table 8-9: Other Pin Input Timing (SYS_CLK or REF _CLK basedu 1· 
Spec 

input setup 

input hold 

Value 

1.lnS 

OnS 

Table 8-10: Other Pin List - Output Pin Groupings 

Group A 

CPU_CLK_OUT_H 

SROM_OE_L 

GroupB 

ADDR_CMD_PAR_H 

SCACHE_SET_H 

Group C 

DATA_CHECK_H 

GroupD 

DATA_RAM_OE_H 

TAG_DATA_H 

TAG_RAM_OE_H 

TAG_VALID_H 

SYS_CLK_OUT2 

TDO_H 

ADDR_RES_H 

INT4_ VALID_H 

: 
... 

:: 

..... 

:: .. ····::.= .... :· ...... =~ ..... :r ... ···:~ .... :~., .. :~ .. :: ..... :r .... :~=:···:l:: ... :~_:=·.:li:=.~.~:.:··.~:.:~~.:J:.:~ .. = .. ;·::::·=;·=:·.==.:~_:;.:~.:;.:,.: .. :·.=:··.:·.::=:·;.=:···t1i1i1ll~1~1j1j1~1~1~k::. · ··=:=::;::~~r 
.. ;:lljlf;::::·:·:·::::;~111111111111~ 

Table 8--11: Group Outpu~~~based systems 
Spec 

Group A 

output delay 

output hold time 

GroupB 

8-10 AC Characteristics 

·4~·:·:::· 

Value 

Tdd 
Tmdd 

Taod 
Taoh 

Tdod 
Tdoh 

Tdod 
Tdoh 
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Table 8-12: Group Output Timing - REF _CLK based systems 

Spec 

Group A 

output delay 

output hold time 

GroupB 

output delay 

output hold time 

Group C 

output delay 

output hold time 

Group D (non-BCache transaction) 

output delay 

output hold time 

Value 

Tdd 

Tmdd 

Group D (during BCache transaction) 

t t d 1 iillll'._ll'._ll.~~'._ll:.t.t.t.:;:_:~.:: .. ~: .. ·:·.:·.... Td d ·::f lhl::· ::t::t h:I: time Ab ·..;I' 
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8.5 Clock Test Modes 

~;~st~;e~;~~;;:~~~~ :O~: ~r~::;0~~~~!~~ OSC_~ is divided by 2. 

8

•

5

·1: 0~~::o~=r~:~:aximum frequency required to ~e tester, a divide by 1 
mode has been designed into the clock generator .. :dftuitry. "Wfi.l\i;::~he CLK_MODE_H<O> pin is 
asserted and CLK_MODE_H<l> is not assertecl:f~ii.Ji~ cl •. freqd'-Ji·cy applied to the input clock 
pins OSC_CLK_IN_H,_L bypasses the clock dil.iltr a43Hs s•:·io the Chip Clock driver. This 
allows the chip internal circuitry to be tested diiilill::s:l~d widrii' V2 frequency (294 MHz) OSC 
CLK_IN. -~ -

8.5.3 Module Test Mode ,.,,_ I 
When the CLK_MODE_H<ll> pin i~~CLK_MODE_H<l> is asserted, the clock 
frequency applied to the input clo~i!ipins :::~C_C:Lltf'.IN_H,_L is divided by 4 and is sent to the 
Chip Clock driver. The Digital ~l~e ~~lfjid L~jp (DPLL) continues to keep the on chip SYS_ 
CLK_OUTl locked to REF _CLKJ!ifillm.tt\,. th~4i,~hnal limits if a REF _CLK_IN signal is applied 
(ie. OnS to 1 OSC_CLK_IN cycle afamatti;;;;..Qs.f{_IN). 

8.5.4 Clock Test Rese~ 
When both the CLK_~QDE:'.:HliQ~mfP:J.n and the CLK_MODE_H<l> pin are asserted, The SYS_ 
CLK generator circuj~l~i~· f01;~ed Uf .. it to a known state. This allows the tester to synchronize :::::=fu::V I~ 
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8.6 Test Configuration 
il~11lllilllllf , 

as shown below. All input timing is specified with respect to tQj1jjjJf.oss~D.lilllif1llD~mdard TTL input 
levels of 0.8V and 2.0V, output timing is to the nominal CMOS s~p .. P.tii.£ .. ofWjD/2. 

Figure 8--5: Test Configuration ~J 
::~~~~;:~:~::::::::::::::~:·:·~···· .. 

r-·---------. -·---·-. -· ---·1 
v .d~1llllllli1!}=· /~~:~:::::· 

i 

i Package Pin 

I 

!-----·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·---! 
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8.7 Revision History 

Table 8-14: Revision History 

Who 

Andy Olesin 

Andy Olesin 

Andy Olesin 

Anil Jain 

8-14 AC Characteristics 

When 

Oct. 18, 1993 

July 27, 1993 

May27, 1993 

April 05, 1993 

.·:·:·:·:·.·:·.·:· 

change output spec for "other R~~1i1~i~t 

::::r~~~ 
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1.i;.~:l.!_:'' .. : .. :il:.:·~i_ .. :.:1:·_, .. : .. i: ... :' ... :i.

1

_.·::!,····:· ..... :!·i····::.

1

· .... : .... :; .. 

1 

... ::~ •... ··:· .... :j.·:.: .. :~ •... ··:.··:::: ... ··:': .... : ..... :~: .. ::: .. :::: ... ::_:l_.:;: ... :: ... :~: .. : .. :!.:::.:.':.:;·~ 
Chapter 9 7 
Pin out ~ 

901 Th::~::: ::::~:~:~~~~o::::v:::(l.<. 289 of these pins are used for 
signals, the remaining pins are used for power and gi6tift:$.JLooking down at the top of the chip 
the crude pinout of DECchip 21164-AA will look like thj.s":·:::::{" 

Figure 9-1: DECchip 21164-AA Pinout~·-~··' 

DATA<63:0> 
CHECK<7:0> 

+---J~~~i~~::~:=~_J,l,,i'w 

9.2 DECchi~~ins 
The follow!fi1l~tabl~1l1iilll$1l1J.i~~mi~f the signal pins on the DECchip 21164-AA chip. In the table, all 
the pins Uiiid::::a.~i~~Dn arir::6utput only, those listed as "I" are input only, and those listed as "B'' 
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Table 9-1: Clock Pins 

Signal Name 

OSC_CLK_IN_H,L 

CPU_CLICOUT_H 

SYS_CLK_OUTl_H,L 

SYS_CLK_OUT2_H,L 

REF _CLK_IN_H 

CLK_MODE_H<l:O> 

SYS_RESET_L 

Section Total 

Type 

I 

0 

0 

0 

I 

11 

Function 

CPU clock input 

CPU clock output 

System clock output 

System clock output 

.;:{lllllllll~~w 
1This input may be driven asynchronously; an internal synch~Mq~ll~l~~~~"fill~ented. 

9-2 Pinout 

11 
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Table 9-2: System Interface Pins 

Signal Name 

ADDR_H<39:4> 

CMD_H<3:0> 

ADDR_CMD_PAR_H 

VICTIM_PENDING_H 

ADDR_BUS_REQ_H 

CACK_H 

CFAIL_H 

FILL_ERROR_H 

ADDR_RES_H<l:O> 

INT4_ VALID_H<3:0> 

SCACHE_SET_H<l:O> 

FILL_H 

FILL_ID_H 

DACK_H 

FILL_NOCHECK_H 

SYSTEM_LOCK_FLAG_H 

IDLE_BC_H 

DATA_BUS_REQ_H 

Section Total 

Type 

B 

B 

B 

0 

I 

I 

I 

I 

0 

0 

0 

I 

I 

I 

Function 

Address bus 
~ ··:·::::;:~~~;;:: 

DECchip 21164-AA commaiii.Ull:::: .. Am.,st be deasserted 

taken .. :lb::: ·:::::jjt~~lll!l1!1!1!!!1!!!;::· 
WRITE BLOCKi~0CK commarr!l::ffi.tlst be deasserted 

~~~o~;; be deasserted 
unspecified 

unspecified 

must be deasserted 

should be deasserted 

must be deasserted 

should be deasserted 

should be deasserted 

must be deasserted 

36 

4 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

4 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

61 

1 Driven or trist~~~~ll•~g·~::llliDii_BUS_REQ_H at most recent Sysclock edge. If driven, the value is unspecified. 
2Driven or tri~·-a· de~il1~::APDR_BUS_REQ_H at most recent Sysclock edge. If driven, the command is NOP . 

.:::::;:::~:::f. .:::~:~:~:;:::::::·!·~·:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::· 
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Table 9-3: Bcache Pins 

Signal Name 

INDEX_H<25:4> 

DATA_H<l27:0> 

DATA_CHECK_H<15:0> 

TAG_DATA_H<38:20> 

TAG_DATA_PAR_H 

TAG_ VALID_H 

TAG_SHARED_H 

TAG_DIRTY_H 

TAG_CTL_PAR_H 

TAG_RAM_OE_H 

TAG_RAM_ WE_H 

DATA_RAM_OE_H 

DATA_RAM_WE_H 

Section Total 

9-4 Pinout 

Type 

0 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Function 

Bcache index 

Tag shared 

Tag dirty 

Dat~~JV,\M output en~!~ .. as-

,;,~-

de asserted 

asserted 

de asserted 

I 
128 

16 

19 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

194 
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Table 9-4: Interrupt and Misc. Pins ll 
Signal Name 

IRQ_H<3:0> 

SYS_MCH_CHK_IRQ_H 

PWR_FAlL_IRQ_H 

MCH_HLT_IRQ_H 

PORT_MODE_H<l:O> 

TDl_H 

TDO_H 

TMS_H 

TCK_H 

TRST_L 

TEST _STATUS_H<l:O> 

SROM_PRESENT_L 

SROM_OE_L 

SROM_CLK_H 

SROM_DAT_H 

DC_OK_H 

PERF_MON_H 

TEMP_SENSE 

Section Total 

DIGITAL CONFIDENTIAL 

Type 

11 

11 

11 

11 

11 

l 

0 

l 

I 

I 

;:~m:~:~hera mrer-G!J~~~, : 
Power failure interrupt :........ Syscloc:ll~l~l~y input2 1 

should be asserted3 

Test status/handshake· 'f6i:llj$T deasserted 
· .. ::::::: 0 

~ :~ 
l .#~:~:Serial..:i.Q.M dataJRt· data 

;,,,."fq::r input 
deasserted4 

deasserted4 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

23 
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9.3 Revision History 

Table 9-5: Revision History 

Who When 

Pete Bannon 3/22/92 

Pete Bannon 4/22/92 

Pete Bannon 10/22/92 

JHE 4-DEC-1992 

JHE 25-0CT-1993 
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Chapter 10 

The Package 

TBS 

This chapter is To Be Supplied. 

10.1 Revision History 

Table 10-1: Revision History 

Who When Description of change 
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Chapter 11 

Test Interface and Testability Features 

11.1 Introduction 

The DECchip 21164-AA CPU chip's testability features address broad issues of providing cost
effective and thorough testing of DECchip 21164-AA through its life cycle. Some specific goals 
supported by DECchip 21164-AA testability features include: 

• Chip debug. 
• Efficient and thorough testing of embedded RAM arrays. 
• Built-in Self Repair (BiSr) of instruction cache (ICache) and support for reduced probe test 

for efficient and low cost wafer probe testing. 
• High fault coverage chip manufacturing test. 
• Effective bum-in test. 
• Module assembly verification test via IEEE 1149.1 architecture. 
• Automatic power-on Built-in Self-test (BiSt) of the I Cache. 
• Limited support for concurrent fault detection in fault tolerant system that employ duplicate 

DECchip 21164-AAs. 

The testability features included on DECchip 21164-AA include ICache self-test and self-repair, 
internal Linear Feedback Shift Registers (LFSRs) and scan observability registers, support for 
reduced probe count wafer probe test, IEEE 1149.1 test access port and boundary scan register, 
and several other test features. DECchip 21164-AA also includes a comprehensive test interface 
port that permits efficient access to the chip's testability and diagnosability features during debug 
and manufacturing testing phases. 

11.2 Test Port 

Test Interface Port on DECchip 21164-AA consists of 13 dedicated pins that support three port in
terface modes: 1) Normal mode, 2) Manufacturing test mode, and 3) Debug test mode. Table 11-1 
summarizes the test port pins and their functions in the three modes. 
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Table 11-1: DECchlp 21164-AA Test Port Pins and Pon Modes 

Normal Function Manufacturing Debug 

Pin Name Typ Signal Typ Signal Typ Signal Typ 

PORT_MODE_H<l> I LOW I LOW I HIGH I 

PORT_MODE_H<O:> B LOW I HIGH I dbg_data_h< 8> 0 

SROM_PRESENT_L B srom_present_l I test control I dbg_data_h< 7> 0 

SROM_DATA_H I srom_data_h/Rx I srom_data....h I srom_data_h/Rx I 

SROM_CLK_H 0 srom_clk_hlfx 0 obs_data....h< 8> 0 SlOJILClk_hlfx 0 

SROM_OE_L 0 srom_oeJ 0 obs_data....h< 7> 0 BMJILoe_l 0 

TDl_H B tdi..h I obs_data....h< 6> 0 dbg_data_h< 6> 0 

TDO_H 0 tdo....h 0 obs_data....h< 5> 0 dbg_data_h< 5> 0 

TMS_H B tms....h I obs_data....h< 4> 0 dbg_data_h< 4> 0 

TCK_H B tck_h I obs_data....h< 3> 0 dbg_data_h< 3> 0 

TRST_L B trst_l I obs_data_h< 2> 0 dbg_data_h< 2> 0 

TEST_STATUS_H«>> 0 test status 0 test status / obs_ 0 dbg_data_h< 1> 0 
data_h< 1> 

TEST_STATUS_H<l> 0 test status 0 test status / obs_ 0 dbg_data....h< O> 0 
data._h< O> 

11.2.1 Normal Test Interface Mode 

The test port is in normal test interface mode when the PORT_MODE_H<l:O> are tied to 00. 
This is the default mode. In this mode the test port supports a serial ROM interface, a serial 
diagnostic terminal interface, and an IEEE 1149.1 test access port. 

11.2.1.1 SROM Pon 

SROM_PRESENT_L, SROM_DATA_H, SROM_OE_L, SROM_CLK_H constitute the SROM in
terface. 

If serial ROMs (such as an AMD Am1736) are present in the system, the pin SROM_PRESENT_ 
L may be pulled down on the board. DECchip 21164-AA samples this pin during the system 
reset. If the pin is pulled down during the system reset, then the DECchip 21164-.ANs reset 
sequence automatically loads its !Cache from serial ROMs before executing its first instruction. 
If SROM_PRESENT_L is pulled-up during system reset, the SROM load is disabled. In this case 
the !Cache valid bits are cleared by the reset sequence, causing the first instruction fetch to miss 
the !Cache and seek the instructions from the off chip memory. 

During SROM load: 

• SROM_OE_L signal supplies the output enable to the serial ROM, serving both as an output 
enable and as a reset (refer to the serial ROM specifications for details). 
DECchip 21164-AA asserts this signal low for the duration of !Cache load from serial ROM. 
Once the load is complete, the signal is deasserted. 
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• SROM_CLK_H output signal supplies the clock to the ROM that causes it to advance to the 
next bit. The cycle time of this clock is 128 times the cpu clock rate. 

• SROM_DATA_H pin reads the serial ROM data. 

The serial ROMs can contain enough ~PHA code to complete the configuration of the external 
interface (e.g. setting the timing on the external cache RAMs, and diagnose the path between 
the CPU chip and the real ROM). 

DECchip 21164-AA is in PALmode following the deassertion of system reset and the conclusion 
of !Cache self-test - this gives the code loaded into the !Cache access to all of the visible state 
within the chip. 

See Section 11.4 for the details of the !Cache fill operation from SRO Ms. 

11.2.1.2 Serial Tennlnal Port 

Once the data in the serial ROM has been loaded into the ICache, the three SROM Port pins 
turn into a simple parallel 110 pins that can be used to drive a diagnostic terminal such a RS422. 

When the serial ROM is not being read, the SROM_OE_L output signal is false. The serial 
diagnostic terminal port is enabled if this pin is wired to the active high enable of an RS422 
(or 26LS32) receiver driving onto SROM_DATA_H and to the active high enable of an RS422 (or 
26LS31) driver driven from srom_clk_h pin. The CPU allows SROM_DATA_H to be read and 
SROM_CLK_H to be written by PALcode. This supports a bit-banged serial interface. 

IPRs associated with this interface are described in the chapter on PAL Code and IPRs. 

11.2.1.3 IEEE 1149.1 Test Access Pon 

TDI_H, TDO_H, TCK_H, TMS_H and TRST_L make up the IEEE 1149.1 test access port. This 
port accesses DECchip 21164-AA chip's boundary scan register and chip tri-state functions for 
board level manufacturing test. The port also allows access to the die identification code. The 
port is compliant with all requirements oflEEE 1149.1 test access port. See IEEE Std. 1149.1 
"A Test Access Port and Boundary Scan Architecture" for the full description of the specification. 

Figure 11-1 shows the user-visible features from this port. 

TAP Controller 

The TAP Controller contains a state machine. It interprets IEEE 1149.1 protocols received on 
TMS_H signal and generates appropriate clocks and control signals for the testability features 
under its jurisdiction. 

Bypass Register 

The Bypass Register is a 1-bit shift register. It provides a short single-bit scan path through the 
port (chip). 
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Figure 11-1: IEEE 1149.1 Test Access Pon 
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The Instruction Register (IR) is 3-bits wide. It supports EXTEST, SAMPLE, BYPASS, HIGHZ and DIE_ID 
instructions. Table 11-2 summarizes the instructions and their functions. 

During the capture operation, the shift register stage of IR is loaded with '001'. This automatic 
load feature is useful for testing the integrity of the IEEE 1149.1 scan chain on module. 
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Table 11-2: Instruction Register 

m<2:0> Name Scan Register Selected Remarks 

111 BYPASS Bypass Register Default. 

110 HIGHZ Bypass Register Tristates all YO and output pins 

101 BYPASS Bypass Register Duplicate BYPASS 

100 HIGHZ Bypass Register Duplicate HIGHZ 

011 DIE_ID Die ID Register 

010 SAMPLE Boundary Scan 

001 DIE_ ID Die ID Register Duplicate DIE_ID 

000 EXTEST Boundary Scan Register BSR drives chip YO and output pins 

Note that the SAMPLE, BYPASS and DIE_ID instructions are non-intrusive. That is, they could 
be operated while chip is doing its normal functions. EXTEST and HIGHZ instructions force 
chip's internal logic to a reset state. 

Die-ID Register 

Die-ID Register is 32-bit scan register. It shifts out fuse-programmed die information. The format 
and content of the information to be programmed will be determined by the manufacturing. 

Boundary Scan Register 

Boundary Scan Register on DECchip 21164-AA is approx. 286 TBD bits long. It supports 
SAMPLE and EXTEST instructions. See Section 11.9 for the organization of this register. 

Effects of EXTEST and HIGHZ Instruction 

The effect of EXTEST or HIGHZ instruction on DECchip 21164-AA chip is as follows 

• EXTEST instruction allows the boundary scan register to have complete control over the 
output and bidirectional pins. HIGHZ instruction forces all output and bidirection pins to a 
high impedance state. 

• The effect on clock input and output pins is TBD. 
• The internal chip logic is forced to a reset state. This prevent the cpu from reacting to 

irrelevant test data that may appear at the chip's inputs. 

11.2.1.4 Test Status Pins 

Two test status pins TEST_STATUS_H< 1:0> pins are used for extracting of test status information 
from the chip. System reset drives both test status pins low. 

• During ICache BiSt 
TEST_STATUS_H<<O> is asserted high to indicates that the !Cache BiSt has failed. TEST_ 
STATUS_H<l> is asserted high to indicate presence of more than two failing rows. 
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The start of !Cache BiSt forces TEST_STATUS_H<O> pin to go high. If the !Cache BiSt 
passes, TEST_STATUS_H<O> is deasserted, otherwise it remains asserted. TEST_STATUS_ 
H<l> is asserted as high as soon as third bad !Cache row is detected. This nay be used to 
detect unrepairable ICache early, thus reducing average test time. System users may ignore 
this pin. 

• During On-Line LFSR mode 
When the internal LFSRs are turned on in on-line mode (ON_OBL_l command described 
later), the TEST_STATUS_H<O> outputs the quotient generated by the observability LFSRs. 
A new quotient bit is observed with every system clock rising edge. This feature is useful to 
people implementing fault tolerant systems. Also, the feature can be exploited for the bum-in 
and life test for monitoring failures. See Section 11.6.2 for more details. 

• IPR Read/writes to Test Status Pins 
PALcode can write to TEST_STATUS_H<l> and can read the TEST_STATUS_H<O> via hard
ware IPR access. See Chapter 3. 

The default operation for TEST_STATUS_H<O> pin is to output the BiSt result. The default 
operation for TEST_STATUS_H<l> pin is to output the IPR written value. 

11.2.2 Manufacturing Test Interface Mode 

The DECchip 21164-AA test port is in Manufacturing Test Interface Mode when PORT_MODE_ 
H<l:O> are tied to 01 (binary). This mode allows control of ICache test features, internal LFSR 
and Scan Observability Registers, and efficient byte-serial read-out of observability features, 
including !Cache bit map. Figure 11-2 shows the user-visible features during manufacturing 
test interface mode. 

The SROM_PRESENT_L pin is used for test control. Asserting a high on this pin initiates a 
test operation state. In this state, DECchip 21164-AA chip automatically loads the 8-bit Test 
Command Register and executes all required test actions, including any additional shift opera
tions. Input test data is serially fed at the SROM_DATA_H pin. Test results from chip are shifted 
out byte-serially (9 bits at a time) on the test pins. 

The SROM_PRESENT_L pin may be returned to low once test shift operation has been initiated. 
A new test command may be loaded by once again asserting a high on SROM_PRESENT_L pin 
after all actions of the previous command have been completed. 

When the manufacturing test interface mode is activated, all inputs to the IEEE 1149.1 port are 
driven with their default values. 

Test Command Register (TCR) 

Test Command· Register is 8 bits wide. Table 11-3 summarizes the test commands and their 
actions. 
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Figure 11-2: Manufa~urlng Test Interface Mode 
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Table 11-3: Test Command Register 

TCR< 7:0> 

00 000 xx:x 

00 001 oox 

00 001 OlX 

00 001 lOX 

00 001 UX 

00 100 xx:x 

00 101 xx:x 

00 110 xx:x 
00 010 xx:x 

00 011 xx:x 
00 111 xx:x 

01 SS dddd 

10 XO OXXX 

10 XO lOXX 

10 XO ll:XX 
10 XI OXXX 

10 Xl lXXX 

11 :xxxxxx 
11111111 

Command 
Mnemonic 

RD_ICache 

WR_IC_FO 

WR_IC_Fl 

WR_IC_SO 

WR_IC_Sl 

LD_BKG 

SC_FRCAM 

SC_BIST 

RU_BIST 

RU_RETENT 

IC_NOP 

SC_src_delay 

OFF_OBL 

ON_OBL_O 

ON_OBL_l 

OFF_CBL 

ON_CBL 

PRT_NOP 

Action 

Reads out !Cache contents on test port. Useful for debug/bit mapping 
etc. 

Writes ICache serially. Data shifts at system clock rate. Internal 
chip reset extended. Used for subsequent read out for !Cache test 
purposes. 

Writes ICache serially. Data shifts at system clock rate. Internal 
chip reset NOT extended. Used for speedier !Cache fill during man
ufacturing. 

Writes !Cache serially. Data shifts at slow rate. (cycle time= cpu 
clock cycle* 128) rate. Internal chip reset extended. 

Writes !Cache serially. Data shifts at slow rate. (cycle time= cpu 
clock cycle * 128) rate. Internal chip reset not extended. This in
struction is forced by CPU during power-on/reset sequence to auto
matically load from BROM. 

Loads !Cache fill Scan path with background pattern. This instruc
tion is forced by the BiSt logic. 

Scans out Failing Row CAM on test port. This instruction is forced 
by the BiSt logic. 

Scans out portions of BiSt logic for testing the BiSt logic. 

Runs !Cache BiSt. This instruction is forced by the power-on/reset 
sequence. 

Runs !Cache Retention BiSt. 

No ICache action. However, forces internal chip reset. 

Scans out selected register. src = OX selects LFSR scan path. src = 
IX selects internal scan register. delay selects cycle (0 to 15) to be 
captured for observation. The command performs the capture-scan 
out sequence continuously, until another test command is loaded. 

Turns off Observability LFSR data compression mode. 

Turns On the Observability LFSR data compression in off-line mode. 

Turns On the Observability LFSR data compression in On-line mode. 

Turns Off (if previously turned on) the intrusive controllability fea-
tures, LFSR pattern generators, etc on the chip. 

Turns On the intrusive controllability features (such as LFSR pattern 
generators) on the chip. 

Reserved. 

No test port actions. 
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Notes: 

1. The internal chip logic is forced to reset during all !Cache test commands. 
2. The cycle time for shifting data during SROM load is 128 * cpu clock cycle. Assuming the 

fastest DECchip 21164-AA cycle time of 3ns, this translates to the fastest shift rate of 384ns .. 
3. The scan and LFSR observability registers can be operated and read out without interfering 

with normal system operation. 

IC8che Fiii Scan Register 

This is a 200-bit long scan register used for filling the !Cache serially from SROMS or tester. See 
section Section 11.4 for the details of the serial fill operation. 

IC8che Read Scan Register 

This is 100-bit long read scan register path used for dumping the !Cache contents. See section 
Section 11.4 for the details of the serial read operation. 

Observablllty LFSRs 

This is TBD-bit register used for enhancing fault coverage of manufacturing test. See section 
Section 11.6 for details. 

Observablllty Scan Registers 

This is TBD-bit register used primarily for chip debug. See section Section 11. 7 for details. 

Controllablllty Features 

Test Port also has the provision for supporting internal controllability features. If these features 
are provided, they are turned on and off via the ON_CBL and OFF _CBL test commands. 

FRCAM Scan Register 

This scan register is 13-bit long. It consists of 12 bits of failing row CAM and unrepairable_ic 
flag. See Section 11.3 for more details. 

Pon Observablllty Register 

This is 9-bit serial-in Parallel-out observability register. The parallel outputs of the register 
update the corresponding test port pins every system clock cycle. This allows tester to observe 
9-bits of scan data simultaneously. This reduces the vector depth requirement on chip tester's 
failure capture memory (DFM) by a factor of eight. 

The internal observability LFSRs and the Internal Scan Registers shift at the chip's internal 
clock rate. The scan paths in ICache test logic shift at the system clock rate. 

11.2.3 Debug Test Interface Mode 

DECchip 21164-AA test port is in Debug Test Interface Mode when PORT_MODE_H< 1> is tied 
to 1. Debug Test Interface Mode allows the critical chip nodes to be monitored in parallel. 

Signals to be observed on parallel port are selected by TBD IPR bits. (See chapter on PALCode 
and IPRs for the details.) 
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Restrictions of parallel debug test pon 

1. When parallel debug port is activated, all inputs corresponding to the normal test input pins 
are fed with their default values. 

2. The PORT_MODE_H<l> pin allows to switch back and forth between the normal test port 
and the parallel debug port. 

3. Parallel debug port is designed to support chip/system debugging in prototype sys
tem environments only. Some small logic may be required to ensure that there is no 
interference with other chips connected to the test port. 

11.2.4 Activating Debug/Manufacturing Port Modes in a System 

Both Debug and Manufacturing port modes can be activated in a system by incorporating a few 
jumpers, and if necessary, some support logic. Jumpers are required as some of the test pins 
are shared for outputing the debug/observability information from the chip. Jumpers prevent 
observability data from interfering with the operation of the other chips connected to the shared 
test pins. Support logic is required only if system wants to load test commands automatically 
through the manufacturing test port mode, for example, to turn on/off the observability LFSRs 
in on-line mode. 

Figure 11-3 shows a typical module and the places where jumpers may be necessary to activate 
the debug and manufacturing test port modes. 

11.3 ICache BiSt 

The DECchip 21164-AA ICache is tested by Built-in Self-test that implements a full march algo
rithm. The self test logic covers all three (Data, BHT, and TAG) ICache arrays. 

I Cache BiSt is invoked automatically upon deassertion of system reset if the BiSt is not bypassed. 
BiSt is bypassed if the PORT_MODE_H<l> pin is asserted high during system reset. 

BiSt Bypass feature allows ICache BiSt as well as the Built-in Self Repair to be bypassed during 
debug and in between pattern runs on testers, if so desired. 

BiSt runs for TBD cycles. 

The Go/NoGo result of BiSt is made available on TEST_STATUS_H<O> pin. TEST_STATUS_ 
H<O> is forced low by the system reset and high with the start of the BiSt. If at the end of 
BiSt, any of the ICache rows are bad, the pin remains asserted high, otherwise it is deasserted. 
Software can read this status through an IPR. If ICache fails in more than two rows, TEST_ 
STATUS_H<l> is asserted high. This pin is cleared by the the system reset. 
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Figure 11-3: Tes Pon Connections on Module 
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Built-In Self-Repair 

When the BiSt is invoked on wafers that have not gone through the fuse repair process, the 
!Cache BiSt sequence automatically performs the following steps. 

• Perform the BiSt. Store up to two the failing row addresses in the failing row CAMs. 
• Self repair the !Cache data array. 
• Repeat BiSt. 
• Dump the content of the failing row CAMs on the test port. 

The repair information shifted out consists of the following bits. 
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Table 11-4: FRCAM Scan Register Organization 

Field Name Extent 

unrepairable_ic_ftag 0 High = unrepairable cache 

CAM_O Valid Flag 1 High = 1st repair address valid 

CAM_O Reg 2:6 1st repairable row-pair address 

CAM_l Valid Flag 7 High = 2nd repair address valid 

CAM_l Reg 8:12 2nd repairable row pair address 

Notes: 

• The automatic BiSt and BiSR run identically under the normal and the manufacturing test 
interface modes. 

• Built-in self-repair feature is available only prior to laser repair process. BiSt logic uses a 
fuse programmed internal signal to determine whether the BiSR is required. 

11.4 ICache Serial Write and Read Operations 

Serial Write Operation 

The ICache can be written serially from the SROM or for testing purposes from the SROM 
port pins. On DECchip 21164-AA, all ICache bits, including each block's tag, ASN, ASM, valid 
and branch history bits can be loaded serially. Once the serial load has been invoked (either 
automatically by the chip reset sequence, or via the IC_ WR_xx command from the manufacturing 
test port), the entire cache is loaded automatically from the lowest to the highest addresses. 

The serial bits are received in a 200-bit long Fill Scan Path from which they are written in parallel 
into the ICache address. The Fill scan path is organized as shown in Figure 11-4. The farthest 
bit (tag< 42>) is shifted in first and the nearest bit ( BHT< 7>) is shifted in last. Note that the 
data and predecode bits in the data array are interleaved. 

The automatic serial fill invoked by the chip reset sequence occurs at the slower SROM clock rate 
(period = cpu clock rate * 128). The serial invoked by IC_ WR_xx can occur at the SROM rate or 
at the system clock rate. In either case, the ICache fill operation is automatic. 

Serial Read Operation 

All three ICache arrays can be read out serially for testing purposes. Manufacturing port's IC_RD 
command initiates the serial read operation. Arrays are dumped from the lowest to the highest 
address. The data is first received into a READ Scan Path (RSP), from which it is serially shifted 
to the test port's Port Observability Register at the system clock rate. The data can be read out 
at the test port pins 9-bits at a time. 
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Figure 11-4: SROM Fiii Scan Path Bit Order 

SROM_DATA_H serial input -> 
BHT Array 7 -> 6 -> ... -> 0 -> 
Data 127 -> 95 -> 126 -> 94 -> 
Predecodes 19 -> 14 -> 18 -> 13 -> 
Data parity b -> 
Predeocde parity b -> 
Predecodes 9 -> 4 -> 8 -> 3 -> 
Data 63 -> 31 -> 62 -> 30 -> 
Tag Parity b -> 
Tag Valids 0 -> 1 -> 
TAG ASM b -> 
TAG ASN 0 -> 1 -> -> 7 -> 
TAGs 13 -> 14 -> -> 42 

b = Single bit signal 

Figure 11-5: Read Scan Path BH Order 

Serial out 
BHT array leader 
BHT Bits 
Data array leader 
Data Bits 
Tag array leader 
Tag Parity 
Tag Valids 
TAG ASM 
TAG ASN 
TAGs 

serial out <-
dmy <- err <- rfl <- rfO <-

7 <- 6 <- ••• <- 0 <
dmy <- err <- rfl <- rfO <
d37 <- 36 <- ••• <- 0 <
dmy <- err <- rfl <- rfO <-

b <-
0 <- 1 <-
b <-
0 <- 1 <- <- 7 <-

13 <- 14 <- <- 42 

b = Single bit signal 

-> 96 -> 64 -> 
-> 15 -> 9 -> 

-> 5 -> 0 -> 
-> 32 -> 0 -> 

drny = Dummy bit. Makes RSP for the array even bit length 
err = Error bit. Useful for BiSt logic testability 
rfl,rfO = Used by BiSt logic to store reference patterns 

The RSP is 100-bits long and consists of three segments: 12-bit BHT segment, 42-bit Data array 
segment, and 46-bit Tag array segment. Besides the bits that capture data from !Cache array, 
each segment has 4 extra bits used by the BiSt logic. 

The 150 bits of data from the data array are read into the 38 bits of Read Scan Path via a 
multiplexer which selects one of the four physically adjacent data bits. The entire array is read 
by making four passes through the I Cache addresses. (Note that this causes the BHT and tag 
arrays to be read four times!) This necessitates that the data dumped by the serial ICache read 
operation must be carefully reconstructed before interpreting them. 

The organization of the bits in the read scan path is shown in Figure 11-5. 

11.5 SC&che/DCache Test Features 

See PALCode and IPR chapter and the cache section in chapter on DECchip 21164-AA Microarchitecture. 
Also, see Section 11. 7 for description of SCache scan chain. 
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SC8che Test and Repair Algorithm 

TBD. 

11.6 Observabllity LFSRs (OBLs) 

11.6.1 Organization 

DECchip 21164-AA implements several Observability LFSRs (OBLs) to enhance the fault cover
age. The OBLs are turned and off on by the ON_OBL_x and OFF _OBL test commands described 
in Section 11.2.2. LFSRs also operate as ordinary scan registers. They are read out by the SC_ 
src_delay test command. 

All LFSRs in DECchip 21164-AA are accessed from a single scan chain. Figure 11-6 summarizes 
the LFSR organization. The details of the signals captured and the LFSR design (feedback taps) 
are given in Table 11-5. . 

Figure 11-6: LFSR Chain Organization 

. . . . . . 
0-->I BC IDX Pins 1-->I CBox OBLs 1-->I MBox OBLs 1---. 

'-------------' '-----------' '-----------' I 
28 bits tbd bits tbd bits I 

I 
I 

. . . . ----------- I 
Serial<--! IBOX OBLs l<----1 EBox OBLs l<---1 FBox OBLs I<-' 
Out '-----------' •-----------' •-----------' 

tbd bits tbd bits tbd bits 

Table 11-5: Observablllty LFSR Organization 

LFSR Name: Backup Cache Index Pins 

Size: 28 bits 

Feedback polynomial: 2200000001(0ctal, Taps bits 28 and 25) 

Access Chain Number: .... 

Bit # Signal name 

28 feedback 

27:26 

25 
24:3 

2:1 

p'*'ev5_sc_set_h< 01:1> 

feedback 

P'Q>c_index_h< 4:25> 

p'*'ev5_adr_res_h< 1:0< 
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Table 11-5 (Cont.): Observablltty LFSR Organization 

0 available 

LFSRName: 
Size: 
Feedback polynomial: •••• 

Access Chain Number: •••• 
Bit # Signal name 

0 Tbd 

Remarks 

TBD 

(As the design work progresses, more details of LFSR operation will be added here.) 

11.6.2 On-line LFSR Operation 

DECchip 21164-AA supports an on-line testing mode via its observability LFSRs. The quotient 
bit generated by the observability LFSR in IBOX is brought out to the TEST_STATUS_H<O> 
pin when the LFSRs are turned on in an on-line mode (ON_OBL_l test command). Monitoring 
and comparing this pin with the expected serial stream can provide an indication of DECchip 
21164-AA health on the fly. 

This feature can be exploited by the fault tolerant systems that employ multiple redundant 
DECchip 21164-AAs. They can compare the TEST_STATUS_H<O> on two or more DECchip 
21164-AAs performing identical tasks. The same principle can be extended in other test applica
tions such as bum-in test for monitoring failures. 

During the on-line test mode, a new quotient bit is observed with every system clock rising edge. 
Since the observability LFSRs work at the CPU clock rate, not every quotient bit is observed 
on TEST_STATUS_H<O>. This is generally acceptable since typically an error in an input to an 
LFSR produces a multitude of erroneous quotient bits. 

Note that the LFSRs must be turned on only after DECchip 21164-AA initialization has been 
completed. 

11.7 Observability Scan Registers {OBSs) 

Internal Scan Registers offer observability of debug-critical signals. They are accessed from the 
test port under the manufacturing test interface mode as described in Section 11.2.2. The capture 
action of int.ernal scan register occurs TBD cpu cycles after the Test Command Register is loaded 
with the appropriate SCAN command. Table 11-6 gives organization of the DECchip 21164-ANs 
Observability Scan Registers. 
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Table 11-6: Observab_lllty Scan Register Organization 

Scan Chain Name: SCache 

Size: 164 bits 

Bit I 

0 

1:32 

33 

34:44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49:80 

81 

Bitf 

0 

1 

33 

34:44 

45 

46 

47 

48 

49:80 

81 

Signal name 

S_DIR_C'nllliLSBL_WSCJI 

S_DCRMDDR_7A._L<1"4> 

S_DCRCJYIIT_Hd> 

S_DCR'lllrr_ll<l> 

S_DCR1f.BlT_ll<O> 

S_DIR_cn.H8Bl.._WSCJI 

Rll"B..Jl<lldll> 

MilPB....PARJl<l> 

Signal name 

MilPB....PAR..Jld> 

MilPBJI<84195> 

S_DD.._C'ft.IHSBL_WSCJI 

S_DCL~DR_7A._L<1"'4> 

S_DCL'*iBrr,Jld> 

S_J)CUYlrr_ll<l> 

S_DCL'*iBrr_ll<O> 

s_nn._C'l'IlMISBL_WSCJI 

MilPBJl<l&lft> 

MilPB_PARJl<I> 

Scan Chain for Part 1 of SCache: 

Remarks 

LW Parity for Data<31:0> 

Data<0:31> 

LW writ.e enable for Data<31:0> 

Address driven to SCache 

SET_HIT signal, set 2 

SET_HIT signal, set 1 

SET_HIT signal, set O 

LW writ.e enable for Data 63:32 

Data<32:63> 

LW Parity for Data<63:32> 

Scan Chain for Part 2 of SCache: 

Remarks 

LW Parity for Data<95:64> 

Data<64:95> 

LW writ.e enable for Data<95:64> 

Address driven t.o SCache 

SET_HIT signal, set 2 

SET_HIT signal, set 1 

SET_HIT signal, set 0 

LW writ.e enable for Data<127:96> 

Data<96:127> 

LW Parity for Data<127:96> 

11.8 Controllability Features 

TBD. 
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11.9 Boundary Scan ·Register 

DECchip 21164-AA Boundary Scan Register is approx. 286 bits long. Table 11-7 gives the 
boundary scan register organization. The Boundary scan register begins at the TDI_H pin and 
traverses in clock-wise direction and ends at TDO_H pin. 

NOT FINAL 

The list below is based on the DECchip 21164-AA die size and pad assignments as of 
11/23/92. 

Table 11-7: Boundary Scan Register Organization 

Signal Name Type Count BSRCell Remarks 

P%TDI B 1 None 

Po/oSROM_ OE_L 0 1 out_bcell 

P%SROM_CLK_H 0 1 out_bcell 

P%SROM_DATA_H B 1 in_bcell 

P%SROM_PRESENT_L B 1 in_bcell was SROM_DISABLE 

P%PORT_MODE_H< 0:1> I 2 in_bcell 

P%SYS_RESET_L I 1 in_bcell 

P%DC_OK_H I 1 in_bcell 

P%SYS_MCH_CHK I 1 in_bcell 

P%PWR_FAIL_IRQ I 1 in_bcell 

P%MCH_HALT_IRQ I 1 in_bcell 

P%1RQ< 3:0> I 4 in_bcell 

P%CLK_IN_H, _L I 2 in_bcell 

P%CPU_CLK_OUT_H 0 1 out_bcell 

Po/oSYS_CLK_OUT_H, _L 0 2 out_bcell 

P%SYS_CLK2_0UT_H, _L 0 1 out_bcell 

P%ECL_OUT_H I 1 in_bcell 

P%VREF_H I 1 in_bcell 

P%REF_CLK_IN_H,L I 2 in_bcell 

P%PERF_MON< 0> I 1 in_bcell 

P%ADDR< 21:5> B 17 io_bcell U-R corner 

P%ADDR<4> B 1 io_bcell U-R corner 

P%DATA< 063:0> B 64 io_bcell 

P%DATA_CHECK< 0:7> B 8 io_bcell 

P%DATA_ VALID< 1:0> 0 2 out_bcell 

P%EV5_SC_SET< 1:0> 0 2 out_bcell L-R Comer 

P%BC_INDEX< 25:4> 0 22 out_bcell L-R Corner 
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Table 11-7 (Cont.): Boundary Scan Register Organization 

Signal Name Type Count BSR Cell Remarks 

P%EV5_ADDR_RES< 1:0> 0 2 out_bcell 

P%1DLE_Bd I 1 in_bcell 

P%SYS_LCK_FLG I 1 in_bcell 

P%DATA_BUS_REQ_H I 1 in_beell 

P%ADDR_BUS_REQ_H I 1 in_bcell 

P%FILL_NOCHK I 1 in_bcell 

P%FILL_ERR I 1 in_bcell 

P%FILL_ID_H I 1 in_bcell 

P%FILL_H I 1 in_bcell 

P%DACK_H I 1 in_bcell 

P%CFAIL_H I 1 in_bcell 

P%CACK_H I 1 in_bcell 

P%ADDR_CMD_PAR_H B 1 io_bcell 
~ P%VTM_PENDING 0 1 in_bcell 

P%DATA_RAM_ WE 0 1 out_bcell 

P%DATA_RAM_OE 0 1 out_bcell 

P%TAG_RAM_ WE 0 1 out_bcell 

P%TAG_RAM_OE 0 1 out_bcell 

P%EV5_CMD< 0:3> B 4 io_bcell 

P%TAG_DAT_PAR B 1 io_bcell 

P%TAG_CTL_PAR B 1 io_bcell 

P%TAG_DffiTY B 1 io_bcell 

P%TAG_SHARED B 1 io_bcell 

P%TAG_ VALID B 1 io_bcell 

P%BC_TAG< 20:38> B 19 io_bcell L-L Corner 

P%DATA_ VALID< 2:3> 0 2 out_bcell 

P%DATA_CHECK< 15:8> B 8 out_bcell 

P%DATA< 064:127 > B 64 io_bcell 

P%ADDR_H< 39:37> B 3 io_bcell U-L Corner 

P%ADDR_H< 36:22> B 15 io_bcell U-L Comer 

P%spare 1 io_bcell Captures zero 

P%TEST_STATUS_H< 1:0> 0 2 out_bcell 

P%TRST_L I 1 None 

P%TCK B 1 None 

P%TMS B 1 None 

P%TDO 0 1 None 
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Table 11-7 (Cont.): Beundary Scan Register Organization 

Signal Name Type Count BSR Cell Remarks 

en_for _left_data sig 1 out_bcell tbd 

en_for _right_data sig 1 out_bcell tbd 

en_for_bc_tag sig 1 out_bcell tbd 

en_for_?? sig 1 out_bcell tbd 

11.10 Testability IPRs 

The following is the list of IPRs connected to testability features. See chapter on PALCode and 
IPRs for more details. 

1. TEST_STATUS_H<O> read and TEST_STATUS_H<l> write (ICSR). 
2. Debug port visibility select bits in IPRs (TBD ). 
3. Serial Terminal Port IPRs (SL_RCV, SL_XMIT) 
4. Scache IPRs (SC_CTL, SC_ADDR) 
5. Dcache IPRs (DC_MODE, DC_TEST_CTL, DC_TEST_TAG_TEMP) 
6. Bcache IPRs (BC_CONTROL, BC_TAG_ADDR) 

11.11 Test Feature Reset and Initialization 

Reset, initialization and defaults of testability features are described through-out this chapter 
and in the chapter on Reset and Initialization. For convenience, this section summarizes the 
power-on reset sequence, as it pertains to the testability features for the normal operation. The 
sequence of events is as follows: 

1. SYS_RESET_L is asserted. 
2. The values on the SROM_PRESENT_L and PORT_MODE_H<l> pins are sampled on SYS_ 

RESET _L deassertion. 
3. If BiSt is bypassed (indicated by a '1' sampled on PORT_MODE_H<l>), go to the next step. 

If the BiSt is not bypassed, keep rest of the chip in reset state. Perform !Cache BiSt (and 
BiSR, if BiSR is required). Clear ICache Tag valid bits at the end of BiSt. 

4. If SROMs are not present, (indicated by '1' sampled on SROM_PRESENT_L), go to the next 
step. 
If SROMs are present, keep rest of the chip in reset state. Load I Cache from the SRO Ms. 

5. Deassert internal reset. Fetch the first instruction. 
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Table 11-7 (Cont.): Beundary Scan Register Organization 
Signal Name Type Count BSR Cell Remarks 

en_for_left_data sig 1 out_bcell tbd 

en_for_right_data sig 1 out_bcell tbd 

en_for_bc_tag sig 1 out_bcell tbd 

en_for_?? sig 1 out_bcell tbd 

11.1 O Testability IPRs 

The following is the list of IPRs connected to testability features. See chapter on PALCode and 
IPRs for more details. 

1. TEST_STATUS_H<O> read and TEST_STATUS_H<l> write (ICSR). 
2. Debug port visibility select bits in IPRs (TBD). 
3. Serial Terminal Port IPRs (SL_RCV, SL_Xl\dlT) 
4. Scache IPRs (SC_CTL, SC_ADDR) 
5. Dcache IPRs (DC_MODE, DC_TEST_CTL, DC_TEST_TAG_TEMP) 
6. Bcache IPRs (BC_CONTROL, BC_TAG_ADDR) 

11.11 Test Feature Reset and Initialization 

Reset, initialization and defaults of testability features are described through-out this chapter 
and in the chapter on Reset and Initialization. For convenience, this section summarizes the 
power-on reset sequence, as it pertains to the testability features for the normal operation. The 
sequence of events is as follows: 

1. SYS_RESET_L is asserted. 
2. The values on the SROM_PRESENT_L and PORT_MODE_H<l> pins are sampled on SYS_ 

RESET _L deassertion. 
3. If BiSt is bypassed (indicated by a '1' sampled on PORT_MODE_H<l>), go to the next step. 

If the BiSt is not bypassed, keep rest of the chip in reset state. Perform !Cache BiSt (and 
BiSR, if BiSR is required). Clear !Cache Tag valid bits at the end of BiSt. 

4. If SROMs are not present, (indicated by '1' sampled on SROM_PRESENT_L), go to the next 
step. 
If SROMs are present, keep rest of the chip in reset state. Load I Cache from the SRO Ms. 

5. Deassert internal reset. Fetch the first instruction. 
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11.12 Open Issues 

1. Should we make chip run w/o external oscillator and with internal PLL during EXTEST and 
HIGHZ instructions? 

2. Details of bits in OBL and OBS chains to be defined. 
3. Details of signals brought to the parallel debug port need to be defined. 
4. The following additional test feature enhancements on boundary scan are currently being 

considered 
• CLAMP _IO Instruction. 
• A ring oscillator mode for the boundary scan. 
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11.13 Revision History 

Table 11-8: Revision History 

Who When 

Dilip Bhavsar 2/13/92 

Dilip Bhavsar 6/25/92 

Dilip Bhavsar 7/1192 

Dilip Bhavsar 9/16/92 

Dilip Bhavsar 11123/92 

DIGITAL RESTRICTED DISTRIBUTION 

Description of change 

Working draft 

Working draft 

Working draft 

Rev 0.1 Changes: Second test_status_h pin added. TCR size 
changed from 4 to 8 bits to program cpu cycle to be captured 
during scan. Opcodes redefined 

Rev 1.0 Clean-up and updates 
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EV5 interface update 
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To: @spec_holders 

TITLE: EVS Interface Update 

1 INTRODUCTION 

*** digital confidential *** 

Date: 2-December 1993 
From: Peter Bannon 
Dept: SEG/HPC 
DTN: ( 8) 225-524 9 
Loe/Mail: HL02-3/Dll 
Net mail: ROCK::BANNON 

The purpose of this note is to update everyone on changes to the 
EVS interface since Rev 1.9 of the spec. This note was first 
released on February 24, 1993. Change bars mark updates since 
that release. 

2 KNOWN BUGS IN PASSl 

The following bugs have been found in EV5 and will not be fixed 
for PASSl. Systems should be careful to avoid these problems. 

2.1 WRITE BLOCK LOCK 

A WRITE BLOCK LOCK is caused by a store conditional instruction 
to I/O space.- Two octawords of data will be provide by EV5, each 
requiring a DACK. If the system asserts DACK for the first 
octaword, and asserts CACK and CFAIL at the time, and the sysclk 
ratio is 3, EV5 will hang. 

If DACK, CACK, and CFAIL are asserted for the second cycle the 
write will be failed correctly. 

If CACK and CFAIL are asserted at any time without DACK, the 
write will be failed correctly. 

If the sysclk ratio is something other than 3, any legal 
combination of DACK, CACK, and CFAIL will cause the write to fail 
correctly. 
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2.2 WRITE BLOCK 

When doing WRITE BLOCK, EVS should align the address so 
ADDR H<5:4> is zero for 64 byte block systems or ADDR H<4> is 
zero-for 32 byte block systems. This works correctly for- shared 
writes and writes to I/O space. 

However, if the Bcache is off, and EVS is using a WRITE BLOCK 
command to write back an Scache victim to memory, EVS may not 
correctly align ADDR H. The data will be written as if the 
alignment had been- done. To avoid this problem, system should 
ignore ADDR H<5:4> {ADDR H<4> for 32 byte systems) when the 
address for-a WRITE_BLOCK is in cachable space {ADDR_H<39>=0). 

If the Bcache is enabled this problem will not occur. 

3 IPR CHANGES 

Please consult the October pre-release of the IPR chapter for 
details. A copy can be obtained by contacting John Edmondson, 
ROCK::EDMONDSON. 

4 UNUSED PINS 

Unused pins may be left unconnected. 

5 PRIVATE READ TIMING 

There have been two changes to private read timing. The addition 
of wave pipelining and changes to the timing of output enable. 

5.1 Wave Pipelining 

Wave pipelining has been added for 64B block size caches. Wave 
pipelining is not supported for systems that have a 32B block 
size. 

To enable wave pipelining, the BC RD SPD should be set to the 
latency of the Bcache read. BC-CONTROL<l8:17> should be set to 
the number of cycles to subtract from BC RD SPD to get the Bcache 
repetition rate. For example, if BC RD SPD is set to 7 and 
BC CONTROL<18:17> is set to 2, it will take 7 cycles for valid 
data to arrive at the pins, but a new read will start every 5 
cycles. 
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The read repetition rate must be greater than 3. For example it 
is not permitted to set BC RD SPD to 5 and BC CONTROL<18:17> to 
2. 

BC RD SPD=6, BC CONTROL<18:17>=2: 
V = shows were EV5 would clock the Bcache data into the pad ring 

v v v v 
1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1 

Index ... 1--- IO --->I--- Il --->I--- I2 --->I--- I3 --->I ........ . 
Data ................... 00000 ....... 11111 ....... 222222 ...... 333333 
OE ...... 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 .. . 

The value of BCCONTROL<18:17> should be added to the normal value 
of BC CNFG<l4:12> to increase the time between reads and writes. 
This will prevent a write from starting before the last data of a 
read is received. 

5.2 Output Enable 

TAG RAM OE H and DATA RAM OE H will not assert during the first 
CPU-cycle of a private Bcache read. 

1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1 
Index ... 1--- IO --->I--- Il --->I--- I2 --->I--- I3 --->I ........ . 
OE ...... 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 ........ . 

5.3 Private Write Timing 

To improve the data hold time at the end of the write, the data 
will be driven one CPU cycle after the index. It will be 
de-asserted one cycle after the index. For private writes to the 
Bcache the write pulse can be programmed in each cycle. 

1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1 
Index ... 1--- IO --->I--- Il --->I--- I2 --->I--- I3 --->I ........ . 
Data ...... 1000000000001111111111111222222222221333333333331 ..... . 
WE ... IPPPPPPPPPPPIPPPPPPPPPPPIPPPPPPPPPPPIPPPPPPPPPPPI ........ . 

P - programmable write pulse 

Note that the minimum value of BCCONFIG<l8:16>, FILL WE OFFSET is 
still 1, which will add one CPU cycle of disabled write pulse at 
the start of each fill. 

6 CALCULATING IDLE BC 

The rule for calculating IDLE BC has changed. The new equation 
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is: 

if (block size -- 32b) 
x = 2 -

else 
x = 0 

read hit idle 

read miss idle 
write idle 

= 2 + x + (block size/16)*BC RD SPD + 
tri-state_ram_turn_off --3*wave.,.Pipelining 

7 + BC RD SPD + Sysclk ratio + tri-state RAM turn off 
= 4 + (block_size/16)*BC WRT_SPD + tri-state_EVS_turn_off 

Take the largest of the three times and then round up to the next 
Sysclk boundary. 

When determining the tri-state turn off times if the System will 
not turn on it's drivers for some number of nanoseconds after EV5 
starts driving the Bcache index, this time can be used to reduce 
the tri-state turn off time. 

For example if the sysclk ratio is 6, 64b block, Bcache 
read/write speed of 5, with no wave pipelining, 2 cycles for 
tri-state read, 0 cycles for tri-state_write, the equations would 
work out to: 

read hit idle 
read-miss idle 
write idle 

2 + 0 + (64/16)*5 + 2 - 3*0 = 24 
7 + 5 + 6 + 2 20 
4 + (64/16)*5 + 0 = 24 

MAX(24/6,20/6,24/6) = 4 

N N+l N+2 N+3 N+4 
1-----1-----1-----1-----1-----1-----1-----1-----1-----1----

Idle BC ... 1111111111111111111111111111 ........................... . 
Fill- ...................... 11111 ............................... . 
Dack .................................. 111111111111111111111111. 
Index .............................. lf0---lfl---lf2---lf3---I ... . 
Data ................................ 000000111111222222333333 .. . 

If EVS receives IDLE BC asserted at sysclk edge N, the FILL 
command can be received at sysclk edge N+3. EV5 will drive the 
index to fill the Bcache on sysclk edge N+4. 

7 FILLS 

During a fill from memory, the Bcache tag store is written for 
each INT16 of data. The system is required to drive the share, 
dirty, and parity bits with the correct value for the entire 
fill. 
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8 TRI-STATE 

8.1 Private Read Or Write To FILL 

The time required to tri-state the EVS drivers at the end of a 
write, or the the Bcache drivers at the end of a read is part of 
the IDLE BC equation. 

8.2 Bcache Victim To FILL 

There are two read miss with victim cases to consider, one if the 
READ MISS will be first, and another if the READ MISS will be 
second. 

8.2.1 Read Miss First -

The time to turn off the Bcache drivers at the end of a Bcache 
victim is fixed by the EVS design. The system must allow for 
this time before starting a fill. 

The final DACK will be received by EVS on the rising edge of 
sysclk. If the corresponding rising CPU clock edge is labeled N, 
OE will de-assert at the rising edge of CPU clock N+4. 

CPUclk 
SYSclk 
Dack 
Index 
Data 
OE 

8.2.2 

N N+l N+2 N+3 N+4 
1----1----1----1----1----1----1----1----1----1----1----1----
1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------
.......... 11111111111111111111 ............................. . 
v3------------------I ................................. · ... · · 
333333333333333333333 ...................................... . 
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111 ................... . 

Read Miss Second -

The time to turn off the Bcache drivers at the end of a Bcache 
victim is fixed by the EVS design. The system must allow for 
this time before starting a fill. 

The final DACK will be received by EVS on the rising edge of 
sysclk. If the corresponding rising CPU clock edge is labeled N, 
then the READMISS command will arrive on the next sysclk edge, 
and the OE will de-assert at the rising edge of CPU clock N+S+l, 
where S is the sysclk ratio. If the sysclk ratio is 3, it will 
take an extra sysclk to send the READMISS command, so the OE will 
de-assert at N+2S+l. 
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CPUclk 
CMD 
SYSclk 
Dack 
Index 
Data 
OE 

N N+S N+S+l 
1----1----1----1----1----1----1----1----1----1----1----1----
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I READ MI s s - - - - - - - - - -
1-------------------1-------------------1----=--------------
.......... 11111111111111111111 ............................. . 
v3------------------ I ...........•...........•...•... · · · · · • · · 
333333333333333333333 ...................................... . 
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 .............. . 

8.3 System Command To FILL 

At the end of a system command that uses the Bcache, the system 
must provide enough time for the Bcache drivers to turn off 
before returning any fill data. 

The final DACK will be received by EVS on the rising edge of 
sysclk. If the corresponding rising CPU clock edge is labeled N, 
OE will de-assert at the rising edge of CPU clock N+S. 

CPUclk 
SYSclk 
Dack 
Index 
Data 
OE 
FILL 

N N+l N+2 N+3 N+4 N+S 
1----1----1----1----1----1----1----1----1----1----1----1----
1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------
.......... 11111111111111111111 ............................. . 
v3------------------I ................... lf0-----------------
333333333333333333333 ............................. ld0-------
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 .............. . 
.......... 1111111111111111111 .............................. . 

A side effect of this is the earliest assertion of FILL after a 
system command. The system must allow time for the OE to go off 
and the RAMs to stop driving the bus before the system drives the 
fill data. 

If the system command was a set shared or an invalidate command, 
the system must allow time for EVS to complete the Bcache tag 
write and then for the drivers to turn off before driving the 
TAG_SHA.RED, TAG_DIRTY, and TAG CTL PAR wires. 

EVS will begin the tag write one CPU cycle after the response is 
sent to the system. The write will take BC WRT SPD cycles to 
complete. During the write the DATA RAM OE will -be asserted. 
TAG RAM OE will not. At the end of the write TAG RAM OE will 
pulse for one CPU cycle and then both will go off. -In the 
picture below, if the response is is driven at the rising edge of 
CPU clock N, then the OE will fall at N+2+BC WRT SPD, or N+6 for 
a 4 cycle write speed. - -
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N N+2+BC WRT SPD 
CPUclk l----1----1----1----1----1----1----1=---T----1----1----1----
SYSclk 1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------
Res I ACK/Bcache---------1 ...................................... . 
Index ..... I tag write --------I ................................. . 
Data ........................................................... . 
Tag OE ......................... 111111 ............................ . 
DataOE 1111111111111111111111111111111 ............................ . 

8.4 FILL To Private Read Or Write 

At the end of the fill, EVS will not begin to drive the data bus 
until the 5th CPU cycle after the Sysclk that loads the last 
DACK. EVS will not assert OE until the 5th cycle after the 
Sysclk that loads the last DACK. 

If systems require more time to turn off their drivers, they must 
use IDLE BC and DATA BUS REQ at the end of the fill to stop EV5 
requests and not send any system requests. 

CPUclk 
SYSclk 
Dack 
Index 
Data 
OE 

N N+l N+2 N+3 N+4 N+S 
1----1----1----1----1----1----1----1----1----1----1----1----
1-------------------1-------------------1-------------------
.......... 111111111111111111111 ............................ . 
3333333333333333333333333333333 ......... oooooooooooooooooooo 
3333333333333333333333333333333 .................. 00000000000 
............................................. 111111111111111 

9 COMMAND ENCODINGS 

Two new commands have been added 
TurboLaser systems. Other 
READ MS MOD LKn commands as 
READ-MISS MODn. 

to support write lockout on 
systems should respond to the 

if it were are regular 
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EVS CMD NOP 
EVS-CMD~LOCK 
EVS CMD~FETCH 
EVS-CMD~FETCH M 
EVS-CMD~MB 
EVS-CMD~SET DIRTY 
EVS-CMD~WRITE BLOCK 
EVS-CMD~WRITE-BLOCK LOCK 
EVS-CMD~READ MISSO 
EVS-CMD~READ-MISSl 
EVS-CMD~READ-MISS MODO 
EVS-CMD~READ-MISS-MODl 
EVS-CMD~BCACHE VICTIM 
EVS-CMD~RESERVED 
EVS-CMD~READ MS MOD STxO 
EVS-CMD~READ-MS-MOD-STxl 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 

Page 8 

See John Edmondson's memo on write timeliness, which is append to 
end of this note. 

10 EVS RESPONSES TO SYSTEM REQUESTS 

The following table shows the responses that EVS will generate 
for each system request. 
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FLUSH 

INVALIDATE 
SET SHARED 

READ 

BCACHE 

None 
None 
None 
None 
Be Miss 
Be-Miss 
Be-Miss/Hit 
Be-Miss/Hit 
Be-Hit, not dirty 
Be Hit, dirty 

None 
None 
Be Miss/Hit 

None 
None 
None 
Be Miss 
Be-Miss/Hit 
Be-Miss/Hit 
Be-Hit 

READ DIRTY None 
RD DIRTY INV None 

None 
None 
Be Hit, dirty 
Be-Hit, dirty 
Be Hit, dirty 

SCACHE 

Sc Miss 
Sc-Hit, not dirty 
Sc-Hit, dirty 
hit in Sc Victim Buffer 
Sc Miss 
Sc-Hit, not dirty 
Sc-Hit, dirty 
hit in Sc Victim Buffer 
Sc Miss/Hit, not-dirty 
Sc Miss/Hit, not dirty 

Sc Miss 
Sc-Hit 
Sc-Miss/Hit 

Sc Miss 
Sc-Hit 
hit in Sc Victim Buffer 
Sc Miss 
Sc-Hit 
hit in Sc Victim Buffer 
Sc Miss 

Sc Miss 
Sc-Hit, not dirty 
Sc-Hit, dirty 
hit in Sc Victim Buffer 
Sc Hit, dirty 
hit in Sc Victim Buffer 
Sc_Miss/HTt, not-dirty 

10.1 Scache Tag/Data Par_err - Any Command 
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RESPONSE 

Noack 
Noack 
Ack Sc 
Ack-Sc 
Noack 
Noack 
Ack Sc 
Ack-Sc 
Noack 
Ack Be 

Noack 
Ack Sc 
Ack-Be 

Noack 
Ack Sc 
Ack-Sc 
Noack 
Ack Sc 
Ack-Sc 
Ack-Be 

Noack 
Noack 
Ack Sc 
Ack-Sc 
Ack-Sc 
Ack-Sc 
Ack-Be 

Should this occur while Cbox is processing an incoming system 
command, it will be completed as normal and the usual response 
transmitted. However, the parity error will eventually be logged 
in the SC ADDR and SC STAT Cbox ipr's, and a machine check is 
generated by Ibox. 

10.2 System_Address_Command Par_err - Any Command 

Same as above, except the parity error is logged in the EI ADDR 
and EI STAT ipr's, and Cbox will terminate the incoming system 
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command and respond with NOACK. 

11 SENDING SYSTEM REQUEST TO EVS 

The rules for sending a request from the system to EVS have 
changed some. The new rules follow this model: 

if (init) 
count = 0; 

if (cmd && (count< 2)) { 
count ++; 

/* ADDR BUS REQ can already be asserted */ 
send (cmd) -

} 

if (evS res == ack/scache) { 
if (cmd == read dirty 

cmd == read-
cmd == read dirty inv 
cmd == flush) { -

/* first, receive all the data */ 

count --; 
} 
else { 

count --; 
} 

} 

if (evS res -- ack/bcache -evS res -- noack) { 
count --; 

} 

12 SEQUENCING CPU AND SYSTEM REQUEST THROUGH THE BCACHE 

This section goes over the rules for determining 
which the BIU processes EVS and System requests. 
order of processing is determined by the system 
IDLE_BC, and the FILL. 

the order in 
In general the 

using EVS_CMD, 

1. If IDLE BC is not asserted and there are no valid requests in 
the system command buffer, then EVS is free to do any CPU 
request. 
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2. If a FILL is pending, EV5 will only 
miss, with a possible Bcache victim. 
other command. 

produce another read 
It will not attempt any 

3. The assertion of IDLE BC, or the sending of a valid non-NOP 
system command to EV5-will cause the BIU to idle. If the BIU 
has a command loaded in the pad ring, it will remove the 
command and replace it with a NOP. The state of the 
command/address bus is unpredictable until the idle condition 
goes away. 

4. The idle condition 
IDLE BC, and EV5 
that-were sent. 

ends 
has 

when EV5 recieves a de-asserted 
responded to all the system commands 

5. The System must not assert CACK during the idle condition. 

6. There is one exception to rules 3, 4, and 5. If IDLE BC or a 
system command arrives while EV5 is reading the Bcache, and 
that read turns into a miss, and it does not produce a 
victim, then EV5 will load the miss into the pad ring. The 
system may CACK this read miss request at any time. 

7. If CACK is asserted at the same time as IDLE BC or a valid 
system request, CACK wins and the command is taken by the 
system. CACK should not be asserted if IDLE BC has been 
asserted or a valid System command is underway. 

8. A read miss with a victim is treated as a pair. The order, 
read miss then victim or victim then read miss, is 
programmable. Either way, if the first command is CACKed, 
then both commands must be CACKed and all the data DACKed, 
before EVS will respond to any other request. 

9. The CACK for a WRITE BLOCK or BCACHE VICTIM must be received 
by EVS with or before the last- DACK of the data. For 
WRITE BLOCK and BCACHE VICTIM, it is possible to DACK all but 
the last data, and then decide to do something else. 

10. The CACK for a READ MISS must arrive with or before the last 
DACK for the requested fill. 

12.1 Read Miss With Victim Example 

In this example EVS asserts a read miss with a victim. The 
system Dacks two datas from the Bcache and then asserts IDLE BC. 
This causes EVS to remove the read miss with victim pending. -EV5 
will reassert the read miss and victim, if needed, at a later 
time. 
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1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1 
CMD ... I --rd miss-------- I ...................................... . 
ADDR ... I iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii I ...................................... . 
V _pend ... 111111111111111111 I ..•................•..•................ 
Ad Re q . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
IDLE BC .............. 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Cack - ............................................................ . 
Dack ........ 111 ... 111 ........................................... . 
Index ... I -i0-- I -il-- I -i2-- I ...................................... . 
Data ..... 00000 .11111. 22222 ...................................... . 
()E 1111111111111111111111 I ..................................... . 

12.2 IDLE_BC And CACK Race Example 

In this example, IDLE BC and Cack are asserted in the same 
Sysclk. This means- the the System will take the read miss and 
victim before doing anything else. Note that the last Dack for 
the victim is in the same cycle as the Cack for the victim 
command, meeting the requirement that the Cack arrive before or 
with the last Dack. 

1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1 
ICMD ... 1--rd miss--lnpl-bc vic----1 ............................. . 
I ADDR ... I iiiiiiiiiii I IIIIIIIIIIIIII I ............................. . 
I v _pend ... I 11111111111 I ............................................ . 
Ad Req . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
IDLE BC .............. 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Cack- .............. 111 ............ 111 ............................ . 
Dack ........... 111 ... 111 ... 111 ... 111 ............................ . 
Index ...... l-IO--l-Il--l-I2--l-I3--I ............................. . 
Data ........ 00000 .11111. 22222. 33333 ............................. . 
()E 1111111111111111111111111111111 ............................. . 

12.3 Read Miss With IDLE_BC Asserted Example 

In this example, EVS has started a Bcache read that misses. 
IDLE BC is asserted, but no victim was created, so the read miss 
request is loaded into the pad ring. The system then takes the 
request. 
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1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1 
CMD ..................... I --rd miss-------- I .................... . 
ADDR ..................... I iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii I .................... . 
V _pend ............................................................ . 
Ad Req ............................................................ . 
IDLE BC .............. 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 
Ca ck - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Dack .................................................... · · · · · · · · · 
Index ........... l-I0--1 .......................................... . 
Data ............. 00000 .......................................... . 
OE . . . . . . . . . . . . 11111 I . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

12.4 Read Miss With Victim Abort Example 

In this example, EVS produces a read miss with a victim and is 
waiting for the system to take it when the system takes the bus 
and requests a read dirty. EVS drives the miss request for one 
more cycle after it gets the bus back and then removes the 
request. EVS then responds to the read dirty and drive the index 
to read the Bcache. Not shown in the picture is EVS restarting 
the Bcache read, requesting the read miss with victim. If the 
victim block was invalidated by the system request, EVS will 
produce a clean read miss. 

1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1 
CMD ............ I -rd ms - I . rdd. I ms I ............................. . 
ADDR ............ I iiiiiiii I rrr I ii I ............................. . 
V _pend ............ 111111111111111111 I ............................. . 
Ad Re q . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 111111 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
EVS Res ................................. lack ....................... . 
IDLE BC ............................................................ . 
Cack - ............................................................ . 
Dack ...................................... 111 ... 111 ... 111 ... 111 .. 
Index .. l-I0--1 ........................ l-r0--l-rl--l-r2--l-r3--I .. . 
Data .... 00000 ................................................... . 
OE . . .. 1111 I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 

12.5 Bcahe Hit Under Read Miss Example 

In this example, EVS produces a read miss and requests a fill 
from the system. A Bcache hit to index j take place while we 
wait for the fill. The system then return the requested data in 
two bursts, asserting CACK at the same time as the last Dack. 
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1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1--1 
CMD ............ I-rd ms-----------------------------1 ........... . 
ADDR ............ liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil ........... . 
V pend ............................................................ . 
Ad Req . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Fill ............................. 111 ............................ . 
IDLE BC ................. 111111111111111111111111111111111 .......... . 
Cack- ............................................... 111 .......... . 
Dack ................................... 111111 ... 111111 .......... . 
Index ..... liOI .... lj01jllj21j31 ....... lf01fll-f2--lf31 ........... . 
Data ...... 000 ..... 000111222333 ........ 000111 ... 222333 ........... . 
OE . . . . . . 11 I . . . . . I 1111111111 I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 
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+---------------------------+ TM 
I I I I I I I I 
I d I i I g I i I t I a I 1 I **** Digital Confidential **** 
I I I I I I I I 
+---------------------------+ 
TO: Distribution DATE: 13-JAN-1993 

FROM: John Edmondson 
DEPT: SEG/HPC 
EXT: 225-6249 
LOC/MS: HL02-3/Dll 
ENET: ROCK::Edmondson 

or evsrv2::jhe 

SUBJECT: Proposed Solution to Write Timeliness Problem 

EVS is prepared to make a pin-bus command encoding change, 
provided the Turbo-Laser team confirms they want it. The change 
is intended to solve the problems that arise from the difference 
between the EVS cache-coherence protocol and the Turbo-Laser bus 
cache-coherence protocol. The problems are write timeliness and 
EVS hanging due to write operation livelock. I describe in 
detail the proposed EVS pin-bus changes and the proposed 
external logic which utilizes this change to solve the stated 
problems. 

Description of the Protocol Bug 

This is a description of the protocol bug which results from the 
difference between the EVS cache-coherence protocol and the 
Turbo-Laser bus cache-coherence protocol. The bug occurs when 
one processor (CPU A) repeatedly writes to block X and another 
processor (CPU B) has to write block X too. CPU B's write 
misses in its caches and causes a READ-MISS-MOD. That 
READ-MISS-MOD hits dirty in CPU A's cache and causes the block 
to become SHARED in CPU A's cache. After CPU B's cache receives 
the fill of block X, CPU B tries to send a WRITE-BLOCK to its 
bus interface. Meanwhile, a subsequent write by CPU A is 
broadcast on the bus (CPU A wins arb since CPU B just used the 
bus and takes a certain amount of time to respond to the fill 
and produce the WRITE-BLOCK command). Since CPU A's write won 
arb on the bus, CPU B's bus interface has to force CPU B off its 
command bus (via ADDR BUS REQ H) and sent CPU B an invalidate of 
block X. This means that-CPU-B will have to abort the pending 
WRITE-BLOCK to block X and start over by sending a READ-MISS-MOD 
to block X. Meanwhile, CPU A converted block X to PRIVATE-CLEAN 
and responds to CPU B's READ-MISS-MOD by making block X shared 
in its cache. This begins the process over again. Notice that 
CPU A completes new writes again and again while CPU B is never 
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able to complete even one write. 

**** Digital Confidential **** 

The EV5 Change 

The proposed change in the pin-bus command encodings is: 

The encoding for WRITE BLOCK and WRITE BLOCK LOCK from 14 and 
15, respectively, to 6 and 7, respectively. (This undoes an 
earlier change which I think was proposed by the Turbo-Laser 
team. The reason should be clear soon.) 

Two new commands are added: READ-MISS-STCO and READ-MISS-STCl. 
The encodings for these are 14 and 15 (decimal). These commands 
are used exclusively for fills due to store conditional 
execution. The following table shows the four relevant commands 
and their binary encodings. 

CMD<3:0> Command Optional Comments 

1010 READ MISS MODO No Request for data, modify in 

1011 READ MISS MODl No Request for data, modify in 

1110 READ MISS STCO No Request for data, STx C spe 

1111 READ MISS STCl No Request for data, STx C spe 

The choice of encodings allows the Cbox to logic-or CMD<2> with 
the status indicating STx_C, making this change feasible. 

EV5 will use READ MISSn for read misses without modify intent, 
READ MISS MODn for read misses to complete an ordinary write, 
and READ MISS STCn for read misses to complete a store 
conditional. EV5's behavior is otherwise unchanged from before 
(i.e., READ MISS STCn should lead to a FILLn and so on). 

The Proposed External Logic 

To solve both the write timeliness problem and the problem of 
EV5 hanging, I propose Turbo-Laser implement the following 
mechanism. It uses LOCKOUT assertion on the Turbo-Laser bus to 
guarantee a write completes. This proposed mechanism detects 
when a write is not likely to complete without LOCKOUT assertion 
and asserts LOCKOUT. Then it correctly detects completion of 
the write and deasserts LOCKOUT. There is no non-error case in 
which LOCKOUT is asserted for a write that has been aborted by 
EV5, so a short timeout on LOCKOUT is not necessary. I'll 
discuss errors later. 
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For completeness, I assume LOCKOUT is a wired-or signal on the 
Turbo-Laser bus. When it is asserted, each CPU module that is 
not asserting it must not attempt to arb for the bus. As a 
result the one or more CPUs asserting LOCKOUT get preferential 
treatment on the bus until they stop asserting lockout. If the 
CPUs use this to complete pre-existing write operations and not 
for writes which begin after LOCKOUT assertion, then LOCKOUT 
deassertion is guaranteed in a bounded amount of time. 

**** Digital Confidential **** 

Many of the ideas included in this proposal were given to me by 
Dennis Foley. 

Note that this mechanism is required to solve both the write 
timeliness problem and the write livelock problem. A simpler 
solution exists in which timeliness is not solved but EVS will 
never hang due to livelock. I'll discuss this later. 

The external interface implements two address CAMs with 
associated logic (CAMO and CAMl). The CAMs load from and 
compare to address bits 12:6 of the address sent by EVS with 
memory access commands. Each CAM has an associated valid bit, a 
fill number bit, a fill pending bit, and an associated three-bit 
counter. The CAMs are loaded and validated as a side effect of 
some READ-MOD-MISSn commands, and are invalidated as a side 
effect of other READ-MISS-MOD commands or WRITE-BLOCK commands. 
Here are the details: 

1. At reset, invalidate the CAMs and clear their counters. 

2. If both CAMs are invalid, load CAMO with each 
READ-MISS-MODO and CAMl with each READ-MISS-MODl, but only 
if those commands are CACKed. Set the fill pending bit and 
record the fill number. 

3. If exactly one CAM is valid, load the other on every 
READ-MISS-MODn that doesn't hit in the valid CAM, recording 
the fill number and setting the fill pending bit as above. 

4. If both CAMs are valid, every READ-MISS-MODn should hit 
one or the other. Otherwise it is an error. 

5. Validate a CAM on the corresponding fill (fill pending 
set and fill number matches), if and only if the fill is 
SHARED. Clear the fill pending bit on every corresponding 
fill. 

6. If a READ-MISS-MODn is issued which hits in a valid CAM 
(valid and matches in address bits <12:6>), increment the 
associated counter (except don't increment the counter if 
LOCKOUT is asserted on the bus) . Record the new fill number 
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and set the fill pending bit. This all occurs only if the 
command is CACKed. 

7. If a WRITE-BLOCK is issued that hits in a valid CAM, 
invalidate the CAM and clear the counter, but only if the 
WRITE-BLOCK is CACKed. 

8. If a fill corresponding to a valid CAM occurs (fill 
pending and fill number matches) and the fill is NOT-SHARED, 
invalidate the CAM. (Assumes NOT-SHARED => DIRTY in this 
case.) 

9. If a valid CAM's counter reaches 7, assert LOCKOUT. From 
here on, the counter shouldn't increment, so LOCKOUT should 
stay asserted until the CAM is invalidated (meaning the 
corresponding write operation finished) . 

**** Digital Confidential **** 

10. If a new write operation begins while the CPU is 
asserting LOCKOUT, the counter must not be incremented. 
Otherwise there is no guarantee this CPU ever stops assertin 

LOCKOUT. 

Necessary assumptions 

This proposal is based on certain assumptions about EVS. These a 

1. EVS may only process two writes that involve the Bcache 
or external environment. In particular, if EVS is working 
on two writes which require READ-MISS-MODn, READ-MISS-STCn, 
SET-DIRTYs, or WRITE-BLOCK to complete, EVS will never begin 
processing a third write that requires any of these things 
until one of the current writes is completed. Completion 
means the write hit dirty, not-shared in the Scache or did a 
WRITE-BLOCK that was CACKed. 

2. EVS never processes more than one write at a time with a 
particular value of address bits <12:6>. I.e., if one write 
is being processed and another is begun which matches in 
address<l2:6>, the second will be retried internally and 
will never lead to READ-MISS-MODn, READ-MISS-STCn, 
SET-DIRTYs, or WRITE-BLOCK. 

3. After a fill for READ-MISS-MODn which fills not-shared, 
dirty, EVS will guarantee to complete the corresponding 
write (given also that fills are always in the same order as 
the commands were issued by EVS on the pin-bus) . This 
guarantee specifically covers the case in which a fill is 
closely followed by an INVALIDATE to the same block. 
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4. EVS will complete a STx C after a fill for READ-MIS STCn 
regardless of the fill state (shared or not-shared) if-the 
lock flag is not set. This guarantee specifically covers 
the case in which a fill is closely followed by an 
INVALIDATE to the same block. (If the fill is shared, there 
is no guarantee, but only an invalidate can prevent 
completion and this will reset the lock flag.). 

An assumption about Turbo-Laser/TLEP required for this proposal 
is that fills to EVS for READ-MISS-MODn will either be shared, 
not-dirty or not-shared, dirty. Not-shared, not-dirty fills 
require rethinking detail item 8 to include a SET DIRTY that 
completes. 

One rule that EVS requires is that a READ-DIRTY, INVALIDATE, or 
SET-SHARED for the same block just filled to EVS must not follow 
too closely after the fill for a READ-MISS-MODn that filled 
dirty, not-shared. This is needed to guarantee that EVS will 
complete one write. We are currently evaluating a rule for the 
number of CPU cycles after the last Sysclock DACK cycle before 
any of these system commands for the same block are allowed to 
be sent. 

**** Digital Confidential **** 

Errors 

The only error I can anticipate is that a fill error which 
caused the environment to use CFAIL*-CACK to reset EVS will 
cause EVS to "drop" all writes. This even should invalidate the 
CAMs and clear their counters. 

Other errors can be detected. Perhaps machine check interrupt 
is the best way to handle these. 

A long timeout on LOCKOUT may be useful, but a short timeout may 
prevent LOCKOUT from accomplishing its purpose. 

An Alternative 

An alternative implementation with exactly one CAM will (I 
think) eventually guarantee EVS finishes all pending writes 
provided EVS won't start new writes past a certain point (i.e., 
the WMB effect). This scheme doesn't solve timeliness in 
unusual cases (cases with two antagonist CPUs writing two 
different blocks continuously) . PALcode could insert a WMB in 
interrupt flows, so every timer interrupt or other interrupt 
could force "stuck" writes to complete. A waiver from the ALPHA 
Architecture Board would be needed. A simpler, cheaper scheme 
covering all reasonable circumstances coupled with eventual 
guarantees via timer interrupt seems quite reasonable to me. 




